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Editor "s Note: Research is so much the life blood of any industry, that
we asked Ken Skarien to speak about the American Seed Research foundation
during the short course . We hope you will read this his "thoughts" and respond,
if you have not already done so.

THOUGHT_V
Ken Skarien
What is the American Seed Research Foundation? Briefly, it's a nonprofit foundation organized in 1959 to promote, develop and purchase necessary
research in seeds. It developed with the blessing of the American Seed Trade
Association, but is an entirely separate entity. It is national in scope, with seedsmen fro'm every region of the U. S. on the board of directors; and the finest
agronomic and horticultural scientists from all sections on the scientific advisory
board.
Among the first to join, strange as it may seem, were the seed -companies
who are already doing research of their own! As one of these pointed out to us,
"we know the cost of research--and its necessity . "
Who SHOULD belong to ASRF? Every seedsman with faith in the future.
Research is being planned to make seed a mo re vigorous, more predictable,
more productive, more professional produ ct. A better product shou ld be more
respectable, more valuable, more profitable- - but require more skill, more
mechanization, more responsibility .
As President Hu ey pointed ou t in a rec e nt ASRF progr ess report: "We
personally feel that each seedsman should join and look u pon the $100 annual
membership as a mere $8. 33 per month ins u rance policy on his future in the
seed business . "
What are the benefits? M o st of each $1 00 will go into necessa ry SEED
research that is too costly for eve n t h e largest seed companies . Many groups
and many worthy projects compete for the tim e , personnel and facilities of our
agricultural experi ment stations . The only known method to avoid waiting in
line for years, i s to put up funds enabling an insti1u tion to put personnel on
the given project. As happened with the three ASRF projects already started at
Iowa State, North Carolina State and Mississippi State, the ASRF f~.mds are
multiplied by government grants and s u pplemented by free use of laboratory
facilities already bu ilt !
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If seedsmen like yourself, through contribu tions to ASRF, hadn't supplied

the funds, the three aforenamed pro jects might be awaiting their turns several
years hence. Soltuions evolving from any one of these projects might save or
gain a single $100 member thousands of dollars in a single year!
Let "the big boys" do it? Heaven forbid! The small and moderate
size seeds men, who certainly can't afford to do any basic research on his own,
has the greatest stake in success of the ASRL If the largest seed houses HAD
the money and SPENT the money for basic research in seeds (as the giants of
the oil and chemical. industries do in the fields ) , would you expect them to
share this expensive knowledge with you ? We doubt it. Sharing the cost of
essential research through membership in ASRF is the logical answer for seed
firms of all sizes. Large companies in other industries find it necessary to
spend million s of dollars each year for research simply to survive in a world
that demands constant improvement.
Research is the key to the future. And we think it more desirable that
the many seeds men share in the cost and fruits of research, thus being around
to share the future.
We believe i n the future of the seed indu stry and quite se lfishly,
feel that our contribution to research will !:l.elp the i ndustry improve and profit
so we can profit with it.
We hope that this has convinced many of you. How about picking up
that checkbook today and writing a check for $ 100 to "American Seed Research
Foundation?"
1
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PROGRAM SCHEDULE
MONDAY APRIL 30
I

8:00 - 12:00

REGISTRATION - SEED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
COFFEE, COKES, DOUGHNUTS - Every day at 10:00 and
3:00. Courtesy the equipment manufacturers and their
representatives.

10:00 - 12:00

SPECIAL SESSION - FOR SEED DEALERS
Advertising -Selecting the type for your business
Merchandising -Repeat Business means profit
Legal aspects for consideration
The Dealer -A public servant

1:00 -

2:00

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

2:00 -

3:00

AIR AND SCREEN CLEANERS
Selection of screens
Adjustments for precision cleaning
Preconditioning seed for cleaning
Correct air-ducting from cleaner

3:30 - 5:00

Your Choice:
SEED PROCESSING DEMONSTRATIONS
Continuous and simultaneous demonstrations of different
makes and models of air-screen cleaners disc and c y linder
separators gravity separators roll mills, magnetic and
electrostatic separators elevators and other equipment used
in seed processing plants.
1

I

I

I

I

SEED TESTING DEMONSTRATIONS
Germination tests - evaluation of results
Special tests - Florescence phenol, experimental
Discussion of problems - bring yours
I

6:30- 7:30

"Get Acquainted" Hospitality Hour
Chemical Company. ( Panogen)

7:30 - 'till

Delicious Barbecued Dinner - Entertainment
Courtesy of Mississippi Seed Improvement Association
Mississippi Seedsmen's Association, Seedsmen's Short
Course.

I

Courtesy Morton

I
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TUESDAY , MAY 1

8:30 -

9:00

9:00 - 10:00

10:30 - 11:30

11:30 - 12:00

WIDTH AND THICKNESS SEPARATORS
Description of types
Operational features of each
LENGTH SEPARATORS
Disc ana c y linder separators
Particular role of each t y pe
Obtaining maximum performance
SPECIFIC GRAVITY SEPARATORS
Gravities, stoners, aspirators
Principles of operation
· Importance of proper installation
Use in upgrading seed lots
NON -UNIFORM SEED LOTS
Causes and consequences
What to do abou t them

1:30 -

2:15

RESEARCH PROGRAM AT THE SEED TECHNOLOGY
lABORATORY
Brief description of research projects by staff and
graduate students .

2:15 -

3:00

THE TETRAZOLIUM TEST FOR SEED VIABILITY
Application
Techniques
Accuracy
Limitations

3: 30 -

5:00

Your C ho ice ~
SEED PROCESSI NG DEMONSTRATIONS
Bri ng your own seed if you wish
QUICK -TEST WORKSHOP
Study your own specialty

7:30 -

8:30

COTTONSEED
Environme ntal Factors Affecting Quality Harves t ing - Processing - Storage
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WEDNESDAY MAY 2
I

8:30 -

9:00

ROLL MILLS
Operation and adjustments
Role in finishing seed

9:00 -

9:30

MAGNETIC CLEANERS
Special Uses
Factors affecting cleaning results

9:3 0 - 10:00

ANALYZING SEED SEPARATION PROBLEMS
Are yo ur s simple complex impossible?
There is a systematic approach
Demonstrations
I

10:30 - 12:00

1:30 -

5:00

I

SEED TREATMENT AND SEED TREATERS
Valu e of seed treatment
Types of fungicides and insecticides
Vse of treating equipment
Seed treatment and t he law
SEED PROCESSING DEMONSTRATIONS
All equipment will be in operation all afternoon
. INDIVIDUAL PRACTICE IN EQUIPMENT OPERATION
Anyone wishing to learn the basic operation or the
fine points of ru nning any equipment will have the
opportunity .
ATTENTION TO SPECIFIC CLEANING PROBLEMS
Bring your own problem lots for this period . Let
the 11 experts 11 h elp you.

1:30 -

5:00

QUICK-TEST WORKSHOP
This is your session !
. Learn the fu ndamentals of quick-testing or let the
experts help you improve your skills. Bring in y our
own particular problem seed lots or better yet send
them ahead of you.
I

7:00 -

'till

· Old Fashion Souther n Sty le Miss is sippi Barbecue
Dancing Later
Courtesy Sawan , I nc . Columbus Mississippi
I

I
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THURSDAY , MAY 3
8 ~ 30

-

9 : 15

9 ~1 5

-

10 ~ 00

10:30 - 12 : 00

SEED VIGOR
Importa nc e
Evalu a tion
Exa mp l es
M ECHANICAL SEED INJURY
I s it o v e r emphasized?
W hat a re t he ca1 ses?
Effect o f seed c o ndition and handling methods.
C ONVEYING SYSTEMS
From t h e seed field t o the bag
Se lectio n of a s y stem for each operation

1: 30 -

3:00

SEED AND GRAIN DRYING
Pra ctica l system fo r u se on th e farm
C ommercia l drying i nstallations
Dryi ng t o increa s e qu a li ty
C an you a fford to own a dryer

3: 30 -

5: 00

HA NDLING " STORAGE AND QUALITY CONTROL
Te mpera tu re a nd mo istu re e ffec t du ring storage
Packa ging Types
Us e s
Limi ta tio ns
W arehou sing
Qua li t y C on trol

SOME DOS AND DON'TS OF SUCCESSFULADVERTISING
Ken Skarienl/
You've heard the saying "behind e v ery success ful ma n there ' s a
good woman". I think we can twist this around today to say "behind every
successful company there's some good advertising". And just like that
persistent little lady behind that successful man, that successfu l advertising has been on the job continuously. So the question is not "should I
adv ertise" but rather "how, when, where and how much?"
A lot of ad vertisi ng me n can th row formulas at you and darn near prove
that advertising is an exact science . But it's not an exact science because
it deals with human emotions. Ther e are so many variables t hat make us tick
like we do that you c a n ' t appl y a formula and say "this is going to sell e v erybody who reads it or hears it". It just ain't so ,
Here's how the y louse up the formula : You tak e a bi g ad in the Monday
paper on a special price, special ship·ment of fertili z er. Fa rme r Jo nes is
ready, ambitious to make a good crop and smart enough to fig u re t h e NPK values
per dollar; and he's got his pickup truck backed up to your loading dock before
you can get your afternoon coffee. Farmer Brown read the ad , bu t he ' s a putteroffer and he won't come in and ask about it until the s hipment is g one ~ Farmer
Black saw the ad but had bought his fertilizer elsewhere, but came i n and
bought a lot of seed and a drum of pre-emergence weed killer---because the ad
reminded him you were still in business. Farmer Smith saw the a d but was still
ma d at you over the sale of a milk bucket that leaked which y ou sold him 7 years
ago---he wouldn't buy from you if you gave it away. A lot o f fellows were reminded it was time to fertilize. Lots of them bought from you, some for the first
time; and a few of them bought it from your competitor in t he ne xt town. A few
didn't seed the ad for various reasons .
Did the ad payout? If you had a reasona b le markup o n the fertilizer , I
think it did. You sold out the special shipment quickl y to make room fo r oth e r
merchandise . Your dollars turned and got in and out of this particu lar fertili z er
shipment in let ' s say a couple· of weeks. You sold some other me rchandise to
fellows who came in for fertilizer. You got several new fellows into the store
who saw that you had seed, pesticides , feed, block salt , farm and garden tools
they'd be back to buy later---IF the ad and the treatment they got in you r store
gave them confidence in you and y our merchandise.
The psychologists say sex and self-preservation are the strong e st of
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human urges. I have a hard time figuring out a sex appeal angle for se lling
fertilizer, bug killers or hybrid corn seed - --but maybe I'm just getting old .
I believe the self-preservation motive applies very well in the case of advertising to farmers in these times ---and to a lesser degree to city gar deners who derive well-being and better hea l th from outdoor puttering and
perhaps growing healthful vegetables.
But getting this self-preservation into less drastic terms of selfbetterment, you've got something that has appeal right across the board to
nearly everyone. Everybody wants to get the job done better, more profitabl;y, easier , more economically . . Let 9 s see what appeals ' the seed store
merchandise has to tempt these basic urges. Adapted, vigorous, pure seed
to produce a bigger , more profitable crop---packed in easy-to-handle 50 pound bags with a zipper type opening---delivered to the farm or loaded
quickly from a loading dock with plenty of parking. You've got some sure
appeals to talk up in the advertising. Most of your farmer customers want
more production for more profit; and the ease and convenience of ge t ting the
job done faster with less effort. And what about the know-how you can
dispense along with your merchandise? People still hate to read the fine
print on labels; and they make little effort to remember procedures from ye a r
to year. Let them know in every possible way that you and your personnel
KNOW the latest recommendations on varieties, culture, etc. , on growing
things .
Vlhat I've been getting at , going the lon<; way around, is this :
You 've got to know what motivates most people to buy if you're going to
appeal to them successfully with your advertising . You can ' t sell people
on the basis of your own motive, which is this : Buy from me because I
owe the bank money for a mess of inventory. Put yourself on the other
side of the counter. Try to see the c u stomer ' s reasons to buy or not to buy;
and you '11 do a lot better job of advertising and selli ng. If you ever sold
a man a post-ho le digger, you probably thought he bought it because he
wanted a post-hole digger. Well, he didn ' t want a post - hole digger at all
---he bought it because he wanted a bunch of post-holes. Analyzing this a
bit further, he rea lly didn 1 t want post-holes either---he bought the thing
because he wanted to keep the cows out of the corn field. Since that was
the real motive, you might have done him a bigger favor , saved him a lot
of work and turned a bigger profit fo r yourself if you'd sold him steel posts ,
insulators and an electric fence kit.
Advertising, with the exception of the mail order variety, doesn't
actually take order s. It is intended to just make people want to buy- --to
make them want to buy it from you. All your advertising should give a good
impression of your business as a reliable and pleasant place to buy; and
even if your prices are the highest 5n the county that the merchandise,
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service and reliability add up to the best value. If your advertising and
salesmanship can concentrate on the image of better results instead of the
bag of seed or the can of insecticide, the price becomes a minor consideration. Keep your eye on "keeping the cows out of the corn" instead of that
"post-hole digger". Of course, if your trade contains some fellows w ho are
connoisseurs of fine post-hole diggers, better brush up an ad v ertising spiel
on oak handles and case -hardened steel.
Where to advertise locally? First of all, and too often ne glected,
make your store attractive and convenient. Make yourself and your help
capable, helpful and courteous; All the advertising in the world isn't going
to hold business that is dri v en away by repulsi v e, inconv eni e nt premises and
sorry personnel.
Your advertising was an invitation to v isit you ---it's up to
your premises, your per sonnel and your merchandise to make the m feel welcome.
This is basic. Your ad vertising in the future will not succeed unless people
have confidence in it.
On that point of confidence, be sure above all that your advertising is
believable. People have been subjected to so much untruthful, bait type adv ertising that the y can spot a phoney at 50 paces. If you adve rtis e a -s-pecial
purchase or unbelievably good deal, better explain WHY OR HOW you are able
to do this. Nobody will believe you're a good Joe giving away merchandise;
they'll stay away in droves wondering all the while what the catch is .
Now back to WHERE should a local dealer advertise? This is something
you'll have to find out for yourself because local advertising mediums vary so
much. Do most of the folks you want to reach take and read the local newspaper? Or has the nearest big city daily got the local s h eet down to running
nothing but the county legal notices? Does the paper ha v e a regular, localized farm or garden page that people read? If so, I'd have at least something
ad v ertised on it regularly.
How about local radio? Do they have times that most farmers listen?
Or for garden supply advertising, when are most of the housewi ve s listening?
If television isn't too expensive, how many potential customers wou ld it reach
---and what time would be best? Local newspaper and radio and TV people can
give_you a lot -Of help=-on this- -and remember, the y had better do their best
for you because they want to keep on selling you. You could also surve y your
customers on what they read, watch and listen to---on store questionnaries
or return post cards.
Now you've decided on where to advertise, so the next question is
"HOW?" First of all, advertise regularly. Do your heaviest advertising
during peak sales seasons; and try to anticipate this by stepping up your advertising ahead of the season. Get them thinking about you be fore they're
actually read y to buy . Use this advertising to build the image of your store
as a pleasant dependable place to do business and ha v ing good stocks of the
finest merchandise to help them to a more profitable season. And when 'they're
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buying, pour it on heavy---but keep in mind they aren't buying seeds or
fertilizers or weed killers ---they're buying PRODUCTION. If you were
looking ahead last year, you took some pictures of particularly good crops
that used your merchandise . Use some of these pictures in your printed
advertising---with details on who, where, and how much yield, and of
course it was planted with your X-7 5 seed, fertilized with your Bin Buster
fertilizer and protected with your Killer Diller pesticides and showed Farmer
Black $57.23 per acre clear profit. Be sure you include that 23¢---it's a lot
more convincing than saying he made nearly $60. It shows that it was figured
out rather than being a loose and perhaps biased estimate. Show a real local
benefit and prove it.
Another good advertising angle too often overlooked by seeds men, is
the business of telling the world about their service and know -how. Advertising works by bringing people in or making them want to come in. Do you have
a library or charts of best varieties, seeding and fertilizer application rates,
etc.? Do you have someone on your payroll who can test soil? Identify plant
diseases or insects ---and prescribe cures? If you haven't you should. If you
have, and aren't plugging these services in your advertising, you're missing a
big bet. What about custom processing and treating or inoculating of seed?
Use a few of the alarming s t atistics from drill box surveys in your ads to sell
your processing service; or fi.gures on the yield and stand benefits from treating
or inoculating seed. If a farmer can bring in his seed easily and get the job done
while he gets a haircut and take the processed seed home with him---tell him
so in your ads. Whether you're using newspaper, radio, television or direct
mail pieces make the advertising interesting and believable and timely.
Do you do some advertising e v ery month or week even in off seasons?
You should. For one thing , regular advertising lowers your rate on the seasonal
pushes. More important it keeps 'em from forgetting you. Since your rent and
a lot of other expenses go on year-around, you had better stock some merchandise or have some services for every season of the year--and feature them in
your advertising. How about livestock remedies, lawn furniture, barbecue
supplies, toys fishing tackle, or any of a wide range of things to take up time
and space that would be wasted du ring slack seasons. You know your community
or should, and can figure out what would work best. I've seen a lot of combinations.
But that's getting into store management instead of advertising. I'm
not against these ads that say "Seeds, Feeds and Fertilizers, Joe Blow Seed
Co." because they're better than nothing. But you can make ads do so much
more if you keep changing them and make them interesting and informative.
Most of you can get a free ride on this co-op advertising where the supplier
pays part. Big ads are cheaper per inch than small ads. Why not add your own
space to some of this co-op stuff and make a big, interesting splash? Your
local advertising people will help you on layouts and wording- - -or on radio or
I

I

1

I
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T. V. stuff. Your printer can be talked into giving a lot o f help on planning
mailing pieces. And onc e again stress the benefits instead of me rely showing
a bottle of Dr. Blooe y ' s Pill Bug Pu nisher and the too-familiar "on s a le at Joe
Blow Seed Store" . If life isn't pleasanter without these bugs the manufacturer ought to turn his toxic talents on some other critter.
I know somebody i s ready to ask "how mu c h should I spend for
advertising?" A Dun & Bradstreet management survey a couple of y ears ago
showed that seed feed and farm supply stores were about the tightest bunch
of retail operators when it came to letting go of an advertising dollar. They
averaged . ·3% spent for advertising and a gross margin of 15.9% on the merchandise handled . Contrast this with the furniture down the street. According
to D & B they spent 4. 6% of their gross on advertising but sold their merchandise at a 38.8% gross ma rgi n.
In my opinion a s e e d farm supply or garden supply dealer cou ld
profitably spend 5 % o f hi s gross on advertising IF he follow e d it w ith such real
livewire selling and s e rvice that he could get a higher gross ma rgin . Some
dealers are doing it v ery successfully; and all the ir advBrtis i ng and me rchandising is selling the be nefits so clearly that customers aren ' t thin king abou t
whether or not the s e ed or fertilizer can be purchased a dime che aper e ls e where. This gets off on merchandising again but I' v e heard dealer after
dealer talk himself down on price when the customer is much more interested
in a lot of other factors . These fellows didn't have to s e ll on price---they
were the ones that insisted upon this as their only sale s point.
Of course not all advertising is newspaper radio or TV. You ought to
w o rk a good telephone list and a re gular post card mailing t o good c u stomer s
and prospects. Phone or write them to alert them to sp e cial o r timely shipments of merchandise the y need. Tell them you ' re going to ad ve rtise it next
week but wanted them to have o pportunity to book it before the ru s h etc .
And by all means get out and v isit the m in their fields perio dicall y ---know
something of t h eir farms and their problems a nd s u ggest merchandise and service that wou ld benefit them . With farms getting fewer and bigger I think
this is becoming a real necessity .
But don ' t neglect your advertising. It makes a lot of calls you ha v en't
the time to make---at le ss cost than you can make them in person. And it
reminds customers and prospects that you ' re in business with good merchandise and service of benefit to them .
I
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THE SEED DEALER AND HIS INFLU ENCE
WITH THE FARMER
L. E. C AVANAH l/
.
I changed the title of my talk as I felt that the title assigned did not
do justice to a group of businessmen who are so tremendously important in
our agriculture today . The title "The Dealer -A Public Servant", to me,
left the impression that the dealers were working for nothing. I am sure
that in no way was this implied, though the margin of profit is not great on
many seeds .
This special session was designed to help you do a better job in
selling your products to t h e u ltimate consumer. If I can contribute a small
part toward your goal , I w ill feel my time well spent.
The title that I have chosen suggests ·that the seed dealer does have
an influence on the farmer. Does he? In what way? First let u s examine
the decisions the farmers have to make each year before and at the time of
planting their crops.
l. What crop to be planted on a given soil?
2. What variety to plant?
3. What variety not to plant?
4. Where can the seed be obtained?
5. What is the cost of the seed?
6 . When and how to plant?
7. What herbicides to use?
8. What insecticides to use?
9. What fertilizers to u se?
10 . How to guard against diseases?
11 . What other factors may influence my net income?
With experience the farmer may be able to answer many of these
questions. But with the rapid changes in agriculture it is almost impossible
to keep abreast with all of the latest recommendations necessary to compete
in today' s agriculture . Who then do th ey turn to for the answers to their
problems? Crops and Soils specialists? Cou nty Extension Agent? Vocational Agriculture Leaders? Magazines and advertisements? Seed and
fertilizer · dealers ?
Let us analyse each of these sources of help . First the specialists .
Usually a state has only five or six crops and soils specialists to cover the

l/Mr.
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entire state , The bes t t hey can d o in s uc h a short time between harvest and
planting t he next c ro p is t o ho ld a conference with t he cou nty extension agents
once a year, This may take one t o two months when the cou nty agent's time
mu st also be shared with other specialists, farme r adult meetings civic clubs
bankers etc. Secondly , the cou n t y agent mu st divide hi s time between crops,
soils , flowers t ruc k crops livestock marketing administration and hundreds
of farmers in his cou nt y. Ea ch try t o hold a meeting and u rge everyone to come .
Bu t i t is difficu lt to se t a time fo r a meeting t ha t will satisfy everyone. Funds
are not g enerally available to p lace more agents in each cou nty . Vocational
agricu ltu re leaders are i n abou t the same situa tion as th e cou nty agent. So the
information ju st isn "t gotte n to tb e peo pl e who need it.
Farm ma g azine s , adv e rt~ sing and t estimonials are all he lpfu l but sometimes misleading or t h e ind i vidu al does not take t h e time to fu lly read
and analyse the article ,
I have left the seed dea l er la s t beca u se believe he has more to do
with influ encing the fa rmer o n how and what to grow than anyone . Who is the
last person t he farmer ge ne rally se e s before bu ying and planting his seeds?
W ho visits with t h e most p eo pl e in a commu nity and is able to find ou t what
insects might be prevailing in any give n season , t he bes t t i me to plant to
avo id c ertai.n diseas e s? W ho i s called u pon more and more each year to stock
the ne ce ssa ry s ee d a nd s u pplies for the fa rmers u se? Many a farmer will tell
you that George Jones too k care of me t h e pas t- -- y ea rs and I am sure he will
do it agai n , Some farme rs may b.a ve a d e finite variety in mind when they go
to bu y . If the d e ale r does not ha v e that variet y, what the n? He u s ually tries
to find w hat i s d e sired but in lieu of tha t h e u s ually is s u ccessful in i nfluencin g the farmer to pla n t the kind of s e ed that he has available.
Farmers ha v e g row n to d e p e nd more and more on t h eir local seed dealers .
. I fe e l t hat the maj o rity o f t h e dealers w a nt to do the best job they can , But
here again , some are ju st not aware o f w hat is bes t in thi s changing agriculture ,
For t he s eed d ealers to d o a better jo b in h elping the farmers , there is need ,
the n , for t h e agric u ltu re le aders t o wo rk closely with the dealers and s u pply them
with the lates t information . He lp hi m to know his s u bj e ct and h elp him to know
his produ ct w hat il can do and what i t cannot do ; the advi s ability of trying somet hing new that has a great pu blicity campai gn behind it . To accomplish this
objective seed d ea ier c linic s have bee n condu cte d ,
· Seed d e aler clinics bave be en condu cted in several states , They are all
aimed at he lping edu cate the see d d e alers to help e du ca te t he farmers. In
Missou ri t h e clinics are condu c t e d by the Mi ssou ri Seedsmens Association in
cooperation with the e xtens i on specialists of the Departme nt of Field Crops. The
Seedsmens As soci ation s e t u p he loca tions , throu ghou t the state, make arrangements for a meal (D u t c h t reaty, ha nd le a ll local pu blicity and hel p arrange a
s u itable prog ram , The e xtens io n specialists provi d e the late st information on
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crop recommendations, new crops now or soon to be available , new herbicides
and how to use them, insect control, etc. The program is changed slightly
each year to feature a particular item of interest -entomologists ,.ASC specialist, seed control officia 1, local seed dealer problems and how solved, herbicides , etc.
These seed dealer clinics have been conducted for some ten years in
Missouri. We have been well pleased with their success, though as at many
meetings, we would like to see more participate. But here again when is the
best time for such a meeting? In Missouri, this information is desired early
in December. This allows the dealers to make adjustments in their inventories
when needed.
In summary, (l) farmers need help in our presently rapid changing
agriculture, (2) the seed dealers, with related products, are in the best position
to advise the farmers on many of their problems, (3) there is a great need for
close cooperation between crops specialists, county agents, agriculture leaders
and the seed dealers.

Seed clinics are but only a start.

LEGAL ASPECTS FOR CONSIDERATION
G. F. VAUGHN]/
I appreciate the opportunity to participate in this Special Session for
Seed Dealers. The topics and problems discussed will be of mutual interest ·
as we · both jointly serve the same producing and consuming farmers. I always
enjoy attending the Short Course and get a great deal of inspiration from the
seed people doing research and educational work in connection with the Seed
Technology Laboratory.
As representative o f t he Mississippi Department of Agriculture, I
bring you greetings from Commissioner Si Corley. We want to welcome you
visitors to our State and t o our local dealers we sincerely pledge our unlimited
efforts in working tow ard a common goal- a better agriculture in Mississippi.
Our comments will be brief as we would like for you to better utilize
this time for general discussion of current topics and problems.
While you are no doubt familiar with both State and Federal seed
regulatory requirements , we want to alert you to changing trends relati ve to
the seed industry and offer you some recommendations for consideration.
Trade reports indicate that claims against seedsmen have been increasing both in frequency and size. Apparently this is primarily due to the claimminded society of today. Where it used to be "the buyer beware" , now the
courts insist that the seller beware. Consequently, the dealer should subscribe to regulatory measures that intend to protect both the seedsmen and the
producer-consumer . .
The first suggestion is that dealers exercise the greatest possible
margin of safety b y maintaining a complete record of each lot of se e d handled.
That brings up the question , ju st what constitutes a complete record? Certainly the following items must be considered:
1. Invoices, receiving record s , freight bills, blending and
processing records, applicable growers declaration, and
records of sales to be kept for period of two or three years .
2.
File sample of each lot to be held one y ear.
3. Sample label, copy of analysis - from supplier and official
j
'
or service sample drawn while in your possession.
4.
Check to see that lot number is given on invoice and that
lot number is ent.e red on purchaser ' s sales ticket for identification .

Vaughn is Chief In~pe<;::to~ , Iylississippi Department of Agriculture and
Commerce, Jackson , MlSSlSSlppl.
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The
reason for this emphasis is th e diffic u lty experienced in determining
I
.
whether the seed complained of was of a given lot. Actually in a claim situation
it is rarely possible for u s to obtain detail facts about all the circumstances
attending the claim .
As further guide to you
a claim.

I

the following action is suggested on receipt of

Check your sales records to see if you sold seed of variety to the
claimant.
Check the claimant ' s planting records or question him closely about his
purchase and planting of your seed and othe r similar seed from other seedsmen.
Check your processing records or storage conditions to see if it was
possible that something could have happened which would result in your delivery to the claimant of seed with t h e defect which he claims.
Check the experience of other growers of seed from the same lot from
which the claimant 1 s seed was taken.
Check for left-over seed which the claimant may have bought from you ·
or other seedsmen.
Check your stock for seed held over from the lot.
Check other factors including weather conditions preparation of
seed bed fertilization cultivation practices disease infestation and insect
damage as possible cause of complaint.
Other recommended dealer practices include:
1.
Check incoming deliveries for net weight. Designate one
responsible employee for this serv ic e.
2 . Become tag consciou s che ck labels o n new deliveries for
completeness .
3. If seed are treated check for adequate warning tags.
4. · Maintain inve ntory of carry over seed stock , secure timely
re-test and relabel prior to new season .
5.
Maintain s u itable sto rag e conditions for planting seed. Do
not expose to dampness o r damaging chemica l s.
6.
Maintain ident ity of local grown seed until properly labeled. ·
1
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AIR AND SCREEN CLEANERS
Vergil D. Frevert]/
Our subject is AIR AND SCREEN CLEANERS. Although there are many
here who have a complete knowledge of these machines let's think together
for a few minutes about (1) WHAT THESE MACHINES ARE ; (2) WHY THEY ARE
USED and what can be accomplished with them; (3) WHEN AND WHERE THEY
ARE -uSED and (4) HOW TO USE THEM.
If you "picture in your mind ' s eye" a flat perforated screen 3 or 4
feet wide and 4 or 5 feet long with one end a little higher than the other you
will have an idea of part of the basic design of these machines. If seed is fed
onto the high end of the screen while the screen is vibrated or shaken back and
forth the seed will flow toward the lower end of the screen. If the holes in
the screen are just large enough to let the seed fall throu gh any larger material
mixed with the seed will pass over the screen and fall off at the low end.
We all know what wheat looks like , so suppose we put some wheat on
this screen and we'll use a screen that has round holes about a quarter of an
inch in diameter -just a little smaller than an ordinary lead pencil. Let's
shake this screen and see what we have coming through and going off the end.
Off the low end we have pieces of straw empty hulls some thistle heads
large swollen kernels and some kernels that were not completely threshed from
their hull during harvest. Now we'll look at the wheat that went through the
screen. Here we see with the good whe~t small round weed seeds some long
thin weed seeds some dirt light chaff pieces of empty hull and wheat that
was split and cross broken by the combine during harvest.
Now let's take another screen one that has oblong or slotted holes a
little wider than one sixteenth of an inch and about a half inch long. We'll
put the wheat that went through the first screen on this screen and see what
happens. Over the low end of the screen goes the good wheat empty hulls
cross -broken kernels and some ro u nd weed seeds. The material that went
through the screen consists of long thin weed seeds split wheat some dirt
chaff and hull particles.
If we put the wheat on a screen having round h o les about one eighth
of an inch in diameter we can drop out the cross -broken kernels and the round
weed seeds that would not go through the slotted screen.
We still have some empty hulls with our wheat and some lighter
kernels that are the same size as our good heavier wheat.
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AIR AND SCREEN CLEANERS
Vergil D. Frevert!/
Our subject is AIR AND SCREEN CLEANERS. Although there are many
here who have a complete knowledge of these machines, let's think together
for a few minutes about (l) WHAT THESE MACHI NES ARE; (2) WHY THEY ARE
USED and what can be accompUshed with them; (3) WHEN AND WHERE THEY
ARE -USED, and (4) HOW TO USE THEM.
If you ''picture in your mind ' s e ye" a flat perforated screen 3 or 4
feet wide and 4 or 5 feet long, with one end a little higher than the other, you
will have an idea of part of the basic design of these machines. If seed is fed
onto the high end of the s c reen while the screen is vibrated or shaken back and
forth, the seed will flow toward the lower end of the screen . If the holes in
the screen are just large enough to let the seed fall through, any larger material
mixed with the seed will pass over the screen and fall off at the low end.
We all know what wheat looks like , so suppose we pu t some wheat on
this screen, and we'll use a screen that has round holes about a quarter of an
inch in diameter -just a little smaller than an ordinary lead pencil. Let's
shake this screen and see what we have coming through and going off the end.
Off the low end, we have pieces of straw , empty hulls, some thistle heads,
large swollen kernels and some kernels that were not completely threshed from
their hull during harvest. Now we'll look at the wheat that went through the
screen. Here we see with the good whe~t small round weed seeds, some long
thin weed seeds, some dirt, light chaff, pieces of empty hull and wheat that
was split and cross broken by the combine during harvest.
Now let's take another screen, one that has obiong or slotted holes a
little wider than one sixteenth of an inch and about a half inch long. We'll
put the wheat that went through the first screen on this screen and see what
happens. Over the low end of the screen goes the good wheat, empty hulls,
cross -broken kernels, and some ro u nd weed seeds. The material that went
through the screen consists of long thin weed seeds, split wheat, some dirt,
chaff and hull particles.
If we put the wheat on a screen having round h o les about one eighth
of an inch in diameter we can drop out the cross -broken kernels and the round
weed seeds that would not go through the slotted screen.
We still have some empty hulls with our wheat and some lighter
kernels that are the same size as our good heavier wheat.
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in the grades or classifications necessary for marketing or for further processing on other types of equipment such as disc and cylinder length separations,
gravity tables or roll machines.
Screens are available in perforated metal with holes that are round,
slotted, oval-, triangle, and also some indented shapes 1 ranging in sizes
from 1/25 of an inch which is equal to only 40 thousands of an inch, up to well over 1 inch in size. Round hole screens are usually designated as near
as possible by numbers which are in 64ths of an inch and in halves of 64ths.
Sizes that do not come in 64ths are such fractions of an inch as 1/15, 1/17,
or 1/22nd. Slotted or oblong screens come in the 2 dimensions of width and
length such as 4 by 1/4, 1/18 by 1/2 or 10 by 3/4. Triangle perforations are
designated in 2 systems, one being the length of the sides of the triangle in
64ths such as 8/64 or 10/ 64. The other method is designated in V numbers
such as 5V, 5 1/2V, 6V, etc.
These V numbers are the diameter of a round gauge, in 64ths of an inch,
that will fit inside of the triangle and touch each of its 3 sides. In other words,
the diameter of a circle inscribed within the triangle is designated in 64ths of
an inch.
Wire mesh screens are available with openings that are square or
oblong. They are numbered in OPENINGS PER INCH such as 24 by 24, and 30
by 30 in the square meshes, and range from very coarse to as fine as 60 by 60.
Oblong mesh openings come in consecutive sizes such as 2 by 10, 3 by 14 or
4 by 20 and even as fine as 6 by 60 openings per inch.
With so many screens available, one can easily imagine the great
many separations that can be made with this type of machine. And when we
add air separations to make divisions by weight and shape, it greatly increases
their usefulness.
When the main flow of seed goes through a screen to remove larger
material, the screen is called a SCALPER or a TOP SCREEN and sometimes a
"riddle". Most cleaners nowadays have a second or CLOSER SCALPER which
is sometimes called a MAIN SCREEN. The first scalper relieves the second
scalper of much of the coarser material, and a smaller screen opening or a
different shape is used for the second scalper. An example of this would be
a first screen of 1/14" Round for Clover and a slotted screen of 3/64 by 5/16"
for the second screen, each removing a different line of material.
-When the main flow of seed goes OVER a screen letting smaller
ma~erial fall through such as weed seeds, dirt, or smaller seeds, that screen
is usually called a BOTTOM SCREEN A GRADING SCREEN OR THE '-'SEED
SCREEN."
Generally, although there are some exceptions, round screens are
used as a top screen for round seeds such as beans, peas, or clover. Slotted
top screens are used for longer seeds such as brome, fescue or oats. Bottom
1
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screens used to remove long and thin seeds and immature- or split seeds
would be of oblong or slotted shape. If the smaller material consists of sand
or dirt, and round seeded seeds, then a bottom screen with round holes would
be used. When cleaning small seeds such as the clovers or grasses, the
bottom screens would be of wire, either square or oblong mesh.
Lists of suggested screen sizes for cleaning-and grading seeds are
available from the manufacturers of these machines and are also published in
articles and literature on seed cleaning and processing.
Various methods are used to keep the screen openings from becoming
plugged with material or seed that might lodge in the holes . - Nearly all modern
machines ha v e brus h es under the screens which travel back and forth to keep
the holes open . Screen tappers are often used on top of scre ens to keep material loose so the brus h es can remove it easier and faster. Rollers or flat
wipers are sometimes u sed u nder screens instead of brushe s.
A machine having top and bottom screen positions could be considered
as the basic design for larger cleaners which have multiple screen positions to
eliminate re-running t he seed throu gh a 2 screen machine , using screens with
openings of different size or s hape . · Machines with 4 screen positions are
usually built so that 2 screens can be u sed for top or scalping operations, as
explained previously, and the other 2 s creens for bottom work. The advantage
of having 2 bottom screen positions is so that 2 different shapes or sizes of
screens can be u sed, one behind the other for different purposes . The first
bottom screen could b e used to let through sand and small weed seeds, and
the second bottom screen of diffe rent shape or size wou ld drop out material
that would not go through the first bottom scree n, such as immature seeds
and different kind? of weed seeds .
Some screen and air machines are bu ilt with screen positions that
can be used for either top o r bottom work . This versatile screen position can
be used as an extra top operation that is us eful on many commodities like the
grass seeds that have a large percentage of trash to be sca l ped out. This
same screen position when u sed as a t hird bottom screen will often eliminate
an extra re-run over ano ther machine . Another advantage of this type of
machine is for grading purposes where different classifications of the cleaned
product are desired, such a s first and second grades, or for s e parations of
seed corn shapes. The number of useful screen positions in this type of rna.':"'
chine should be d e termined by the number of separations desired and the type
of work to be accomplished . · Ma c hines with 5 and 7 screen positions are in
operation in many seed p lants .
Some machines ha ve screens that are adjustable for pitch so the
commodity can be held longer on the s c reens or ru n off faster. Generally the
top screens are kept flatter because the produ ct is going through , while the
bottom screens have more pitch becau se the main flow is going over them.
I
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Variable speed of screen shake is important because the operator can
adjust the speed of screen vibration to make separations that are not possible
with a fixed speed. Seed flowing on a screen that vibrates too slowly will not
have enough mixing action to cause each seed to fit itself to holes in the
screen. EACH SEED must get to the holes in the screens to- determine if it
should go through or stay on top, for after-all, that's the main reason screens
are used! If the screen vibrates too fast or has too much pitch, round seeds
such as · beans, peas, vetch, etc. will bounce on the screens and accuracy
of separation is lost. The best speed is one that causes the seed to ripple
and mix well as it flows evenly down the screens. Moisture content, kinds
and percentage of foreign material, and general condition of the seed will all
affect the flow, and a fixed rule for the speed of screen vibration is difficult
to establish. With a little experience and close observation of the separations,
the operator will soon be able to set his machine for the most efficient screening speed. These controls are easy to adjust while the machine is in operation.
To obtain maximum capacity and uniform separations, it is important
that a constant and even flow of seed be fed through the air separation systems
and to the screens.
Different types of feeding hoppers are available so the commodity can
be fed evenly through the machine.
If the mixtures of seed coming to the cleaner would always be uniform
in general condition, the operator might be able to adjust his air separations
and forget them. But incoming seed will vary from one bag to another, in the
same bulk load, or from the same field. Seed that is combined in the morning
may contain more moisture and a different class of inert material, than seed
that is combined in the afternoon when the sun has been shining on it all day.
Therefore, the best operators will frequently look at their separations to see if
more or less air should be used, and then adjust their machines to take out as
much waste as possible without loss of good seed.
Some machines are built with an air separation only at the feeding
hopper. They are built this way to remove as much light trash and dust as
possible before the screening operations. This type of machine sometimes
carries only one scalping screen, but more often they are built with top and
bottom screens. Usually called SCALPERS
they are useful as pre-cleaners ..
to relieve the other machines in the seed plant of much of the dirt and trash
that comes in with the seed.
Some cleaners are built with only one air separation following the
screening operation at the discharge end of the machine. Usually they are
built with just a blower type fan, and require comparatively low horsepower.
This type of cleaner is useful on many cleaning operations and is often used
for specialized or custom cleaning.
With some exceptions, the most desirable screen and air machines will
have air at the feeding hopper to relieve the .screens of as much trash as
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possible and then another air separation after the product has been brought
to uniform size by the screening system -to increase test weight and purity.
Some cleaners are built with independent air separations at 3 different places
in the machine - to obtain greater accuracy and more volume or for making two
grades of the finished product in one run through the machine.
The location of screen and air machines in the plant is usually ahead of
other processing equipment so a more uniform product can be fed to these other
machines such as the "pocketmachines 1 11 gravity tables etc. We should think
of our different kinds of machines as various tools and learn their uses and
limitations - just as a machinist must use drill presses lathes and milling
machines for different purposes. You may have heard the following statements
before but I believe they are worth repeating: (l) Inspect the separations and
the finished product coming from your machines frequently and adjust the
machines accordingly - because the seed coming to them does not always run
uniform in the material that must be removed. (~) Use as much air as possible
without removing too much good seed. (3) Keep your top screens as small as
possible without carrying over good seed. (4) Keep your bottom screens as
large as possible without letting good seed drop through.
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PREPARING SEED FOR CLEANING
James Henderson.V
Many older seedsmen will remember that the purity of seed coming
from the old time threshing operations was such that it was almost good enough
to bag and tag without further cleaning.
On the other hand, seeds harvested with modern combines may contain
as much as 60 to 7 0% foreign material -- consisting of trash, weed seeds,
stems, leaves and freshly killed insects. Much of this material may be green,
making the seeds difficult to handle and dangerous to store until this foreign
matter has been removed. Therefore, in many seed cleaning plants today the
first machine used is a scalper. The scalper removes the bulk of the foreign
material so that the seeds can be mechanically handled and safely stored until
the cleaning operation can be finished. Scalper machines may consist of simple reels to remove the long straws, or they may incorporate a flat screen to
separate the long straws and the green material. They may also be a combination of top screens or bottom screens necessary to handle the kind of seed
coming in. These machines are built with a fan if it is desirable to have an air
separation while the seed is being scalped. The scalper with air takes off
large foreign material with the top screen and sifts out sand and small weed
seeds with the bottom screen.
After most of the foreign material is removed further special processing
of the commodity may be required to prepare it for final cleaning. Clipped
bluegrass seed may have to go through a beater machine to break the seed free
from the plant even before scalping. Other seeds may go to a debearder, which
in effect finishes the threshing of the seeds by removing awns, points of attachment, beards and excess chaff and delivers them as individual seeds to the
finishing cleaner for accurate cleaning.
The debearder is made up of a horizontal steel drum in which stationary
arms are positioned along the inside to prevent the mass of seeds from swirling
inside .the machine and a central beater shaft with hardened arms extending out
into the body of the debearder which turns through the seeds to finish the
threshing. One function of the debearder is to break apart grass seed doubles.
Another is to remove the awn and outer glume from watergrass seed harvested
with sudangras s seed and in the process to break apart clusters of sudangrass
seed. When the glumes and awns have been removed by the debearder, the
size of the watergrass seed is greatly reduced so that a very easy and quick

.!/Mr. Henderson is Sales Manager, A. T. Ferrell & Company Saginaw,
Michigan; Manufacturers of Gripper grain, seed and bean deaners and
Randoiph grain driers.
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separation can be made with a screen.
Other uses for the debearder are the shelling of unthreshed wheat kernels commonly called whitecaps, the debearding of barley and the removal of
barley points of attachment, removing the whiskers from carrot seed and the
,. partial decortication of sugar beet seed. The most common use is for clipping
seed oats. When seed oats are clipped by the debearder, those oats that are
still wrapped in the outer glumes are detached from the glumes, double oats are
separated, awns (if the oats carry awns) are removed, fuzzy tips of chaff on the
oats will be clipped, the oats will be polished and their test weight greatly increased. Oats thus processed can be easily elevated and accurately fed through
a cleaner hopper. The cleaner in turn can then make a very accurate separation
since there will be no doubles or unthreshed glumes riding over the top screen
into the screenings. The finished product will not be exceptionally clean but
the appearance of the oats will be greatly enhanced. While clipping the oats
greatly improves the test weight, the removal of the chaff, awns , and other
material hardly affects the actual weight of the product. This trashy material
is so light that the loss of weight can hardly be measured.
Some seeds must be hulled with special hulling machinery before they
are ready for cleaning; therefore, in many seed plants seed hullers are used
before the finishing cleaners.
Mank kinds of legume seed carry a percentage of hard seeds making it
desirable to scarify (slightly sera tch the surface of the seed so that it wilL absorb water and germinate the first year that it is planted) the seeds either before
or after the final cleaning. Some varieties of seeds will be scarified long after
they have been thoroughly cleaned, since the scarification may reduce the
length of time that the seeds will maintain viability in storage. Scarification
in those varieties may be performed shortly before the actual planting time.
Other kinds of legume seeds may require both hulling and scarification. The
hulliri.g of many kinds of grass seeds in the hulling and/or scarification of
legume seeds is generally accomplished with a huller and scarifier machine
which in some manner causes the seeds to be abraded by a rough surface to
effect the hulling and scarification. The machine our company makes performs
its hulling and scarifying by impelling the seeds at controlled velocity against
carborundum surfaces within the unit which abrade the coat of seed and either
remove the outer coat or scratch the inner coat as is required. This same
machine is available with rubber huller surfaces for use in hulling only. It is
especially useful in the case of thin skinned legume seeds which hi;ive an inner
coat that is too thin to resist the abrasion of the carborundum yet which seedsmen desire to hull before planting or finish cleaning.
After the seeds have been properly scalped to remove the excess foreign
material harvested with the seed and after they have been clipped, debearded,
hulled and if necessary scarified, they are ready for additional processing by
means of the cleaning machines normally used by a seed cleaning plant.

SELECTION OF SCREENS FOR CLEANING SEED
James HendersonJ/
There are now over 200 sizes and shapes of screens in either perforated
steel or wire cloth. Some 50 or 60 new screens have been added in recent years
to permit seedsmen to make special separations with a screen and air seed
cleaner that could not otherwise be made. One example is the size 3 x 16
Special--a new screen woven of tempered steel wire and planned for use as a
top screen for market cleaning flax. This same size has developed into a very
popular screen used as a top separation of small ragweed from small Korean
lespedeza seed. The size 3 x 17 Special, also made of tempered steel wire and
especially designed as the top screen for cleaning seed flax has proved to be
excellent as a top screen for red clover QDd sweet clover. It separates dock
ragweed and other plump seeds as efficiently as the 3/64 x 5/16 perforated
metal screen that has long been used for this purpose. The _new wire screen
gives greater capacity.
Triangular perforated screens make special separations of weed seeds
from grains and grass seeds. Oblong cross slotted screens permit good
separations of split beans from flat beans. Many special sizes of bottom
screens for grains have been added to the previous list to permits pecia l ·s eparations and perfect cleaning of new varieties of seed grains. The size 6 x 6 0
wire has a specific usage as a screen to separate yarrow seed from red top
seed. These examples will emphasize that it is important to understand the
various screens available today in order to get the most from a screen machine.
I

I

Large Round- Hole Perforations: The number of a large round -hole perforated screen gives the diameter of the perforation as measured in 64ths of 1".
For example a 64 is 64/64ths of an inch in diameter or 1". This ,system is
used for numbering screens where the diameter is 5 1/2/64ths and larger.
I

Small Round-Hole Perforations: Round hole perforations smaller than the
size 5 1/2 carry numbers showing the diameter of the perforation as expressed
in fractions of 1" . . Fractions of an inch relative to small screens are used to
permit furnishing perforations that are much closer together as compared to the
numbering system used on the larger perforations.
Large Slotted Screens: The size of the perforation of a large slotted
screen consists of two numbers -- the first indicating the width of the slot as
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expressed in 64ths of one inch and the second number expressing the length of
the slot in fractions of one inch. Generally speaking, the direction of the slot
will be in the direction of the flow of seeds on the screen. In many large
slotted screen sizes, however, the screen can be had as cross slots with the
direction of the slot across the direction of the flow of seed. These are particularly useful as bottom screens for separating split beans from varieties
having a relatively flat shape .
Small Slotted Screens: The first number given shows the width of the
slot in fractions of one inch. The second number shows the length of the slot
in fractions of one inch. An exception to this system is the size 3/64 x 5/16.
This size is almost exactly the same in width as a 1/21 slot, which being one
of the very earliest slotted screens used in seed cleaners, is familiar to many
seedsmen who have used the older numbering system for years. Among the
group of small slotted screens there is a 1/22 x 1/2 diagonal which has its
slots turned at a 45 degree angle from the usual direction of seed flow. This
screen is useful in some instances when it will allow relatively short seeds to
go through or causing relatively longer seeds to float over the screen.
Triangular Perforations: The size given for triangular screens represents the length of each side of the triangle as measured in 64ths of an inch.
The 11 Triangle, therefore, measures ll/64ths of an inch .for each side. A. T.
Ferrell and Company uses this method whereas another common system expresses
the size of a triangle perforation by giving the diameter of the largest circle that
can be inscribed.
Wire Mesh Screens: The size of both square wire mesh and rectangular
wire mesh screens indicates the number of openings per inch in each direction
of the screen. There are two sizes that are sometimes considered oblong for
their openings are not perfectly square, yet which are so near to square that the
eye cannot detect the diffe rence . These are sizes 18 x 20 and 20 x 22. When
the letters "SP" are added to the wire mesh screen numbers it indicates that a
special tempered wire is used. The 4 x 24 Sp. is an old screen designed many
years ago to be used as a bottom screen for separating buckhorn seeds from
clover. It had 24 openings per inch across the screen but the screen was woven
from thinner wire than usual so that the openings were larger than the openings
of the regular 4 x 24 screen. This screen is becoming less popular, because
while it was satisfactory years ago for use in cleaners that did not have brushes
to sweep beneath the screens and keep the perforations open, the wires are so
thin that the action of the brushes tends to dis tort them. A 6 x 21 screen is
recommended today to do the same job. It is much sturdier and has the same
width of opening.
Indented Perforations : Round and oblong screens with the perforation
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indented below the top surface of the screen are available for corn sizing rnachines. The purpose of these indented screens is to encourage ·the kernels to
turn on end and fall -into the opening rather -than to lie flat and slide over.
These screens are recommended only in corn sizers which have rubber rolls
beneath the screens to keep the perforations clean.
It is of prime importance to select screens which will accommodate the
shape of the seed being cleaned. Crop seeds are generally round, long or
lens -shaped.
Round-Shaped Seeds ~ Generally a round-hole top screen is used to
clean round shaped seeds . The round-hole top screen will not accept straw,
trash, pods and other large and long material, while the slotted bottom screen
will drop broken seeds and weed seeds thinner than the round crop seeds.
Long Seeds: The screens generally selected for cleaning long seed are
an oblong top screen and an oblong bottom screen" The oblong top screen will
separate any weed seeds or large foreign material that are rounder or thicker
than the crop seed. The oblong bottom screen drops thin weed seed, broken
crop seed or hulled crop seed and any other material thinner than the long crop
seed.
Lens -Shaped Seed: An oblong or rectangular top screen and a roundhole bottom screen are generally selected for cleaning lens -shaped seeds.
The oblong or rectangular top screen will permit the lens -shaped seed to turn
on edge and go through while rounder or plumper seed and foreign material will
go over the screen. The round -hole bottom screen will hold up the lensshaped crop seeds while permitting any round weed seeds so small that they
pass through the top screen to be sifted through the openings and be separated.
If the cleaner is a two-screen type the above principle achieves the best
cleaning possible.
Most seed cleaning plants today use cleaners having more than two
screens to permit special separations with other shapes of openings in the
same cleaning operation. As an example, oats containing freshly killed insects
with bodies about the same thickness as the oat kernel, yet which are considerably longer, can be cleaned very effectively with a round-hole top screen.
The oats in this case drop quickly through the round -hole screen and the very
light insects will lie flat on the screen and be scalped over.
In using cleaners having more than two screens it is generally recommended that the top screen in the cleaner be a round-hole screen as this opening will screen over straw and long weed seeds better than any other shape.
It is recommended that the first screen for use on the lens -shaped Korean
lespedeza be a No. 6 Round which will take off the straw, stems, leaf material and cheat seeds before the main separation is made with the rectangular
wire mesh top screen. Because Korean lespedeza seeds are lens -shaped ·,
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when they are placed on a square wire mesh top screen, the seeds fit diagonally across the square and drop through a smaller mesh than other seeds that
have a more round shape. The seeds of rough button weed (also known as
pojo) are not distinctly lens -shaped, so the 12 x 12 wire mesh makes a good
separation of this weed seed from Korean lespedeza -- at the same time the
seed are so near the same size and shape as the lespeza that neither round or
slotted screen will give a clear-cut separation.
The seeds of Kobe lespedeza are also relatively lens -shaped but unfortunately are slight-ly wider across the seed than Korean seeds so they will not
go through the square wire mesh opening that drops the Korean. Consequently,
a larger mesh must be used to drop Kobe lespedeza seed. Unfortunately in this
case the larger mesh also passes the rough button weed seeds so that a worthwhile separation will not be made. If this common weed is present in a relatively small percentage, as the seeds come from normal cleaning with a roundhole and slotted top screen the percentage in Kobe will be reduced so that the
seeds are saleable. On the other hand, if this percentage of weeds is very
high no screen or combination of screens will remove enough of the pojo from
unhulled Kobe lespedeza seed to make those seeds pure. The answer is to hull
the Kobe and change its relative size making it comparatively easy to remove
the rough button weed s~eds . "n is advantageous to have a mental picture of
the crop seed size and shape and a mental picture of the relative size and
shape of the weed seed to be separated before choosing the screens that will
be used. A good set of hand testing screens are instrumental in determining
the size and shape of the screens needed .
The current screen size chart listing the various sizes of the various
shapes available emphasizes that several different lengths of slots of screens
are available or offered. A 1/18 x 1/4 is a good top screen for Korean lespedeza.
The short 1/4" long slot drops the small Ko rean seed and at the same time
causes longer weed seeds such as cheat to lie flat and be floated over. The
use of this screen, however, redu ces the normal capacity that is expected from
the cleaner by about three-quarters . The reason is that the width of the Kobe
lespedeza seed lying flat on the screen is almost as great as the length of the
slot so that each seed has to fit very exactly into the perforation in order to get
through. The 1/18 x 1/2" and 1/18 x 3/4" slots which have a longer opening
yet retain the width, will drop Kobe lespedeza much faster while making the
same good separation of plump or round-shaped weed seed.
In selecting a bottom screen for wheat, the purpose is to drop split kernels of wheat as well as long , grassy weed seeds such as cheat and wild oats.
The wheat kernels are relatively round and the length of slot whether it be short
or long is immaterial relative to holding up the commodity. This length of slot,
however, can very drastically affect the long weed seed which must drop through.
The best job, then, is done with a slot long enough to quickly and easily accept
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these long weed seeds permitting them to be quickl y screened from the wheat as
soon as possible.
When selecting a bottom screen for oats the fact must be considered that
a long slot will give the oats an extra opportunity to pass through therefore
while a better separation might be possible with a 3/ 4" long slot it might be far
more economical to use a l/2" long slot instead.
The constant brushing of the screen cleaning brushes under wire screens
causes them to wear out faster than the perforated metal type. Many seedsmen
have asked if perforated metal slotted screens were available in the same sizes
as wire mesh screens for cleaning small legume seeds. There are two major
reasons why a substitute of this kind would not be practical. One -is that the
irregularities of the surface of a wire mesh screen permits it to do a betterjob
of sifting than is possible with a flat perforated metal screen . The other basic
reason has to do with the percentage of open area. Obviously it is possible to
weave a wire mesh screen with a much higher percentage of open space than
would be possible with a perforated metal screen having the same size opening.
A wire mesh screen has literally tens of thousands more openings therefore
we find tens of thousands more opportunities for small material to be sifted
through with the end result that a wire mesh bottom screen will give much
greater capacity and a better separation than could be had with an equal size
of perforated metal.
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ADJUSTMENTS FOR EFFICIENT AND PRECISION SEED CLEANING
James Henderson]/
One of the recent developments that has contributed to more efficient
and exact seed cleaning is the metering hopper for screen and air cleaners.
The fluted roll with extended flights feeds a metered quantity of seed into the
air leg and onto the screen. While the · gate is adjustable for large changes of
rate of feed the basic adjustment is made by increasing or decreasing the
speed at which the fluted roll turns and thereby increasing or decreasing the
number of measured quantities fed into the air stream.
Spiked fingers on a shaft turning in the mass of seed in the hopper eliminate bridging of trashy seed across the hopper and tend to force the seed
down to the fluted roll so that the flutes can pull the seed through into the air
leg.
A variable drive mechanism is required for accurate control of feed with
this hopper. If you have occasion to clean very trashy seeds with your seed
cleaner which is equipped with another type of hopper you can- change the
speed of your hopper roll by simply switching the two outside gears on your
hopper drive. The normal arrangement has a 15-tooth gear driving a 60-tooth
gear. These are reversible so that you can have the 60-tooth gear driving the
15-footh gear. This will cause a regular roll-feed hopper or a roll-feed brush
hopper to feed very trashy seeds regularly and evenly to the screens. However
if the seed are not extremely trashy you may find that the extra high speed you
obtain by this reversing of gears will make it impossible for you to control the
quantity fed onto the screen. For that reason we offer an intermediate set of
gears having 30 and 36 teeth respectively which you can substitute for the 15
and 6 0 tooth gears to give you two intermediate speeds and accomplish results
similar to those obtained with the metering hopper.
Possibly you have observed the action of seed on a hand screen when
you tap or jar the hand screen with your fingers. It causes seeds to be turned
and tumbled so that they present themselves to the openings of the screen and
go through faster. You can have a similar action on top screens of your cleaner
by simply installing knockers that are adjustable to lightly tap the screens or
to strike the knocker pads on the screens a sharp blow for heavy vibration.
This serves a dual purpose of enabling you to vibrate the screens so that seeds
will pass through very close and smc;lll openings and to jar loose any long weed
seeds that become up-ended c(nd wedged so tightly into perforations that brushes
cannot remove them .
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When you attempt to make a very close and accurate separation with .a
perforated metal bottom screen and a t the same time attempt to put a heavy layer
of seed over that screen, there is always the danger that some of the seed you
must separate will be carried over the top of the screen without contacting the
perforations and will not be separated . Screen dams can be fastened across
the top of the screen to interrupt the smooth flow of the seed down the screen
and cause them to be turned , tumbled and-heavily sifted. These screen dams,
if properly placed, will permit you to put a heavier layer of seed on that bottom
screen with assurance that the separation will be correctl y made.
Round seed, such as soybeans, have a tendency-to bounce and roll over
the top of a screen so that some of the beans never conta'c t a perforation but
pass over the top of the screen with t he screenings. A scalper apron made of
canvas can be draped over the upper half o~ the screen to ca u se these beans to
stop their bouncing, settle and conta c t the perforations that go through. The
apron should not be so long and heavy t hat pods and trash will be held up in its
movement down the screen, bu t can serve as a baffle to make the bouncing seed
settle to the screen and be passed through.
At other times yo u will be faced w ith the proble m o f long stems or weed
seeds turning on end to go t hrough a top scre e n w h en they could be separated
if they would lie flat and s lide ove r. If you drape o il cloth with the slick side
down over the top scre en, these long pieces of stem o r wee d seeds cannot turn
up on end to go throu g h the rou nd ho le top . scree n bu t w i ll slide down the screen
underneath the smooth oil cloth and be screen e d o veL
You can assure a better separation of the s e long stems and weed seeds
by blanking_off the lower section of a top screen. After your good seed have
gone through the screen , there is no reason to lea v e th e re st of the perforations
down the length of that s creen open for trash and weed seeds to find their way
through o A , tempora ry blank-off s e ction can be accomplished by putting masking
tape and brown paper over the lower section . Permanent blanki ng off can be
accomplished by simply making t h e screen with a blank metal lower section.
One of the most u seful controls on a precision seed cleaner is the variable screen shake adj u stment mechanism . This permits the operator to adjust
the speed at which the screens are shaken fro m a ve ry slow speeq to a very fast
speed . The variable shoe shake mechanism shou ld be operated to accomplish a
desired action of the seeds on the scre en, not to attempt to get more capacity
by shaking the screens faster . For e xample, if you are pu tting fescue seed
through a small round ho le scre e n, it will be necessa ry for you to shake the
screens rapidly in order to cau se t he fescu e seed to turn on end and go through
the round screen o If you shake the screen s lowly , they wi ll lie flat and float
over the top of that screen. Also , if you' re putting bluegrass seed or canary
grass seed through a s ma ll s quare wire mesh scre en, it is necessary for you to
shake the screen rapidly or the seeds will not travel down the wire mesh screen
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but will pile up on top of the screen and lie dead and will eventually be flo.o ded
over with the dirt and -weed seed . On the other hand if you are attempting to
make a very accurate and close -separation of a small round seed through a s-mall
round screen either top or bottom you must shake the screen slowly to allow
the seed to come in exact contact with the opening and pass through. Soybeans
on a top screen without the apron will bounce if you shake the screen rapidly
theref9re a slow speed is required . Examples of cleaning operations requiring
slow speed are a separation of dodder from Korean lespedeza with a 1/16 round
hole bottom screen and cleaning of timothy using 1/23 or 1/25 round hole top
screen.
Each screen in a precision seed cleaner must be adjustable for different
degrees of pitch. Common ranges of pitch adjustment in seed cleaners range
from four to twelve degrees. High capacity grain receiving separators may have
greater screen pitch in order to move the grain over the screens rapidly but in a
precision seed cleaner these pitches are sufficient to give adequate cleaning
capacity while remaining able to make the exact separations required in seed
cleaning.
Screen pitch has a much greater effect on the speed at which seed moves
through the machine than does shaker shaft speed. The latter can be increased
with little effect on capacity but seed will pass over a screen in the steep position almost twice as fast as over the screen in the flat position at the same
shaker shaft speed. The speed at which the seeds pass over the screen has to
be considered from the angles of the desired caipacity and the desired separation.
If the separation is a difficult one and capacity is secondary you will naturally want to leave the seed on the screen as long as possible in order to give
every possible opportunity to make the separation . If capacity is the important
thing and the separation is secondary then a steep pitch is in order to accomplish .a greater capacity . If the separation is quickly made and you wish to move
the material separated over the top of the screen quickly you will want to use
steep pitch.
Since it is possible that you will have a different requirement of speed
of travel over and through every screen in your cleaner it is mandatory that
every screen be adjustable for pitch and independent of any other screen and
of course the best time to make a screen pitch adjustment is while the cleaner
is operating so that you can observe the results that the changes of the pitch
adjustment cause.
For the convenience of those seed processors who do not have multiscreen cleaners but who on occasion need to make more than one type of
separation as the seed are pas sing over the bottom screen we offer what we
call combination screens. These will have two or more different perforations
or meshes on one screen frame; for example if you are attempting to separate
hulled oats and wild buckwheat from oats and have only one bottom screen you
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may be able to make t hi s separation by using a combination screen that has one
section of slotted screen material to drop the hulled oats- and another section of
triangular perforations to drop the wild buckwheaL There is one very popular
combination screen used as a bottom screen for fescue which has four different
sections cove re d by different meshes or perforations and designed to accomplish a specific combination of separations that a processor requires.
When a manufacturer knows t hat the seed cleaner he is shipping will be
used for cleaning one kind of seed it is easy enough to prescribe a fan speed
that will give optimu m res u lts and maxi mu m adjustability when cleaning only
that kind of seed ; howe v er, seed cleaners are generally intended for cleaning
several different kinds of seed and it is not unu s ua l to see a cleaner being
used in season for cleaning t he seed of soybeans and the seed of red top. If
the machine is shipped with t he proper drive for the fans to s u pply enough air
for cleaning soybeans , then the air adj u stment when it is used for cleaning red
top will be in the lowest portion of the adjustment and will be rather sensitive.
On the other hand, if it is shipped with t he fans adjusted for red top, there will
not be enough air to make a good separation when h eavy seeds such as soybeans are being cleaned . Since precision seed cleaners are equipped with a
variable shoe shake mechanism and since t he fan speed may be varied over a
wide range and the variable shoe s hake mechanism permits all other drives to
be driven at normal speed , it is poss i ble to furnish a dual drive for a cleaner
that will be used for cleaning both hea v y and light seed . This dual drive permits the operator to change the fan speed from a high speed supplying plenty of
air for heavy seeds to a low speed offering wide range of adj u stment for small
and light seeds. To make it possibl e to accomplis h t his change of speeds
quickly and easily, the motor pu lley furnished can have dou ble the usual number
of grooves and the driven pu lleys on the fan shaft be side by side of two different sizes , With different belts, it is possible just to c hange belts in order to
change the fan speeds and this qu ick c hangeover ass u res t hat t h e cleaner will
offer the best possible a ir separation for
wei g hts of seeds .
Some of the thing s t hat c an be built into a seed plant to give efficiency
of operation are not necessa ril y a part of a cleaner bu t are part of the design of
the equipment u sed in t hat plant. For example ~
l. Every bin u sed s hould be s e lf-cl eaning with no ledges or flat slopes
that will hold up seed, necessitating clean u p by hand when changing over from
one kind of seed to another .
2 . Every elevator shou ld be provided with clean-ou t slides at the bottom to permit quick and perfect removal of small, residual quantities of seed
left in the bottom of the e levator when cha nging to another kind of seed .
3. Elevator bu ckets shou ld be held away fro m t h e elevator belt by
spacers between the bu cket and belt to permit the easy and qu ick blowing out
of seeds lodged between t h e bu cket and belL It is impossible to prevent seeds
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from getting behind the bucket no matter how tightly you may bolt the bucket to
the belt, so the best solution to this problem is to give them room to be removed
by a blast of compressed air.
4. Every spout leading from an elevator into a bin should be at a pitch
that will insure that it is self cleaning. Every feed from an elevator to a bin or
cleaner should be equipped with an overflow device which could be a pres-sure
sensitive device or an overflow spout. The installation of an alarm system or
an overflow spout in a spout between an elevator in a bin or cleaner will prevent backing up of seed into the elevator and stopping and jamming the elevator
full to stop its operation.
5. A seed cleaning plant that receives seed in bulk from trucks should
be equipped with a receiving pit having a vibro pit that is self cleaning so
there is no requirements for an operator to sweep out the truck dump between
lots.
6. The pit which houses elevator boots must be large so that an
operator can get into it and have free access to the clean out slide and room
for vacuum equipment for cleaning up between lots.
7. A vibrating conveyor mounted beneath the cleaner to convey the
cleaned seed from one side to the other cleans itself perfectly between lots so
that there is no residue for the operator to sweep out and offers the advantage
of an installation above floor level with plenty of room beneath the cleaner so
that spilled seeds may be quickly and easily cleaned from the floor.
8. Pneumatic unloading installation eliminate the clean-up problem
and add great efficiency to plants which must maintain identity without mixtures
of lots of seeds coming in one after another.
Following some of these suggestions will assist you to increase the efficiency of your seed cleaning plant and properly adjust your machines for
precision cleaning.

CORRECT AIR DUCTING FROM A CLEANER
James Hendersonll
Improper air trunking installations from the cleaner and into the dust
house or collector causes up to 90% of the difficulties our salesmen have had
in conjunction with improper air movements. Sharp turns, improper junctions,
poor connections and poor collection equipment will all contribute to air d~fi
ciency in a cleaner. Improper air clearance also results in a very dirty, dusty
plant operation. The following are a few of the common errors found in various
plants and how each can be avoided or corrected:
A single fan cleaner having only the variable speed bottom blast fan
must have a booster fan between it and a cyclone dust collector if a cyclone is
to be used.. These single fan cleaners are generally installed with the fan discharge near an outside wall so the fan can discharge out into the open air. In
some cases, it is necessary to blow the dust so that it is run into a large expansion chamber that will permit dust and light chaff to settle while permitting
the air to continue on through and be discharged relatively clean .
The dustless cleaners with top suction fans and the bottom blast fan
develops sufficient velocity that cyclone type collectors or dust houses can be
used to settle the dust and chaff from those air streams without a booster.
Usually the dustless model cleaners have two top suction fans discharging side
by side. Some larger models have as many as three fans, in which case the
third fan must be handled separately. Separate collectors, one for each fan,
are the ideal set up. However, unless too much air volume is to be handled,
it is cheaper to bring them together by means of a junction with a divider valve
installed into a single air pipe and use a single air collector or single dust
house. · When such a junction is made, the approach angle should be held to a
minimum and, I repeat, the junction divider is very important. If the pipes are
brought together too abruptly or if the divider is not installed, back pressures
are created which impede the proper flow of air. In fact, as the two air streams
converge one opposes the other and it is found that when air adjustment is made
on one fan it will affect the separation that is being made with the other fan.
Refrain from installing elbows which have a sharp change of direction.
Back pressures are created at such points and in most cases light chaff will be
dropped into the pipe and finally plug the entire run. A rule of thumb used at
our plant is that the inside radius of the elbow should be at least two times the
diameter of the pipe.
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The final source of trouble is in the cyclone or dust house itself. If it is
either too large or too small or isn't designed properly or has a cap over the pipe
discharging from the top of it or in some other way causes back pressure or
pressure drop or turbulence that interfers with the cycloning action of the air
inside of the collector, the installation will cause real trouble.
Many seedsmen build their own dust houses. If a house is properly
designed and is large enough, it will serve the purpose very well. Space does
not permit detailed explanations of the following eight basic !1lles governing
good dust house construction:
1. The dust house should be deep.
2. The entry duct should be horizontal.
3. The entry duct should be below the pitch of the roof.
4. The entry duct should enter along one side.
5. The exhaust opening should be greater than the entry area.
6. The exhaust pipe should extend below the entry duct.
7. The exhaust pipe cover should not restrict the opening of the exhaust pipe.
8. The clean-out opening should be as large as possible.
A common mistake is the use of a single dust house to handle the air
from two separate cleaners. If the individual air streams from each cleaner
were adjusted exactly the same, it is possible that a single dust house or cyclone would be satisfactory, however, so many times the plant will be
cleaning large seed on one cleaner and small seed on the other and the air
streams from the fans will seldom be identical. If one cleaner is operating and
the other is idle, there will probably be a blow back into the air ducting of the
inoperative machine. This will either plug that cleaner's piping with dust or
cause the dust to be blown back into the work room. It is impossible to adjust
one cleaner in this situation without affecting the standing adjustment of the
other cleaner.

WIDTH AND THICKNESS SIZING WITH THE
CARTER PRECISION GRADER
-T .- E. Hartman11
The Simon-Carter Precision Grader is a unique rugged extremely
precise yet simple width and thickness separator. It is available in seven
different styles or models all of which employ either slotted or round perforated cylindrical screens and hold 1 2 4 or 6 screens per machine.
(Figure 1 illustrates a 6 -cylinder machine).
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Construction
The primary component of the Precision Grader is the cylindrical
shell which is approximately 12 inches in diameter and 60 inches long. These
shells or screens are produced from cold rolled aluminum killed steel and are
cyanide hardened by immersion in a molten cyanide bath of 1300 to 1350 degrees
Fahrenheit for approximately 12 minutes before being cold water quenched.
There are three types of perforations used in the production of these
screens. The slotted perforations are available in widths of 3/64" to 24/64" and
are located at the base of a "corrugated" groove having steeply slanted sides
(Figure 2). Each slot in one entire screen is punched by the same die and maintains a tolerance of plus or minus 13/10 000 of an inch. The shape of the screen
is that of a many-sided polygon with each row of slots contained in its own flat
surface plane.
I

Round hole perforations are available in two styles. The hole sizes from
13/64" to 26/64" are perforated at the bottom of a deep recess or indentation
(Figure 3). For those in tl"!_e size range of 4/64" to 12/64" a different screen
construction is used. · In the smaller perforation sizes periodic deep ribs running
the length of the cylinder and spaced about 3/4" apart give rigidity to the shell
(Figure 4).
For some separations an inclined baffle plate or agitator blades are
fastened inside the cylinder shells for added conveying and positioning of the
product.
The various perforations are kept free of wedged grain by a soft rota ting five-bladed rubber cleaner mechanism positioned at the top and running the
full length of the cylinder shell (shown in Photo #4).
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OJ?eration
The cylindrical screen revolves at approximately 60 RPM while the
materi?-1 to be separated is fed into one end and rolls or tumbles gently, covering more than a third of the screen s u rface at all times. A combination of gravity ,
centrifugal force, and produ ct pressure gently forces each particle into a perforation to accomplish a mild "press -fit" for accurate u niform sizing .
In the slotted sheli used for thickness sizing, wafer-shaped seeds or
particles wider than their thickness are tipped on edge by the humps or ridges
between the slots, allowing them to be sized by their narrowest dimension. These
ridges also tend to position long particles parallel to the slot for easy entry. The
polygon shape of the cylinder increases product agitation and opportu nity to contact the slot in the proper position . A continu ous spiral channel and slight incline
keep the "overs" moving through th e shell .
The deep indented, ro;J nd ho le shell is used for width sizing and having
the hole at the bottom of the indent forces seeds or particles to u pend . If the
width of the upended pa rticle is le s s t han t he hole diameter, it will then be in the
proper position for passing through the hole.
The fu ll length ribs in the rou nd ribbed screen perform the fu nction of
agitating and upending the product, no t only positioning t h e particles for entry,
but also preventing stra t ification.
Changing of the c ylinder she lls from one size or type to another can be
accomplished in on ly three to fou r minu tes due to removable stu b s haft construction.
In some machine syl es an interna l baffl e plate inside the cylinder is used
with slots less than 8/64" in width to as si st in conveying slick elongated seeds
like oats and barley , Agitator blad e s are also u sed on occasi o n in the larger round
recessed perforated she ll s to aid in tu mbli ng large slick three-dimensional grains
like corn . Both of these accessories prevent "sliding" of the material on the rising
side of the cylinder walL
The s o ft rubber-bladed cleaner mechanism mentioned earlier gently taps
the cylinder , setting u p a , sharp bu t gentle vibration , Those wed g ed particles not
automatically freed by this vibration are pu shed back into the cylinder when contacted by a ru bber blade .
The produ ct pa s sing t hrou gh e ac h shell d e pending o n the style of machine
will either discharge benea th and the full length of the machine or be collected
in a vibrating conveyor for disc harge at t he intake end of the machine. The "overs"
of each shell are di s charged at t he opposite or drive e nd of the machine.
Variou s flow arrange ments are availabl e whic h provide flexibility and the
possibility of making from o ne to thre e separations in a single machine .
Capacities
Capacity per cylinder will vary greatly depending on the produ ct being
separated and the percent o f total stream passing throu gh t h e perforation . Gen,erally, the higher the percentage o f "throu ghs", the greater the capacity . The
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range of seed separation capacities is from 25 to 80 bushels per cylinder.
Conclusion
The above described method which is highly effective for width and
thickness sizing incorporates advanced methods of product orientation
screen cleaning rapid screen changing and accurate separation.
I

I

I

I

Figure 1 - Six-cylinder Simon -Carter Precision Grader
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WIDTH AND THICKNESS SIZING
John Roge rsll
The major portion of o u r e qu ipme nt sales in the S e ed Div ision of
Corn States Hy brid Service Inc . is to h ybrid seed corn companies. Therefore,
the sizing equipment to be discuss e d is used mainly to size hybrid corn. This
discussion on width and thickness sizing will be on the many ways to properly
size hybrid corn as to width and thickness si zing.
In my tra v els throu gh the corn belt it has been iiJery i n tere sting to find
that the processing of hybrid corn as to width and thickness sizing is accom- plished in so many ways with the final results being comparable . · Many companies
have up to 15 differe n t si zes of salable hy brid seed corn per variety while others
may have as few as 6 s ize s of salable hybrid seed corn .per va ri ety . There are advantages to either program which I will not discu ss here as it is a ma tte r of variou s
companies' sales promotion policies involving inventories cost of d eliv ery , plantability, etc. However in this discussion I wou ld like t o bri ng to your atten'tion
how the sizing equipment, under many different arrangeme nts c a n accomplish a
comparable final product of sized hybrid seed corn . We w i ll also discuss the
different machines used in width and thickness sizing .
Let us look at several corn processing flow diagrams that are used by
hybrid seed corn companies today .
You will note in Flow Diagram No. 1 that the corn is first scalped to
e liminate the real large kernels very small kernels cob and fo r eign mate rial.
The s calped corn then goes to a Superior Hybrid Sizer 31 with 13/ 64" slotted
scree ns. This is to divide the rou nds from the flats . Capacity of this machine
is 100 bushels per hou r.
The Hybrid Siz er 31 slotte d s creen is a single reel machine with
stainless steel wire slotted scree ns for thickness sizing . The ad vantages of
this unit are : No. 1 --This stainless steel slotted screen size r provides more
processing area per lineal inch of cage than any o t he r type of slotted opening.
No. 2 -- The wear factor on this type of stain l ess ste el screen is e x tre mely
low. No. 3 -- Large diameter cage (18 -3/ 4" diamete r) with low revolu tions per
minute gives gentle efficient reel type action with a cleaning device that eliminates blinding of screen and kernel damage . No . 4 -- This unit has interml.l
lifter bars to provide greater coverage of cage area thu s increasing the putthrough for increased capacity. No . 5 -- This ree l -ty pe unit has three cages
per reel which can be changed in a few minutes if a different slot size is
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desired . No. 6 --This unit has a s -lope of 1-1/2" per length of reel for increased
capacity as well as for complete cleanout between grades . No . 7 -- Due to the
above factors, this hybrid sizing machine occupies l ess floor space per bushel of
capacity.
No. 8 --This machine is also available in multiple units in one shell.
Let's again refer back to Flow Diagram No . L The flats drop through the
slotted screen to a two-reel H . S. 32 with 20/6 4" rou nd hole- screens while the
round kernels go over -the slotted screen to a bin . In this particular flow, I am
holding the rounds in a bin to be run later through the same rou nd hole units as
the flats.
The H.S. 32 R.H. 20/ 64" unit in this flow divides the large flats and
medium flats large from the smallflats and mediu m flats small. This system gives
the _greatest capacity for th e l east amount of equipment. What goes over the H.S.
32 20/64" R. H. unit goes to a H . S. 31 23/64" R. H . Machine which divides the
large flats from the medium flats large. W hat goes through the H.S. 32 20/64"
R. H. unit goes to a H . S . 3 1 18/64" R. H . whic h divides the medium flat small
from the small flats . The small flat sized seed goes into a H ; S . 31 17/64" R.H.
to take out the final small seeds or any cracked kernels that get t h rough from
the scalper.
The round hole hybrid sizing units are identica l to t h e slotted units except for the following :
No . 1 -- On the s lo tted s tainless steel screens , we use a roller type
of cleaning mechanism . On t h e rou nd hole type of hybrid sizer we use a rotating flapper system that taps >the screen a t the same speed of the cylinder.
On both systems , we are fo rcing the kernels that stick in the screen straight
back into the center of the reel, which eliminates damaging the kernels.
No. 2 -- These units have heavy gau ge screens deeply indented
rou nd holes which position the seed for fast drop-throu gh . This a l so gives
increased capacity per ho u r compared to smooth , rou nd hole screens . Capacity
of -this unit is 65 bu shels per hou r.
Stated capacities are very important to the pu rchaser to enable him to
figure his needs , but one mu st understand tha t different conditions give different capacities . As a general ru le shorter kernels give increased capacities
because they position faster on screens . On reel type , or flat type screens
the more seed going throug h a screen than over will gi v e you increased capacity .
The capacity of a unit will change also - up or down - from rated capacity, depending1upon type of seed being processed .
In Flow Dia gram No. 2, we have replaced the rou nd hole reel-type
hybrid sizers with a Superio r S-4 Ro ck-It sizing u nit u sing flet screens . This is
a split flow unit with half o f the corn going to the top shoe of two screens and
the other half going to the bottom s h oe o f tw o screens .: Again, we end up with
four sizes -- large fla t , medi u m flat la rge, small flat and medium flat small.
After we have processed t he fl a t s we can process the rou nds from the holding
bin .
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The 8-4 Rock-It with the above flow, where we have round hole
screens on both the front half and rear half of the machine, is becoming widely
used where slot units are used to divide the flats from the rounds. This is
being done mainly to increase capacities and to conserve space in existing
processing plants.
The greatest advantage of an 8-4 Rock-It is its flexibility. By
using the same size screens on all four screen positions and by using a fourway split feed, we can end up with two sizes of corn. By using a combination
of round hole and slotted screens, we can end up with l l sizes of corn, including flats, thick flats and rounds.
The four most common flow arrangements used on a 8-4 Rock-It are
reproduces as arrangements l-3A from the Rock-It corn grader operating instructions manual.
Following these arrangements are eight diagrams showing different
processing flows at different rates.
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LENGTH SEPARATIONS BY DISC AND CYLINDER
Hal H. Underwood]/
Within the last quarter of a centu ry those of us connected with
agriculture have seen many phenomenal changes brought about through a
changing world of mechanization and of unpredictable circumstances.
We have se en mechanization leap ahead in all phases of agriculture.
Seed production and processing has grown from a simple "fanning mill" with
seed produced on small plots single crop operation hand rogued and hand
harvested to our pre.sent day scientifically selected farms for the production
of specialized seed crops .
Through the growth of this phase of agricu ltural and commercial seed
production those of us c o nnected with the proce ssing of these seed crops can
realize and apprecia te t he problems we have inherited through mechani ca l means
of harvesting.
The chemical industry has made tremendous progress in helping eradicate
many noxious seed plants that are a serious threat to seed produc tion and marketing of seed crops . Mother Nature always seems to have a way of combatting our
challenges and continues to favor u s with a new challenge as we progress.
Mechanization on today's seed plants holds t he secret of a profitable
operation . Selection of equipment that will meet the rigid and strict demands for
certification of processing and maintain the highest possible standa rd of quality
requires a thorough knowledge of the equipment available for the problem at
hand.
To meet the demands of the seed industry the equipment manufacturers
have designed machines to fu lfill these requirements , Some existing equipment
adaptable to other agric ultura l industries have been redesigned ; the disc and
cylinder separator which was originally designed for the flour mills has played
a major part in adapting itself to meet the demands of the seed processor.
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The Disc Se parator Princip le
The Disc Separator was developed and designed in about 1919 and was
the first type length sizing separator to be built and manufactured in the United
States. The disc is a unique method of molding pockets or cups in the face side
of a disc to rotate vertically in a mass of material. The disc pockets function
like an elevator bucket scooping u p seed which will fit into the disc pocket rotating
vertically in the mass of material in the body of t he machine . The short material
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is held in the pockets by centrifugal force . This material is discharged in the
same fashion as an elevator bucket discharges its load. -Each -disc consists of
thousands of undercut recessed pockets in the face side of a specially hardened
cast iron disc. These pockets are cast on both sides of the disc making a
honeycomb effect. In the center of the eye are three spokes protruding from a
hub which fastens to a rotor shaft. Each spoke is so constructed that a short
meta-l conveyor blade can be fastened to the spoke . The conveyor blade acts
like a new screw conveyor to move the main mass of material through the eye of
the disc from the inlet t o the tail end of t h e machine . The conveyor blades are
made removable so that they can be removed or added in whatever quantity is
needed to make the material travel through the machine at the most efficient
rate for complete separation . The mass of materia l mu st pass through the eye
of each disc in order to reach the tail end of t h e machine , and the rolling and
tumbling action of the material allows the material to come in contact with the
pocket of each disc as it travels through the machine. The disc being a length
type separator lifts out of a mass vertically dimensionally u ndersized particles
and the disc separator like any other type separator is affec ted in its capacity
and efficiency by the nu mber of smaller particles to be re moved . Di scs are manufactured in four (4 ) diameters of 15" 18", 21" and 25" . The vari ou s diameters
compensate for capacity requ irements . The RPM o f t he disc separator is constant. (See Note #1 ) . Too slow or too fast speed will affect the efficiency of
this unit.
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Disc Pocket Design
Disc pockets are made i n three basic shapes . Each s hape is made in a
number of sizes . Ther e are over seventy-five (7 5) d ifferent po ckets to choose
from . Generally speaking the pockets are consi.stent. in t heir proportionate
dimensions. The pocket size is always desi g nated and meas u red by its width
measured radially from the center of the disc. The length or height of the _
pocket is essentially the sa me dimensi o n .as t h e width; and the depth is approximately one-half 0/2} the dimens ion of the width . (See No te #2 ) . The
lifting edge or u ndercu t part of the pocket is the bottom , and the width
measure is from side to side .
1

I

I

Pocket Shapes
The "V" pocket derives its name from vetch. It is s o designed as to
pick up and hold or discharge rou nd s haped materials. The pocket has a round
lifting edge and a squ ared horizontal leading edge . Tubu lar cylindrical, or
elongated particles have no flat s u rface at the bottom of the pocket to sit on,
1

Note #1 : Approximately 58 to 60 RPM normal rotor speed.
Note #2 : This is true when referring to the "V" and "R" type pockets
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and will tip out of the pocket as the disc revolves. In this discussion we are
referring to separations where the smaller particle is to be removed and close
sizing between relatively uniform dimensional particles is to be accomplished.
The "R" pocket derives its name from rice, and was designed to remove
cross -broken grain from whole grain. This pocket looks like a "V" pocket except that it is upside down. The lifting edge is flat and horizontal while the
leading edge is round. This pocket will reject round particles, but will lift
cross -broken or short tubular or elongated particles since they have a flat surface to sit on. An example of this would be lifting buckhorn plantain from
orchard grass or fescue.
The "V" and "R" pockets are made only in small sizes, seldom exceeding 6 millimeters in width and length . . The letters "V" and "R" are always
followed by numbers, such as V4, VS l/2, R4, R4 l/2, etc. The number following each of these letters indicates the width dimension in millimeters. A pocket
designated as V4 l/2 is a round lifting edge pocket which is 4 l/2 mm. wide ,etc.

Alphabetically Designated Pockets
Unfortunately, these pockets with alphabetical designations are not in
sequence, as to size, nor do they carry a numeral to indicate their width.
Generally, the square pocket has two basic functions . . One is to rapidly scalp
out small fractions of extremely long undesirables from a more uniformly sized
bulk to make the material smoother flowing and reduce unnecessary bulk. The
other is to provide a dividing or splitting separation, where each fraction thus
reduced is to be re-sized in separate operations, or on a different type of machine. This principle is employed in the combination disc -cylinder machine.
Oftentimes we produce two (2) or more clean seed products with a combination
machine when handling seed crops that require a mother or booster crop to be
produced with the selective seed crop. (See Note #3).
The combination Disc-Cylinder Separator employs the two principles
of length separation along with a combination of the three (3) types of disc
pocket designs that we have discussed. In the feed inlet or "splitter section",
we find the square (alphabetically designed pocket) with the liftings (short
material) going to a second section with still smaller pockets, generally with
a combination of "V" and "R" type pockets. The tailings from this section will
be a desirable product. The rejects from the splitter section will go to a cylinder for recleaning and from this we get our second clean product.
To give a clear explanation of the type length separators used by the
seed processors, I find it virtually impossible to go further in this discussion
of the length separators without discussing the cylinder separator.
The Cylinder Separator was first introduced and manufactured in the

Note :!t3: Example -Vetch, Rye or Oats; Crimson Clover, Ryegrass
or Oats; etc.
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United States in about 1925. Both the cylinder and the disc employ about the
same basic principle of operation today, To each of these principles the
the manufacturers have incorporated various adapters to improve on the separation and handling of many type seeds produced. (Se e Note #4).
One of the most frequent questions asked today is -which machine is
best suited for a seed plant. operation , the Disc or Cylinder machine? · To give
an honest answer to this question there are questions that should be answered
by the person buying the machine. What seedscrops are to be handled? Does
the operator have a combination of objectionable weed seeds that must be removed? Is the materia l to be cleaned a grain crop, grass seed crop fegume,
oil seed crop, or is it a seed for human consumption? All of these factors are
very important when selecting the proper machine .
Many recommendations that were made five (5) to ten (10) years back
for some of our seed crops are not current with today ' s problems.
Through chemical control of some objectionable weed seeds, we may
have controlled a particular problem that may have existed some years back
but very often when we e liminate one problem or one weed, we will inherit two
new problems.
Disc pocket and cylinder recommendations made in some parts of the .
United States have changed s o rapi dly that it is virtually impossible to keep up
with them. I am speaking prima rily of the grass seeds, such a s our fineleaved fescue, orchard grass, ryegrass, etc . These ac-e crops for which we are
recommending more and more the use of the cylinder separator, depending on the
basic problem .
Experience with the physical characteristics of certain seed crops is
the basis for the type length separator that our reco mmendations must be made
from. Seeds with high oil content are always hard to handle and present many
problems while other seeds which are light and fluffy p resent an entirely different problem , and certainly we would not expect a s1ngle machine to handle both
type products and do an effective separating job s u ch a s ma y be required .
Excessive foreign materia l is becoming more and mor e of a problem for
the seed processor due to the method of harvesting ou r seed crops .
More and more the use of the combine is causing an excessive amount
of small sticks stems and light tras h to be present in the clean seed . I am
talking about sma ll sticks and ma t erial that cannot be effectively screened out
with the conventional screen and air machine . We have found that by using the
Disc Separator in the final stage of the processing line (before the bagging
operation) we can e liminate t he sma ll short sticks at this point.
I

I

1

I

Note #4: Special Hoppers a nd Feeders - Retarder Rings - Levelling
Conveyors Comb Bars Grain Level C o ntrols Special Conveyor
Blades Split and S pi ked Conveyor Flightings Return Conveyors
Grain Troughs , etc .
I

I

I

I
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For many leafy grass seed crops, such as fescue, bluegrass, ryegrass,
timothy, lespedeza, etc. , we often recommend a combination of single rotor
disc and cylinde-r separators. The Hart Uni-Flow Cylinder' Separator has been
most effective for final cleanup and salvage work. Small weed seeds,_ such as
fanweed, sorrel, ehickweed, dodder, buckhorn, Canadian thistle, quackgra-ss,
chess and cheatgrass , -may be eliminated with the use of a length separator.
The Disc Separator , like any other separator, does have limitations,
bu-t generally speaking, it does have a broad range of applications with most
types and textures of products, efficiently handling such separations as
crumbled leafy pieces from leaf stems and dry- spices to length sizing shelled
peanuts, and is not affected by weight or surface moisture . Most free-flowing
materials can be easily conveyed through the machine. Certain grasses, such
as bluegrass, bromegrass, crested wheatgrass, etc. , which are not heavy in
bushel weight standards, can: sometimes cause problems. Therefore, it has
been necessary for us to furnish special accessories for handling this type of
materials. To those of you who have this problem or have experienced a similar problem, we will be most happy to discuss this with you. .(See Note #4).
Lwould .. like also to point out that such products~ as corn and soybeans
have not been successfully separated by the disc separator. The indented
cylinder length separator is the unit we recommend for these products.
As we have mentioned before, we often recommend the Uni -Flow
Cylinder Separator in the mill line to eliminate the last small percentage of
undesirable weeds, and when applied properly, it is doing a job that cannot
be accomplished on other type of equipment without the loss of too much good
seed. All of the equipment representatives are here to give you any assistance
we can, and with the broad range of experience accumulated through many years
of work and research in this field, we are in a position to give you our recommendations and help for the asking. It is impossible for us to discuss each
individual problem in the short time alloted us in the general discussion of
length separators, and we would appreciate the opportunity to visit with you
during our stay here and further discuss any problem you might have.

SIMON -CARTER COMPANY
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DISC POCKET SIZES
FOR GRASSES GRAINS AND SEEDS
I

Type of
Pocket

Will Lift

V2 1/ 2

Alsike

V3

Red Clover

I

Timothy
I

I

Will Reject

Ladino, White Dutch

I

etc.

Small Sweet Clover, etc .

Thistle

V3 1 1~2
V3 31 4

Alfalfa , Sweet Clover, Wa t er Grass, etc .

V4

Wa t er Grass , Mustard Small Cockle ,
Small Cracked Grain, etc .
I

V4 1/ 2
vs 1/ 2
vs

vs

3/4

Wild Bu ckw h eat Large Cockle Vetch
C racked Grain , Onion Bublets
I

Buckhorn, Canada Thistle
I

Sticks, etc.

Hu lled Qu ack , Large Thistle
Flax, etc .
Wheat Barley Pin Oats Large
Flax , etc .
I

I

I

Wheat, Oats

I

I

I

Barley, Rye

I

etc .

V6 1/ 2

F la x Extra Large Cockle , Vetch , Sma 11
or Broken Wh_eat , Large Wild Buckwheat,etc ,

Unhulled Quack, Pin Oats Wheat,
Barley, Oats, Rye, etc .

R3 11;2
R3 31 4
R4

W a ter Grass, Mustard
Bu ckhorn

Fla x , Fescue, Ryegrass, Orchard
Grass, etc .

R4 1/ 2

Small Seeds, Cracked Grain, Wild Bu ckwhea t ,
Bluegrass, Buckhorn

V6

RS

~~ 1/ 2

Smart Weed

I

Bentgrass,

I

Wheat, Barley, Oats, Pin Oats,
Rye, Alta Fescue, Meadow
Brome, etc .

SIMON -CARTER COMPANY
DISC POCKET SIZES
FOR GRASSES GRAINS AND SEEDS
(continued)
1

Type of
Pocket

Will Lift

Will Reject

Large Wild Buckwheat, Broken Wheat,
Broken Barley, etc.

Wheat, Barley, Oats,
Rye, etc.

Spring Wheat, Small or Broken Durum
Pear led or Broken Barley, Fescue
Orchardgrass (Ky. 3l,Alta Fescue-may
use J & A)

Durum, Large Spring Wheat,
Barley, Oats, Pin Oats, etc.

J

Spring Wheat, Small Durum, Kentucky 31
Fescue, Alta Fescue, etc.

Oats, Wild Oats, Barley, etc.

A

MM

Wheat, WinterWheat, Durum, Small
Barley, Hulled Oats, Rye, Safflower

Oats Wild Oats, Ragged Barley,
etc.

B

Barley

Oats, Wild Oats, Sticks, etc.

RR-SS
DD

Tailless Barley
Oats and all shorter Grains

Sticks, Stems, etc.

AE-AD

Peanuts

Sticks

K

L

M
AC
EE

I

P~n

Oats,

I

1

Stems , etc.

SS-DD

O'l
(.!)

SIMON -CARTER COMPANY
C YLINDER INDENT SIZES
FOR GRASSES ·, GRAIN AND SEED
Indent
Numb er

Will Lift

-....!

0

Will Reject

2

Small Pigwe e d , Alsike Clover, Small Dodder,
Mu ll enweed, Sand, e tc ,

Buckhorn, Timothy, Black Medic
Clover, Bluegrass (all varieties ) ,
Alfalfa , Crimson Clover,
Lespedeza, etc .

3

Small Sweet Clove r, Pigweed, Dodder , White
Clover, Alsike, etc .

Thistles, Buckhorn, · Sticks,
Alfalfa, Red Clover, etc.

4

Timothy'· Small Clover (Red & White ) , Dodder,
Hu lled Wate r Gra ss, Mustard, Sheep Sorrel

Canada Thistle, Q~ackgrass,
Sticks , Alfalfa, Bluegrass, etc .

5

Red Clover, Alfalfa, Small Flax, Water Grass,
. Mustard, Blu egrass, etc ,

Meadow Fescue , Wild Brome,
Large Buckhorn, _Quackgrass,
Cheat; Chess, Sticks ; etc ,

6 l /2

Small Broken Grain, Small Wild Buckwheat ,
Small Vetch & Cockle , Wild Mustard

Fescue, Wheat, Ryegrass, Wheat
Grass, Hi.llled Orchard Grass,
Flax, etc ,

8 l/ 2

Buckwheat, Cockle, Vetch, Sudangrass,
Small Sugar Beet Seed, etc .

Wheat, Rye, Fescu e, Ryegrass,
Orchard Grass , etc.

SIMON -CARTER COMPANY
· CYLINDER INDENT SIZES
FOR GRASSES , GRAIN AND SEED
(continued)
Indent
Number

Will . Reject

Will Lift
Broken Grain, Vetch Small Onion and Garlic,
Wild Peas, Coffee Weed etc.

Spring Wheat, Rye, Rice
Fescue

Spring Wheat, Small or Broken Durum,
Pearled and Broken Barley Flax

Durum Large Spring Wheat,
Barley, Pin Oats

19

Sp;ring Wheat

Oats, Wild Oats

22.

W.:heaj:

ll

I

·

I

13

I

Small Durum

W.inter :Wheat

I

Hulled Oats

I

.

Rye

Alta .

, ~--

I

I

I

I

I

I

Barley', etc ..

I

Barley with ,·

.•

Oats, Wild Oats

etc.
24

Ba·d ey

Oats, Wild Oats
tails etc. •
I

26};,

28)

Used primarily in length grading of Seed Corn and similar sized material.

,.

32/
. S-3,.

EquaL to #22 Indent but has flat bottom used primarily on Corn .
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LENGTH SI ZING
John Rogersl/
Width and thickness sizing of hybrid seed corn is accomplished on precision type screens where the kernel either can go through a certain size slot
fo r thickness or a certain size round hole for width . But, when we come to
length sizing, we have to depend on centrifugal force and gravity.
A length sizing cylinder is produced from hardened metal in which has
been punched a series of indents or pockets by use of a large mechanica-l press.
These indents are basically hemispherical i n shape . The seed to be separated
is fed into one end of the cylinder as it rotates . From this seed, we want to
separate the shorter kernels from the longer kernels; The shorter kernels to be
separated are loaded into the pockets or indents by a combination of gravity and
centrifugal force.
If the center of gravity of the seed falls within the lip of the indent, the
seed will stay in the indent as the cylinder rotates until it reaches a point near
the top of the cylinder where the centrifugal force holding the seed in place is
o v ercome by gravitational force , which causes the seed to drop out into a troughlike mechanism.
When the center of gravity of the seed is beyond the lip of the indent,
then the seed falls out of the indent due to gra v itational pu ll and, therefore, is
not lifted into the trough. In other words: The force of gravity on the seed is
greater than centrifugal force applied to the seed . The shorter kernels are lifted from the longer kernels and are collected in a trough inside the cylinder.
(Diagrams showing the forces of gravity and centrifugal force on a kernel of corn
are on the following page . )
All Superior length sizing cylinders are 23" in diameter and vary in
length from 52" to 85" (Seed cylinders in dou ble cylinder units are 15 l /2 " in
diameter) . The cylinder can be s u pplied in a number of indent sizes which are
measured diametrically in 64th ' s of an inch. Indent sizes range from 4/64 th's
up to and including 44/ 64th ' s . It is necessary that they are produced in this
wide range of sizes in order to meet the requirements of separating by length
the products ranging from very small grass and clover seed to oats and corn .
The r. p.m. of the cylinder varies with the product being separated .
It has been calculated by the engineers of Superior that , at an r. p.m.
of 55 . 5 in a 23" diameter cylinder, seed to be separated by length would be
carried over the top because the centrifugal and gravita tiona l fo rces would be

1/Mr. RQqers is.Sales Engineer, Corn States Hybrid Se rvic e, Inc.,803 Keo
Way, Des Memes, Iow a.
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equal at the top of the seeds vertical traveL Therefore, theoretically, any r. p.m.
less than 55,5 wjll cause the seed to drop out of the indent. However, this formula· does not take into consideration the co-efficient of friction which .is dif{erent
for each product involved. For corn separation, an r·.p,.m; of 46 -to 48 i-s in good
range. Approximately 51 r. p.m. makes a good separation in wheat. In other
sepafations, 1t ranges from 42 to 52 r.p.m.
Another important part of the cylinder machine is the trough which is inside the cylinder and is the length of the indented portion of. tne cylinder. The
position of this trough is positioned by an external hand wheeL If. the lip of the
trough is lowered toward the bank .of grain in the cylinder, more grain will be
picked up. If the lip of the trough is tilted away from the grain bank, less grain
will be picked up. The further the lip of the trough is tilted -from the grain banK,
the smaller the particle size that is picked up. The trough has a screw conveyor
in it to convey the seed picked up to the discharge end of the machine. For
cleaning, this trough may be inverted. (See diagram "Trough Settings").
On the bottom side or the trough, we find grain line blades which are
bolted to the outside ot the trough. These grain line blades are individual
curved pieces of metal formed i11 such a manner that grain hitting them which has
not been picked up will be conveyed to the discharge end of the cylinder. These
blades also have another function in that they will break UP what is called the
stationary vortex which forms in any rotating mass of grain. This rotating mass,
untess broken up, will form a core of product which, unless disturbed, will not
allow all particles to have an opportunity to come in contact with one of the indents. (See diagram "Grain Line Blade").
On the discharge end of cylinder machine ·, you will find a small metal
piece which fits at the bottom of the cylinder. This is called a retarder. · It may
be raised or lowered in order to raise or lower the grain bank within the cylinder.
A level bank of grain should be formed inside the cylinder to have an effective
separation. For c.lean-out, the retarder is completely lowered. (See diagram
"Retarder Control").
Now that we understand the function of a length sizing machine, let us
look at some of the operations where it is used. (Diagrams 1 - 6).
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. SPECIFIC GRAVITYBEPARATORS
· Guy C. Satterleell

· Introduction
The Specific Gravity Separator has a wideTange of applications as it
can make separations based on differences of shape, size, or specific gravity.
In general, the separations made in a seed processing plant are based on the
. difference in specific gravity a·s the seeds have been very closely sized• before
coming to the table. Typicral separations are the removal -of immature seeds,
weed seeds, and foreign material such as rocks and mudballs the same size as
good seeds.
Construction
The construction of the· gravity table is quite simple; It consists of a
base with a · fan, which supplies air for the separation, and a vibrating dec~.
This deek is covered with a porous material through which the air from the fan
in the base is blown. The seeds pass over the porous cover during the separating process. The deck is ,'provided with pivot points so-that it can be sloped
both longitudinally and laterally . . The vibrating mechanism and deck supports
are so constructed that true in-line motion is imparted to the deck. If, for any
reason, the deck does nbt move in a straight line a separation cannot be made.
An easy check to see if your deck is moving straight is to make ·a point on a
flat surface on top of the deck, and watch its motion . . If it moves in .a straight
line the motion is all right. If i.t moves in an arc or a circle something is
wrong and needs to be fixed. I will discuss the causes of false motion later on.
How A Gravity Table Operates
The separation that occurs on the deck of an air table is in two parts.
The first is the stratification of the seeds with the heaviest seed next to the
deck and the lightest on top of the deck load. The second part is the separation of the heavies from the lights. Both of these actions occur at the same
time continually, as long as the seeds are on the deck .
The firstpart of the separation, the stratifyingofthe deck load, is
caused by fluidization of the deck load. Fluidization is accomplished by the
air blowing through the porous deck cover. A properly fluidized deck load

1/Mr1 Satterlee

is Sales Development Engineer, Sutton"' Steele & Steele, Inc . ,
Da las, Texas; engineers and manufacturers of speciric gravity separators,
aspiratiors, air-float stoners , dry concentrating tables, and e-lectrostatic
separators.
·
·
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will have a smooth appearance with little boiling up except in the feed zone.
Boiling up of the deck load in any area outside of the feed zone will upset the
stratification of the seed.
The second part of the separation separating lights from heavies is
accomplished by the deck slope and deck vibration. The vibration of the deck
causes the heavy seeds in contact with the deck to be conveyed forward and to
the discharge edge. The light seed, floating in the ~ising air, flow off of the
deck due to the end slope and side slope. The end slope is u~ed to control the
conveying rate of the heavy seed and the side slope is used to control the rate
of material going across the deck .
I

I

. Controls on the Gravity Separator
There are more means of controlling the separation of an air table than
any other machine in a seed-processing plant. This accounts for the wide range
of separations that can be made on a table and also the problems some operators
have. If the effect of each control is not understood they are of no use. There
are five variable controls on a gravity table; air control, speed control, end slope,
side slope , and feed rate.
The amount of air is controlled by the air gate on the inlet side of the
fan. Excessive· air causes boiling on the deck and upsets the stratification of the ·
deck load and will allow good seed to get back in the light product. While not
enough air will not completely stratify the deck load and will allow light seed to
get in with the heavy seed. By using the air control the deck load can be shifted on the deck to get uniform discharge of the products from the machine. · More
air causes the deck load to slide back toward the light end, while less air will
cause it to be conveyed forward.
The vibrating speed of the deck is controlled by a variable pitch pulley.
The speed of the vibration of the deck controls the rate of conveyance of the
heavy material up the deck slope. Here again, the deck load on the machine can
be shifted .by using the speed control. An increase in the eccentric speed will
cause the seed to travel faster up the deck toward the heavy end; while decreas!ng the speed will allow the deck load to slip back toward the light end.
Normally, the end slope on a gravity separator is set at approximately
4 1/2°. This end slope setting will be satisfactory for nearly all of the separations requir~d in a seed plant. · In difficult separations, where the proper adjustment cannot be made with air or speed, the end slope can be raised or lowered
to get the deck uniformly covered with seed. · By raising the end of the deck the
slope is increased, making it more difficult for the seed to be conveyed forward.
Increasing the end slope will cause the deck load to shift toward the light end
while lowering the end slope will allow the deck load to be conveyed forward.
The normal setting on the side slope of a gravity separator is approximately 2 to 2 1/2°. · This setting: will work in nearly all separations . . In some
I
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special separations where the material must be retained on the deck a longer
time to give a better separation, the side slope may be lowered. Also, in
some cases where the separation is very easy and the material can be handled
at high capacities, the side slope can be increased , Th e side slope can be .
used to shift the deck load forward or back on the table. Increasing the side
slope will tend to move the deck load back toward the light end u while decreasing the side slope will shift it toward the heavy end .
One control on the gravity table that is seldom given much consideration is the feed rate to the machine. In nearly all instruction manuals on
gravity tables it is pointed 0ut very clearly that a constant feed rate to the
machine is required. A variation in feed rate will ca u se the deck load to surge
back and forth. This s urging up-sets the separation on the gravity table and
makes it impossible for t he operator to make a clean separation. All installations of a gravity tabl e s hou ld include a surge bin in front of the machine with
an adjustable gate controlling the feed to the machine. It is also good to have
an electrical inner lock mounted on the surge hopper so that when the material
runs out the machine is shut down . This avoids the contamination of seeds
already clean with bad seeds that may get in from a shifting deck load.
Gravity Tables are limited, as are all seed processing machines , in the
amount of material they can handle. Excessive feed rate to a machine will
cause the deck load to ride dead, the seeds will not be stratified . Unless the
seeds are stratified, a separation cannot be made. The gravity table can be
adjusted to feed rates under their rated capacity by using the side slope, end
slope and speed control. As you can see, to get the best separation on your
seed all of the controls on the gravity separator mu st be in ba lance. When
you are setting up a separation on your separator you should start with a given
setting on all controls , The material shou ld be fed on to t h e deck at a rate
which can be fluidized readily . Then the other controls should be adj u sted to
give you the type of separation yo u wanL In making you r adjustments on the
various controls, they should be ~ .made o ne at a time and approximately five
minutes should be elapsed before making another change . This allows the deck
load to stabilize and let you observe the effect of the change in adj u stments.
There is one control on the gravity table that is fixed by the factory.
This is the lou vered baffle settings under the deck . These baffle settings
have been determined in the factory after many years of experience in variou s
types of materials. The distribution of air across the gravity ta.ble is very important. Due to the continually changing character of material across the deck
varying amounts of air must be used in each particular section of the deck . The
most air is used in the feed zone. This is required becau se t his is where the
material is deepest and also where the stratification of the material is made.
In the feed zone it is allowable to have some boiling of the rna terial. This makes
sure that all of the light material is lifted out of the mass and on top of the deck
load. After the material has moved o u t of the feed zone, boiling of the material
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is detrimental as it ca u ses remixing of the seeds , The amount of air a -long the
hea vy banking rail is necessarily heavy also, a s the produ ct i s h eavy and more
air is required to blow through th e mass o f seed at the banking rail and keep t he
light materia l out. Less ai r is required at t he light e nd beca u se the material is
light and usually contains no teavy materia l. It is no t recommende d that the
baffle settings be change d on your machi n e u nless you consu lt e ithe r t he factory
or your local representative.

One of the la rge s t c a use s of u nsatisfactory resu lts o n a gravity table can
be directly attributed to a poor in s ta llation . All i nstruction manual s on gravity
separators strongly point out t he need of a firm foundation for t he machine. The
gravity tabl e has bee n very carefully constructed s o tha t true in-line motion is
maintained. With a po or found a tion the mo ti o n of the d eck is upset. In mo st
cases, with a weak fo u ndati o n, the vertical compon en t of the driving force is increased considerably whi ch te nd s to destroy the conveyi ng effect of the mo t ion
and also upset the stratifica tio n of the deck load . A weak founda t i on can u s u ally
be detected b y t he way the material a c ts o n t he d e ck of the ma chi ne. In most
cases the separator w ill no t be able to convey the materia l t o t he heavy end of
the machine , no matter how fast the table ru n s or how low. t he e nd raise is set.
A vibration in the floor that the table sits o n does not necessaril y indicate a poor
fo u ndation.
Anoth e r point t hat is us ually pass ed ever lightly in most installations i s
the a ir inlet t o the gravi ty table . All gravity tables are s u pplied with an air filter
to keep ou t t he du st and chaff from u nder the deck. If these are not u sed, the
under side of the deck is qu ick ly plugged . With a p bgged de ck t hat has bee n
blinded off, it i s no t poss ible to str.atify t he deck load. In all cases the o pening
on the deck -c overs of the machi n e are smaller than the seeds you are proce ssing .
If you will examine your deck - c o vers, you ca n see tha t it do e s not take very
muc h du st or c haff to plug off the o penings in your d8ck - cover. If your machine
is loc ated in a du sty area, consid erati o n shou ld be g iven to pi ping the inle t air
to your machine from an outside sou rce w h e re there i s no dus t.
Alo ng these same lines , a c l ea n cove r is e ss e ntial t o good o perati on of
a gravity separator. The deck o f your gravity table shou ld be taken off at least
once a week and blown ou t t o remove the fore i g n materia l that has been trapped
u nd ernea th . As you know, most seeds have some dirt atta ched t o them which
will become embedded in t he d ec k-cover. Eventually, your deck-cover will. wear
out and require re placemen t.
The wearing out of a deck -cover is usually very appa rent in a c loth deck
as you can see the worn spo ts . But , with a metal deck s u ch as OA Co pper, or
16 mesh wire it i s sometim e diffic u lt to telL The first i nd.i cation that y our deckcover is worn will be that y ou. will not be abl e to c onvey the seeds fo rward with
your normal spe e d se t tings. H you find that this is the case o n y our machine,
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you can rub the deck surface with your fingers and if it appears to feel very
smooth, it is probably worn out . Deck-covers are normally quite inexpensive
and are easily replaced . A worn deck-cover can cause you quite a bit of lost
time and good seed. It is usually good business to replace it as soon as it
starts to wear.
Handling of the Middling Product
In all separations in the seed-processing industry there is a middling
product. By this we mean a product that is in between your trash or throwaw_ay and the good seed. This middling is a mixture of both good and bad seed
and cannot be thrown away economically. There are,four -yvays that this middling
product is handled. The first, and probably the most common, is the return of
the middling directly back to the head feed of the gravity table. This system
has its drawbacks in that if the discharge products are not watched closely, the
amount of middling will e ventually build up and cover the whole deck . At some
time in the operation a decision must be made as to where to cut the good product and where to cut the throw -away. At this point, the discharge products are
balanced out against the incoming product.
Another common method of handling recycled products is to convey them
to a storage bin and process them after the season is over. This method is usually preferred over the first in that the middling product is spread out over the
whole deck surface and a much better separation can be made. The good seed
salvaged from the middling product can then be blended back into the original
good seed fraction .
Another method of handling the middling product is to return the material
to the rough seed stream. This is better than recycling back to the head feed of
the machine. It allows the rna terial to go back over the air screening cleaner
and to have the trash and lighter products pulled off by the air. This also helps
in blending the product back together, giving a more uniform feed to the gravity
separator. One problem associated with a middling return elevator direct to the
head feed of the gravity table is that there is a tendency for the material not to
be blended properly. This causes slugs of middling material to go to the table
and upset the cutting finer settings.
The last method used in handling recycled products is to put gravity
tables in series. This is usually used only in large seed processing operations
where the middling product from three or four gravity tables is passed over a
machine set aside just to handle this product.
Causes of Poor Operating Efficiency of the Separator
Since all gravity separators use vibrating motion as part of the mechanism, bolts tend to loosen up and loose joints wear out rapidl y . At least once
a week all machines should be checked over for loose connections and joints.
One of the connections that can cause the most trouble if allowed to become
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loose is the point where th e connecting rods are attached to the deck assembly.
If these become loose they allow the deck assembly to bounce back and forth in
an uneven motion. This uneven motion will not let a separation be made and
even worse it is very hard on the moving parts of the u nit. A loose con-rod
connection can tear up a machine in a very short time . This joint is usually
very easy to check while the mac hine is running. All the operator has to do is
to put his hand on the joint to see if there are any sharp knocks in the joint.
If no~ the joint is tight enough.
Another cause of bad separations is con-rods of uneven length. These
uneven rods will cause an arcing o r circu lar motion to the deck assembly. This
false motion to the deck will cause the deck load to mix up and destroy the
stratification. The procedure followed i n adjusting the length of con-rods is
first set one rod to give the proper angle to the toggle plates. This con-rod
is then set and the other rod is adjusted equal to the first rod .
Worn eccentrics have been found in nearly all machines over three or
four years old. The eccentrics take all of the pounding from the deck being
vibrated back and forth. Worn eccentrics usually do not give much warning of
their bad condition. It is eas y to check fo r worn eccentrics by merely putting
your- hand on the case as it is ru nning. If you feel a sharp knock the eccentric
has a pit in the race. A worn eccentric can cause a machine to break up quite
rapidly . We have found that in cases where a customer has experienced trouble
in keeping louvered baffles in his machine that worn eccentrics are the cause
of the break-up .
Worn toggle plates are not usually a wear item but once in a great
while a machine will be fo und to have bad toggle plates. These can cause a
bad separation and damage to the machine . Worn toggle plates are the result
of loose con-rods loose hold-down springs or worn eccentrics. This problem
can be avoided by proper maintenance.
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The Stoner
The Stoner is a machine that operates on the same basic principles as
the gravity separator. It has one major diffe re nce i n that it only delivers two
distinct products; a heavy product and a light produ ct. Th is unit is no t used in
many seed houses but could possibly find more u ses if its applicability were
better known.
One of the most common installa t ions of a stoner is to have the heavy
discharge product from the gravity table feed directly on to the stoner. In this
manner a middling product from the gravity table is avoided. A stoner will make
a good clean separation of removing stones and mudballs from a seed product.
Stoners have been used for removi ng mudballs from alfalfa clover and
sesame seed " The stoner is a machine that requ ires very little supervision and
can stand s urg ing of the feed rate .
I
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THE ROLL MILL
Charles E. VaughanJ/
I know of no manufacturer who has yet claimed to have developed an allpurpose machine that will remove all objectionable weed seeds and foreign material from all lots of legume seeds . The application of the principles of seed cleaning
in which components of mixture differing in dimensional characteristics may be
separated by screens, indented cylinders or discs and those differing in weight
and specific gravity by aspirators or gravity tables , are well known through the
trade.
The roll mill is usefuL in separating mixtures where crop seed and contaminants differ in the texture of the seed coat. In some instances seed of different shapes can .a lso be separated on this machine .
Usually, the roll mill is used after the basic cleaning machines in the
processing line. It is often used to finish lots that contain dodder, dock, flat
or immature seed and inert matter that passed the previous machines.
The rough seed are separated from the smooth seed by the action of the
rolls. Two rolls covered with a velvet-like material are placed side by side
close enough to touch lightly. The rolls are mounted in an inclined position and
turn in opposite directions, outwardly when viewed from the top (Figure l).
The seed mixture is fed onto the rolls at the high end of the machine.
As the seed travel downhill between the revolving, inclined rolls, the rough
seed are caught by the velvet-like rolls and thrown against the baffles, deflected back against the rolls, etc. until they have been thrown out. The smooth
seed continue bouncing downhill between the rolls and discharge off the end.
The seeds thrown over the sides are caught in graduated grade hoppers underne ath the machine. The grades of seed from these hoppers vary from a high percentage of rough seed from one nearest the fe ed end of the machine, to a very
low percentage of rough seed from one nearest the discharge end. The intermediate grades can be rerun to recover the smooth seed that were thrown out with the
rough seed. Of course this will involve different adjustments.
The feed hopper of many machines consists of a vertical shaft from which
individual feed spouts lead directly to each pair of rolls. This vertical shaft is
e quipped with a fast, complete clean-out pull slide. The rate of feed is adjuste d by opening or closing the feed slide in the vertical shaft u nderneath the feed
hopper . This increases or decreases the size of the ope ning in th e shaft through
which the seeds flow into the individual feed spou ts.
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The rate of feed is adjusted and controlled for two reasons. First, the
effectiveness of the separation may be controlled somewhat by the rate of feed.
If the space between the rolls and the baffles becomes crowded the agitation
necessary to make an effective separation is reduced or prevented. Second,
the capacity may be regulated by controlling the rate of feed.

ROLLS COVERED WITH
FLANNEL OR VELVET LIKE
MATERIAL

GRADES
1- ALL SMOOTH SEED
2- SMOOTH, SMALL
PERCENT ROUGH
3- ROUGH I SMALL
PERCENT SMOOTH
4- §OUGH

Figure l.

Diagrammatic section of roll mill showing method of operation.

The rolls are the separating parts of the machine. They are covered with
a velvet-like material and placed side by side close enough to touch lightly. The
rolls are always used in pairs and each pair of rolls is a separate cleaning unit.
The length of rolls may vary with different machines, as a certain length
is not absolutely necessary for maximum cleaning. The number of rolls may also
vary from machine to machine. An increase in the number of rolls does not increase efficiency but merely increases capacity.
The speed of the rolls is the most important adjustment on this machine.
In general, the faster the rolls revolve, the cleaner the seed. However, too fast
a speed is not recommended, because it results in unnecessary throw-over of
good seed. The recommended way of making the adjustment is to start with a
minimum speed and the desired rate of feed, then increase the speed of the rolls
until the product is clean.
The tilt mechanism is located at the bottom of the feed end of the machine. On some machines it is a large hand wheel screw; whereas on other
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machines it is a combination lever-screw device . This variable tilt mechanism
permits quick, easy adjustment of the machine ' s pitch for variou s t y pes of seeds .
· A continuous incline range from 7° to 13° may be obtained. This adj ustment is
used less by most operators once a desirable tilt has been established . Increasing the tilt has the effect of shortening the rolls and also reduces the amount
of throw-over.
The baffles are shields that conform fairly close to the shape of the rolls
as viewed from the top and a.re positioned directly over each pair of rolls. Roughcoated seed lifted by the turning rolls are deflected by the baffles back on the
rolls with the result that these seed are removed rapidly from the smooth-coated
seed which are not lifted . The baffles are independently adjustable at either
end of the machine . The range of separation possible may be increased by changing the distance between the rolls and the baffles. For most cleaning problems ,
a l/4 inch spacing seems t o be best.
Below are listed a few rough-coated seeds and objects which are
thrown out by a roll mill.
Dodder
Mustard
Foxtail

Catchfly
Cockle
Timothy

Wild Wi nter Peas
Wild Carro t
Pieces of Clay or Stones

These rough-coated seeds or objects may be removed from clovers,
alfalfa, hulled lespedeza, hairy vetch and other smooth coated seeds. Because
of its triangular shape and sharp corners, dock is commonly and easily removed
from the clovers.
The removal of buckhorn can be accomplished with this machine if
prior treatment has been given the seed lot containing bu ckhorn. This prior
treatment involves adding a foreign material such as wood du st to the buckhorn
which creates a rough surface . Separation is then an easy matter.
The roll mill is a very economical machine because the cost of operation and maintenance is extremely low. The minimum attention needed to
operate -the roll mill, once it is adjusted, is also a point to remember when considering this machine .

MECHANICAL SEED INJURYJ/
H. Dean Bunch2/
In the discussion of this subject, we shall attempt to partially answer
four questions: (1) What is mechanical injury? (2) What causes it? {3) What
are its consequences?

(4) What can be done about it?

What Is Mechanical Injury?
The term must be well defined because there are many types of injury
which may occur in seeds. Immaturity can damage seed as can insects, diseases, or ageing. By mechanical injury or damage we refer to .damage caused
by the physical processes of handling seed. It might be illustrated by using
man as a comparison. Immaturity can injure a man, especially if he is in the
fight game or in politics. Insects, especially red bugs and mosquitoes can play
havoc with a man's efficiency, not to mention bees, hornets and gnats. Disease is one of his greatest enemies and usually it is a disease that knocks him
out for good. Ageing gets -us all sooner or later and may be accelerated by a
multitude of things, one of which is participating in too many Seedsmen's Short
Courses. These illustrate certain types of injuries which plague man. But if a
man is knocked down by a speeding automobile, run over by a steam roller or
gets his hand in a silage cutter then we can truly say that he has been mechanically injured.
Disease, insects, ageing, etc. , then are not mechanical injures
although their causes and effects may be influenced by the degree to which the
seed is mechanically damaged. Mechanical injury is a damaging thing that
happens to a seed in a direct positive manner. In the animal kingdom and among
growing plants many wounds heal. With the seed it is different. The seed is a
non -growing organism so there is no way for injuries to heal.
Mechanical injury of seed takes many forms and may be evidenced as
crushed parts, bruises, clean cuts, etc. Any portion of the seed is likely to be
injured but more especially the more protruding parts. Damage in the area of
the embryo of grass and cereal kernels are especially serious while breaks or
bruises in the region on either side of the cotyledonary node of legume seeds
are likely to produce abnormal seedlings.
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Seed injuries may be divided into two principal categories: (1) visible
or external injury of the seed and (2) internal injury detected only by a viability
test. In the former group crops which have been injured by threshing or other
mechanical means usually show seeds with injured seed coq;ts. This type of injury ranges from slightly cracked seed coats hardly detected by the naked eye
to severely cracked and chipped seed. In extreme cases many of the seeds
are actually broken into pi e ces.
I
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What Causes Mechanical Injury?
Mechanical injuries are nearly always a result of abrasions or impact.
The latter causing the greater amount of damage. Several years ago Asgrow researchers dropped Tender Gree n snap bean seed ,from differing heights on a solid
metal floor to measure the effect of i mpact on seed viability. They found that
germination was decreased from 95 percent to 53 percent in only one drop from a
6--foot height. They further found that the injurious effect wa s cumulative. After
the same beans had been dropped 9 times , there was not a live seed left in the
sample.
You may counter that you are not interested in damage to snap beans.
It is true that these beans are very susceptible to damage but it mu st be remembered that all of t h e legu me seeds have the same type of internal structure
ahd are apt to be damaged by severe impact. Many times a seed is not damaged
enough to destroy the essential struc tures , only enough to cause abnormal or
weak seedlings which are practically worth less anyway , Abrasive actions may
cause seed injuries but ordinarily they are not nearly as seriou s as those caused
from impact. In fact the use of a controlled a brasiv e action is the basic principle of the seed huller and scarifier.
Of all the operatio ns from harvest to bagging the one process which produces the greatest amoq n t of dama ge is the thresher or sheller. Speed and small
clearances enable the combine to thresh about as clean as t he stationary thresher
but they are also more apt to cause seed damage , The rapidly rotating cylinder
on all types of threshers a nd shellers provide many opportu nities for severe impacts.
Conveyors contribute to seed injuries . Too many elevators are built to
sell at a price. Many eleva tors are designed to run too fast because it ' s cheaper
to get increased capacity by stepping-u p the speed than by increasing the size
of the buckets . Here again the effects are accu mulative . O ur research and that
of others has shown t hat the more times seed is pas sed through eleva tors the
more damage that will res u lt.
Although seed cleaning a nd sizing equipmen t contribu te to the accumulated injury effects we have fo und that mo st s u ch equipment adds little to the
overall injurious effec t s. On t he other hand debearders scarifiers and polishers can detrimental if no t properly u sed,
1
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One of the chief causes of seed damage within the processing plant is
just plain drops. I would venture to suggest that there is not a processing
plant anywhere in which the seed does not drop at least 10 feet. Maybe it does
not free fall that far but aren't there places in your plant where the piping is almost vertical for that distance or more? There certainly is here in the Seed
Technology Laboratory - but we're not proud of them. These then are the principle sources of seed injuries due to mechanical handling.
What Are The Consequences of Mechanical Injury?
It is said that for every action there is a reaction.

How do the seeds react to these injuries? They don't yell like the boy who drops a rock on his big
toe, but they are hurt. The worst consequence of mechanical injury is death,
and as cited earlier some seeds are damaged so severely that they will not germinate. Short of being killed many seeds may be so severely damaged that they
produce abnormal seedlings. The seedlings may be abnormal because some essential structure was broken partially or completely off or they may be abnormal
because the injury has allowed a disease-producing organism to become established in the interior of the seed. If you want to establish destructive organisms
in your seed, you can find no better way to do it than to roughen up the seed
coat and bruise the seed a little. Scratch or break the seed coat and microorganisms will enter just as sure as flys will find a hole in a screen door. Even
breaks too small to be seen without a magnifier will allow disease organism entry.
An unbroken seed coat is the best protection you can give a seed .
In general, members of the grass family, which includes the cereal _
grains, corn and sorghum as well as the forage and pasture grasses, are equipped
to withstand rough treatment better than the seed of legumes . The a·ttached inner
glumes act as shock absorbers for the kernels of many caryopses in many members
of the grass family. In other species the embryo is recessed . Nevertheless, the
more adverse the conditions of treatment, the less likely it will be that strong
seedlings will result.
Injured seed are more likely to be damaged by volatile fungicides, insecticides and fumigants than non-injured seeds. Authenticated data have
proven that some of the lower seed germination that seeds men have experienced
after using mercurial treatment or fumigants have been due at least in part to
excessive mechanical injury.
Finally, all else being equal, mechanically damaged seed will not maintain vigor and viability in storage as long as the same kind of seed undamag~d.
The breaks interfer with the respiration rate and allow microorganisms to enter.
Perhaps other things unknown to researchers also happen. Bl,l.t the net result is
seed which may not carry over until next season except under the very best
storage conditions.
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What Can Be Done About Mechanical Injury?
By now you are probably mumbling that anyone can be a prophet of doom,
but tell me what I can do to prevent, cure, or at least improve the situation.
This is the hard part beca u se the answers may be easy but the solution is difficult. For example, the answer to how to prevent mechanical injury is not to use
any machines. The answer is easy but to attempt to apply it to the occasion is
absurd. We must be realistic in our approach to the problem, at the same time
realizing that some capacity, speed and even conveniences may have to be
sacrificed in order to bag the best possibl e product. Your customers are more
discriminating than they were 10 years ago, and 10 years from now they will be
demanding better quality seed than they are today. Someone has rightly said,
"Quality will be remembered long after the price is forgotten." I submit these
ideas at this point because you will be calling some of our suggestions "impractical".
Let us look first a t the harvesting operation. The speed of the threshing
cylinder chiefly determines the force of the impact of the machinery with the
seeds. Since high speed damages the seed and low speeds may not thresh completely, the operator is in somewhat of a dilemna when it comes to adjusting
cylinder speed.
As a rule of thumb, speed of the cylinder should not be any faster than
required to thresh the seed. It should be remembered that the speed required
for threshing in tnid-day will probably be less than during early morning and
late afternoon. Close attention at this point will minimize seed injury considerabl~r.
In shelling corn, the sharp edges of sheller bars or teeth can be
filed off and speed reduced 1/3 to 1/ 2 from that used in commercial shelling to
decrease pericarp injury.
Various devices can be installed for reducing the impact of seed falling
into deep bins or into equipment hoppers. Little can be done to decrease mechanical injury in the clea ning and sizing equipment but speed and adjustments
of debearders and scarifiers must be carefully controlled if impairment of seed
quality is to be kept at a minimu m .
In spite of all precautions excessive mechanical injury may still occur
where seed moisture is low. The research which revealed that a single 6....;.foot
drop reduced the percentage germination of snap beans from 95 to 53 was done
with beans of 8% moisture. Beans containing 12 % moisture withstood 5 drops
of 6 feet each before germination was reduced as much . Experiments by other
workers have found that corn processed with a moisture content of 14% showed
only 3 to 4% mechanical inju ry while the same treatment of corn containing 8%
moisture produced 70-80% damage . Similar results have been obtained with
soybeans in the same moisture ranges. Work here at the Seed Technology La bora tory with soybeans and corn conveyed with air lift and bucket eleva tors have
shown that the least amou n t of damage occured in the 14 to 16 percent range.
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Considerable damage occurred at 20% while seeds containing 8% moistu re were
worthless after 5 passes through the elevators.
The relationship between moisture content of the seed and degree of
mechanical injury which may occur during harvesting, conveying an¢ cleaning
presents a critical situation for the seed producer-processor. Under "standard"
methods of procedure, seed crops are allowed to dry in the field until the seed
moisture is low enough for saf$ storage, or the crop is harvested at a higherthan-safe moisture level and artifically di:ted prior to cleaning.
In the handling of seeds which damage easily, partial reversal of this
procedure may be necessary, because the moisture level at which seed can be
handled with minimum damage to the seed contains too much moisture for safe
storage. This is especially true if the seed is located here in the Southeast
and is to be carried beyond the next planting season without controlled temperature or humidity in the storage area. For instance, soybeans at 14% moisture
can be handled relatively safely, but at this moisture content they would not
remain fit for seed any longer than 3. months at 8 5° F. The same lot of beans
dried to 9% moisture could be expected to be valuable seed after a full year's
storage at the same temperature. At winter temperatures the 14% seed would ,still deteriorate faster than seed with the lower moisture level. However, if t h e
beans are dried to 9% before conveying and cleaning, there is a great danger of
excessive injury unless they are handled very carefully during the processing.
The solution points toward a reversal of the "standard" procedure , that
is, conveying and cleaning before drying. This would mean that the cleaning
capacity of the plant would have to equal the harvesting rate and that distribution of labor might not be entirely desirable since harvesting and cleaning would
proceed at the same time. Under such a system, freshly harvested seed would
have to be cleaned immediately upon arrival at the processing plant and placed
in the dryer in bulk or only partially dired before processing . This s u ggestion
may seem impractical, but it is also impractical to attempt to maintain high
quality of seed as to varietal purity, freedom from noxious weeds, etc. , if it
is so badly damaged that it will not give sa tis factory performance for your customer.
In conclusion, may we submit the observation that from the standpoint
of the seed, there are many undesirable characteristics of combines, conveyors,
and other seed handling equipment. However, there is a note :of encouragement
in that manufacturers are becoming more aware of the need for equipment which
will treat the seed more kindly. While that equipment is being developed every
good seedsmen should critically analyze his own plant and eliminate the rough
places. Strive to handle your seed as nearly as you would eggs, within the
area of practicability, remembering always that there is not much of a market
for cracked eggs. Remember too, that seed of medium high moisture damages
less during handling than very dry or excessively wet seed, but don't forget that
this same moisture level also causes seed deterioration in other ways. Before
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storage get the seed good and dry and treat with a non-mercurial fungicide to
help compensate for the scratched seed coats. This treatment won't heal the
breaks but it will discourage the entrance of disease-producing organisms. If
to this point you have used care during harvesting drying and cleaning and can
put pure well-cleaned correctly treated seed in new bags and can store them in
a cold or dry atmosphere you will have the satisfaction of knowing that your
product is good. If you are able to convince your potential customers that high
quality seed pays you might even make a little profit - and rest assured you will
have earned every penny of it.
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CONCEPTS AND CLASSIFICATIONS OF SEED TREATMENTS
W . F. Crosierll
The term "seed treatment" has traditionally been associated with, if not
limited to, fungicides. The pesticide control officials define fungi as small,
non-green plants such as bacteria, mildews, molds, rusts , smuts and yeasts;
and a fungicide is defined as a substance or mixture of substances intended to
prevent, destroy, repel or mitigate any fungus . As recently as 15 years ago
seed treatments were almost entirely fungicides . The Farm Chemicals Handbook
for 1962, however , describes 3 antibiotics, 1 bird repellent , 4 fungicidal fumigants, 4 growth substances 12 insecticidal fumigants 17 insecticides, 20
mercurials 1 mercury-insecticide combination, and 17 non-mercurial fungicides.
I
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Definition of Seed Treatment
In the first deliberation of a group attempting to prepare a uniform state
seed law we tried to define seed treatment in terms of. substances designed
by plant pathologists for disease control. By 1950 seed treatments were regarded as those substances or processes effectively applied to seeds for the control
of plant disease organisms or insect pests .
The control officials' conception of seed treatments has changed radically since 1950 because they are not limited to fungicides and insecticides.
They include any and all pesticides that are applied to seeds. The Federal Seed
Act recognizes this fact in the definition: "the term 'treated' means given an
application of a substance or subjected to a process designed to reduce, control or repel disease organisms insects or other pests which attack seeds or
seedlings growing therefrom" . The other pests may include bacteria, birds,
herbs (weeds) and rodents.
I
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Present Definition of Seed Treatment
The idea that seed treatments are limited to pesticides is contrary to
fact. Are not colchicine, gibberellins hormones legume inoculan ts, radioactive isotopes radiofrequency waves, sulfuric acid and other seedcoat
softeners and X-rays to be regarded as seed treatments? If they have been
applied to seeds the answer is "Yes".
The laws of one state -New York -contain a definition tha t truly
covers all seed treatments. !treads "the term ' tre ated ' mea n s that t he seed
has received an effective application of an approved substance or me thod de
signed to control or repel plant disease organism s , insects or other pests; or
has received some other treatment to improv e its planting valu e ".
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The revised (1961) Recommended Uniform State Seed Law includes a clear
concise definition reading : "The term 'treated' means that the seed has received
an application of a substance, or that the seed has been subjected to a process
for which a claim is made".

U nfortu nately certain substances and effects of

processes may be lost or dissipated during storage so the control official cannot
prove, or even determine what had been applied to the suspect seed lot.
Classifications of Seed Treatments
In a discussion at the 1960 Short Course , seed treatments were separated
into two general grou ps on the basis of mode of action - disinfection and protection.

Although applied to fungicides only , insecticides might also be placed

in these two broad classes.
The 1960 discu ssion also tou ched u pon other groupings based upon
accomplishment, application;and chemical composition.

These and other logical

classifications are presented in the following paragraphs.

1 . By legal definition a seed treatment is whatever a certain state or
federal seed law legislates it to be o Laws in all states cover fungicides and
insecticides. Other pesticides , growth regulators and legume inocl.llants are included in certain states
U nfortu nately _laws and regulations may be more concerned with ·the harmful , rather than the beneficial, nature of seed treatments.
0

2. By what they do or by the organisms to be controlled seed treatments
are classified as {a) adj u v a nts, diluents or stickers, (b) bactericides (c) fungicides, (d) growth regu lators, (e ) insecticides, (f) legume inoculants, and (g)
animal or bird repellents a nd rodenticides
This classification is too advanced
and realistic for contro l officials. The Pesticide Handbook by D. E. H. Frear,
however, groups some 8, 000 product listings in a similar manner.
I

0

3.

By composition or form of energy we could classify seed treatments

as:
a. Antibiotics and gibberellins which are rna terials of microbial
origin - extracted from molds o r other mic robes.
b. Biologic rna t erial s u ch as t he legu me inocu lant bacteria . . It
is possible that Bacillus t hurinqi ensis , a microbial insecticide, could be
effective as a seed treatment.
c.

Chemical s o r chemical formu lations s u ch as (1 ) acids and alkalis

used to erode seedcoats , (2) cyclo diene insecticides s u ch as aldrin, dieldrin
and heptachlor , (3 ) metallic inorganic compo unds such as copper carbonate and
mercuric bichloride , (4) metallic and pure organics such as the halogenated insecticides - DDT, lindane, etc .; mercurials used in treating small grains;
thiocarbamates - ferbam and t hiram; qu inones - chloranil and dichlone; organic
phosphate insecticides -malathion and phorate; and others containing nitrogen
or sulfur - captan , PCNB , etc . , (5) c ru de anthraquinones or bird repellents,

I
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(6) insec.Uc.i!dal fuiniganrs:·e :ethytene dichloride

'(?.) trace elements· su'Ch~ as::.molybdemldmi..<
d. Heat as hot air and hot water.

J

-

methyl bromide, etc~ , and
,_. .

e. Physiologic effects such as cold water soak to eliminate loose
smut.
f. Radiofrequency waves used to hasten germination of hardseeded
legumes.
g. X-ra ys to induce cellular changes.
4. By form or method of application treatments are: (a) dusts usually
consisting of an inert diluent carrying 0. 8 to 75 percent of the actual toxicant,
(b) slurries consisting of wettable powders and water. They are currently preferred to dusts since the toxicant is not as liable to bother workmen, (c) liquids,
usually consisting of a toxic material dissolved or suspended in a diluent. The
organic mercurials are commonly formula ted as ready-mix and concentrated liquids, (d) gases as used in the fumigation of grain to kill insects 'or to eliminate
oat smuts. The pesticide may be obtained as a liquid - formaldehyde, methyl
bromide, etc. , but volatilizes to reach the seeds as a gas, and (e) electrical,
molecular or thermal energy which kills pests or effects changes not accomplished by dusts, slurries, liquids or gases.
5. By degree of toxicity three groups are recognized in seed laws but
commercial products are toxicologically classed as 1 or practically non-toxic
such as aluminum oxide or legume inoculants to 6 or super toxic for organic
phosphate insecticides such as Ethion and phorate.
Control officials regard seed treatments as non-toxic within stated
limits - legume inoculants, malathion, pyrethrins, etc.; possibly harmful captan, dichlone, thiram, etc.; and highly toxic - aldrin, mercurials, phora te,
etc. This classification is a compromise between accuracy and convenience
and does not necessarily relate to the toxicity of the treated seed. Grains
carrying_
the recommended dosages of a mercurial may actually be less poi.,
sonous than seeds treated with a non-mercurial.
6.

The mode or site of action is the usual classification of seed treatments. It is related to what happens and where and when it happens.
a. Disinfestation is the destruction, inactivation, or removal of
bacteria, fungi, insects or nematodes that are present on the outside of the
seed without having entered or established host relationship with the seed.
The treating of wheat to control stinking smut, the killing of superficial insect and nematode eggs, and the mechanical removal of ergots and sclerotia
is disinfestation or decontamination. At least 100 chemicals are effective in
controlling stinking smut of wheat.
b. Disinfection is the arresting or eradicating of infections or
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actual host contacts of an organism with a seed through use of a substance or
process. The volatile mercurials will reduce or control infections that are not
deep-seated such as the smut of oats scab of wheat and seedling blight of
barley. PCNB will inhibit seed rots of beans and peas; while thiram will disinfect Diplodia rot from corn seed. A pyridine derivative has reduced A·s cochyta
infection of pea seed ,
The deep-seated (loose) smuts of barley and wheat are controlled only by
energy or physiologic processes such as the hot water cold water and salt-cold
water soaks. Hot water will also reduce infections of blackleg and black rot in
cabbage and seedling rot in certain flower seeds .
The application of a disinfestant o r disinfectant has often been recommended only when a disease organism is known to be present, The fallacy of this
advice is that a few seeds may actually be infected although several hundred
others were found to be disease or insect free. Only one diseased seed may introduce a disease into a previously clean area or field. The partial loss of one
crop may be more costly than treating expenses for 10 years.
With increased emphasis on qua lity not ju st quantity of food it is important to eliminate diseases not merely to reduce them . Although treatments
should usually be applied in amounts that will not injure seeds , some injury is
justified if the quality of the crop is improved.
The application of a pesticide in the form of a gas -fumigation- is the
simplest means of eliminating insects but is not adapted to control of diseases.
Ethylene oxi de for example will kill many disea se borne fungi but seed germination is reduced.
Until a good fumigant of disease organisms is developed as a sa tisfactory treatment each seed should receive its approximately equal share of the
liquid or solid treating material. Although volatilization or fume action does
redistribute a chemical -us u ally formaldehyde or an organic mercurial - to seeds
not initially contacted the most effective and least injurious disinfection is
accomplished by an originally uniform distribution of toxicant, Mercurials of
the dicyandiamide and hydroxyquinolinate groups were proved by biologic and
radioactive tests to pass from one seed to another in the vapor stage ,
c . Protection is the establishing of a barrier between seeds and
organisms that ma y attack them later. The organic mercurials at proper dosage rates not only disinfect seeds bu t also protect them. Thiram not only reduces dry rot infections in corn seed but also prevents organisms in the soil
from destroying the germinating seed . PCNB is excellent in both its disinfecting and protecting action against the Botrytis Rhizoctonia and Sclerotonia
fungi. Malathion , pyrethrins and piperonyl butoxide protect seeds from storage
insects while aldrin DDT , dieldrin and heptachlor will repe l soil-borne insects . The fu ngicide hexachlorobenzene or HCB is popular for the single purpose of killing stinking smu t spores on wheat seed. But HCB1 if applied in
massive dosages is also a protectant of wheat seed against dwarf bunt spores
1

1
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in the soil.
Uniformity of coverage is necessarywhen non-volatile protectant
pesticides are applied to ·seeds. Each seed must receive -its fair share of the
treatment. ·A slurry application usually covers the seed lot uniformly but portions of the pesticide may slough off during handling. Increasing the total
amount of material whether dust or slurry usually results in better coverage.
But heavy dosages cause packaging planting and diverting-to-'feed difficulties.
0

I

The condition of the seed affects its susceptibility to disease and hence
the need for protection. · Pericarp breaks in corn permit fungi to reach the stored
food and the germ. Thin pericarps and high sugar contents of sweet corn are
also ·advantageous to decay fungi. Old and low vigor seeds of many kinds germinate slowly and are susceptible to disease fungi for a comparatively long time.
·A higher than usual dosage rate will partially compensate for seed damage, old
age low vigor or genetical weakness.
I

Systemic pesticides - chemicals which are absorbed by the seed but
move into the seedling - protect for a relatively long period. Certain antibiotics
a.re translocated into seedling growths and reduce fungus infections. · A new chemical containing both nitrogen and St,J.lfur protects. pea seedlings from attacks by
damping-off fungi. Di -syston placed on or with seeds will repel insects which
contact the seedling.
I

I

Laboratory germination tests are more accurate ·when a protectant fungicide is placed on the seeds . . Common mold fungi and bacteria thrive in the
moist atmosphere of th.e germinator and may-weaken seeds or destrgy seedlings.
· Seedlings of beans melons and peas are especially susceptible to laboratory
bacteria and molds. -A single corn or wheat seed infected with the scab fungus
supplies enough inoculum to destroy an entire test of 100 seeds. These troubles
are overcome by either spacing the seeds two inches apart or by placing a fungicide on the closely spaced ones . . The former method may add $1. 00 but the
latter only $0. 05 to the usual cost of a bean or corn test .
In comparison of 30 materials the organic mercurials were superior to
other formulations in protecting corn and small grains from scab . Preparations
containing pyridine or thiram were sa tis factory.
I

Inoculation is the placing of selected strains of the Rhizobium -bacteria
on legume seeds. Traditionally a farmer applied the inoculant immediately
before planting. But preinoculants which are protected by humus sugar or the
seeds themselves will surv-i ve for several months under ordinary storage conditions. Under adverse conditions - dry hot or chemically-permeated storages - .
the bacteria may die before the seed is . planted. According to a recent report
pathogenic fungi may accompany the bacteria and infect the legume seedlings.
I

I
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Detection and Measurement of Seed Treatments
High quality seed is not obtained by merely adding a known amount of a
material to a certain volume of seed. Some form of quality control is needed to
insure ' that the material is effective, that the dosage rate is correct, and that
the coverage is uniform. The detecti on method may be simple or complicated,
inexpensive or costly, rapid or slow , qualitative or quantitative but it should
be informative . State a nd Federa l seed controL laboratories are increasing their
capabilities to detect and meas u re treatments and may challenge doubtful label
statements.
The visual observation of dry seeds is certainly the simplest and most
rapid test. If the dosage rate of a solid material is at least 1 ounce per bushel
of seed it can be detected and meas u red approximately. A standard sample
should be prepared and u sed as a comparison . U niformity of coverage can be
determined at lOX magnification and the dosage rate measured at SOX.
Specific chemicals and especially proprietary formulations may be revealed and measured bu t not identified positively , Chloranil and dichlone are
exceptions; their distinctive colors are not easily altered or masked. The green
color of the liquid Morven is also diagnostic. · The organic mercurials are present in minute amounts and are not detectable visually. At SOX magnification,
however , the mercury -inert dust formulati ons present at greater than 1/2
ounce/bushel rate can be o bserved for u niformity of coverage . A red dye if
part of a liquid formulation indicates but does not prove that a mercurial is
present. The pattern of application is easily and accu rately determined at 20
to SOX magnification.
N e i the r t he percenta ge of red-dyed s urface nor the
brightness of color revea l s the amount of mercury originally or finally present.
Through fume action some mercury has left the originally-treated seed to be redeposited on other seeds or to be lo st.
Preinoculants are readily observed and recognized but the number and
viability of the bacteria cannot be easily dete rmined
0

Other sensa t e tests of dry seeds indicate the pre sence of pesticides
and supplement other means of detection . Several organic fungicides, especially captan and the cyclodiene insecticides , posses characteristic odors.
Solid particles of t hiram are irritating to mu cous membranes
Chloranil reduces the friction between thumb and fingers
o

0

Chemical tests are known fo r every _toxicant ingredient in seed treatments. The capability of the seed control laboratory, however, may extend
only to a color test for certain mercurial for mulations , captan and thiram. The
cyclodiene insecticides -aldrin dieldrin , etc., - and the mercurials when present as pesticide residues o n food are being detected by chemical tests in
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several state and federal laboratories. Itwould be possible, but difficult, to
adapt these tests to suspect treated seeds. One diffic u lty is that of removing
all of the rna terial from seeds. Another is that a seed rna y contain an alledgedly
highly-toxic element such as mercury as a natural constituent.

-

-

Biologic assaying of suspect treated seeds requires only a sensitive
- living organism as the reacting or measuring material. The method is truly functional; the treatment is detected and/ or measured by its capability to perform
not by its mere presence.
The macrobiological assay of a mercurial on oat seeds depends upon a
naturally occurring fungus , Alternaria tenuis. This fungus does not vegetate~
on treated seed. Hence its presence on germinating seeds proves that they are
not treated. A. tenuis is a contaminant of all oats produced in New York,
Ontario, an9 Virginia . The fungus always vegetates on germinating seeds grown
in the areas unless a chemical treatment is present.
Mercurials also control oat smuts so their presence in a growing crop
proves that the seed was not treated. The same deduction appli e s to cov ered
smut of barley and to stinking smut of wheat. The field or growing -on method
of determining ~eed treatment in grains is one of the oldest macrobi ologic
tests. Unfortunately since the seeds may not be smut infested a disease-=free
crop does not necessarily prove that they were treated.
The cold test of corn is actually a specialized macrobiologic assay .
The suspect lot is planted in contaminated (Pythium and Fusari um spp. ) soil and
held at 10° C. for 7 days. The seedling production is counted after a warm
phase of 4 days at 20° C. ·A similar test is performed with a portion of the suspect lot after it has been overtreated with the claimed rna teria l. The germinp.tion difference between the original and the overtreated sublot indicates the
ineffectiveness of the original treatment.
The macrobiologic test is applicable to any seed if it is planted in
soil contaminated with a seed -decay fungus. Beans, melons and peas are
simpler than corn seed to test since a preliminary cold phase is not required.
The microbiologic assay for fungicides involves the placing of s u spect
seeds on agar plates spored with a sensitive fungus . For convenience a heavilysporulating rapidly"'""germinating fungus is used rather than a seed-decaying
species. Spores of the fungus - Glomerella cingulata or Myrothecium verrucariaare dispersed in cooling agar which is immediately poured into Petri dishe s or
clean plastic boxes. The seeds are pressed into the firm agar. Afte r 30 to 40
hours at 25° C. the size of the clean fungus -free zone around each s e ed is recorded . The zone is caused by failure of the fungus spores to germinate in
the presence of a fungicide diffusing from the seeds into the agar .
The microbiologic test is simple, inexpensive and rapid . But more importantly it is a test for uniformity of coverage as well as for total amount o f fungi-
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cide.

A chemical tes t revea l s only the latter.

The microbiologic as say for insecticides r equires a culturable insect brine shrimp, fruitfly or mosqu ito - of known sensitivity to the seed treatment.
At present the assay is u sed by pesticide residue laboratories bu t could be
adapted to seed testing . The treatment is usually removed from the seeds by ·
extraction in a solvent and then res u spended in water which is offered to the insect. As with the microbiologic assays for fungicides those for insecticides are
quantitative rather than qualitative , The amount of an unknown insecticide is
calculated from comparison with a standard using an LDSO - lethal dose to 50%
of population -as the refe rence point.
The test for legume inoculants is also biologic in that the preinoculant
present on seeds is evaluated by its ability to form nodules. The suspect as
well as control and standard-treated seeds are placed in sand cultures maintained free of all foreign bacteria . The nodule formation on plants developing
from the suspect seeds is compared with that on the plants grown from the untreated and standard-treated ones . It is a macrobiologic assay and is intermediate betw ~ enl~ boratory and field tests in cost and time involved ,
The evalu ation of seed-treating materials is logically a task for plant
'
and seed pathologists , They receive fo rmulations that have shown promise in
the manufacturers ' tests and compare t h em with accepted t reatments . . In New
York State every candidate fu ngicide is placed in numerous laboratory and field
tests to determine its fu ngito xi city , phytotoxicity , p hysical effect on seeds and
acceptability to workers ,
The 'formu lation is also s u bjected to those macro- and micro-biologic
tests that a-re c urrently u sed to assay tre ated seeds , A new treatment may not
be detected or mea s ured by present methods . The protec tant fu ngicide Dexon,
for example on be an corn pea or w h eat seed performs excellently in macrobiologic tests . It i s almo st inert , however, in a microbiologic test used to
measure other t reatment s ,
1
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Lists of seed treatments have been prepared for the convenience of
analysts, control officia ls, researchers and seedsmen . An excellent but incomplete list wa s pu blished in the Proceedings of the 1961 Short Course for
Seedsmen . A more nea rly complete li st of 361 entries has been released by
seed pathologists of Cornell University, Geneva , New York ,
The items a re identified by nu mber and trade name arranged alphabetically. The trade name w a s u s ua lly synthesized or coined by a manu facturer
and is registered as propri etary name . Their u se on labels is permitted in
several states.
A colu mn headed Use or t y pe consists of abbreviations or groups of
substance or processes u sed to treat seeds ,
(Editors Note : . Please see Dr. Crosier ' s list which follows }.

SEED TREATING SUBSTANCES AND PROCESSES
W. F. Crosierll
The accompanying list of substances and processes designed for
application to seeds has been compiled for the convenience of seedsmen analysts control officials and researchers. While intended primarily to inform
seedsmen and others of the products available to them the list should also faI

I
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cilitate the labeling of treated seed.
Legal Terminology and Labeling Requirements
Certain sections from the New York State Agriculture and Markets
Law or rules and regulations under the law define treated seed and detail the
label requirements. The pertinent wordings appear below.
Definition of Treated Seed: The term "treated" means that the seed has received an effective application of an approved substance or method designed to
control or repel plant disease organisms insects or other pests; or has received some other treatment to improve its planting value.
1

Label Requirements of All Seeds Including Lawn-seeding Mixtures: If seed has
been treated as defined in this article the commonly accepted or trade name and/
or the purpose of the treatment.
If seed has received an application of a substance harmful to humans or
other vertebrates in the quantities used a warning adequate to protect the public.
I

1

Rules and Regulations -Warning on Treated Seed: . Seeds treated with a
mercurial or similarly toxic substance, if any amount remains with the seed,
shall be labeled to show a representation of a skull and cross-bones at least
twice the size of the type used for other information pertaining to treatment on
the label, and shall also include in red letters on a background of distinctly
contrasting color a statement worded substantially as follows: . "This seed has
been treated with Poison", "Treated with Poison" "Poison Treated", or "Poison".
The word "Poison" shall appear in type no less than 8 point.
Examples of mercurials and similarly toxic substances are the following Y.
I

1/Dr.

Crosier is Professor of Seed Investig_qtions, New York State
Agricultural Experiment Station 8ornell University, Geneva, New York.
I

y'See the ac::companying list.
are regarded as po1sons.

All substances in toxicity classes 5 and 6
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If a substance other than one which would be classified as a mercurial
or similarly toxic substance is used in the treatment of seed, and the amount

remaining with the seed is harmful to humans or other vertebrate animals, the
seed shall be labeled with an appropriate caution statement in type no smaller
than 8 point worded substantially as follows: "Do not use ·for food", "Do not
use for feed", "Do not u se for oil purposes", or "Do not use for food, feed, or
oil purposes".
Any amount of any substance which is not a mercurial or similarly
toxic substance, used in the treatment of seed, which remains with the seed
is considered harmful within the meaning of this section when the seed is in
containers of more than 4 ounces, except that the following substances shall
not be deemed harmful when present at a rate less than the number of parts
per million indica ted: allethrin, 2; rna la thion, 8; methoxychlor, 2; piperonyl
butoxide, 8; and pyrinthrins, l.
Names of Substances or Processes
The name known to, and commonly used by, the trade may be one
synthesized or coined by the proprietors and referred to as a trade or proprietary name. The list presented here consists of the names of 361 products
or processes either available in the U. S. A. , present on seed brought into
this country or of foreign manufactu re and of possible importation.
According to the New York State Agricu l ture and Markets Law, the
commonly accepted or trade name may be placed on labels and tags as the
name. of the treatment. Th e Federal Seed Act and the laws of several states,
however permit the u se of a trade name only complementary to the approved
common (coined) name the chemical {generic ) name or the abbreviated chemical name.
The column head e d "Use o r ~'consists of abbreviations of those
functional groups of s u bstances or processes qualifying as treatments as defined by law . The abbreviations a nd thei r meanings are : A, adjuvant diluent
or sticker; B, antibiotica l , ba cte rici de or fu ngicide; F , fu ngicide excluding
antibiotics and mercurials ; FF , fu ngicidal fumigan t; FL fungicide-insecticide
combination; FM , fu ngicide-mercurial fu ngicide combination; G growth material; I, insecticide; IF insecticidal fumigant; L, legume inoculant; LG,
legume inoculant-growt h material combination ; MF mercurial fungicide; MI
mercurial fungicide -insecticide combination; MIR , mercurial fungicide-insecticide-repellent combination ; and R, animal and/or bird repellent or rodenticide .
I
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Approved common names are occasionally, but ambiguously, referred
to as commonly accepted coined -names.- )\.ctuaUy approved common names include abbreviated chemical names, chemical formulae, chemical names and
descriptive words in addition to coinages.
The chemical name (s) of the active ingredient {s) are those appearing
in Pesticides Handbook, . 1960 by D. E. H. Frear, in Chemical names for active ingredients of fungicides, Phytopathology 45:295:302, 1955; in Common
names for insecticides, Jour. Econ. Ent. 52:361-362, 1959; in Changes in
common names, Jour. Econ. Ent . 52:1032, 1959; or in releases by the manufacturers . . If two names are acceptable for an ingredient, the longer one has
been used for at least one item, the shorter one· for other items containing the
sarne ingredient.
The compositions of the mercury compounds in certain Europeanformulations were not revealed and are so indicated . Biological materials of crude,
mixed or unknown composition are represented by the logical equivalents of
chemical names.
The toxicity class or classes reveals the approximate harmful nature
of each active ingredient, but not necessarily of the seed treatment itself. The
class of each chemical was copied from Clinical toxicology of commerical products by M. N. Gleason, R. E. Gosselin and H. C. Hodge, from information
revealed by the formulator or by analogy to other products.
The following toxicity rating chart appears in Clinical toxicology of
commercia 1 products .
I

Probable lethal dose
Toxicity rating
or class
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

practically non-toxic
slightly toxic
moderately toxic
very toxic
extremely toxic
super toxic

. PerXilogram
of body weight
15 I grams
5 - 15 grams
0. 5 - 5 grams
50 - · 500 milligrams
5 - 50 milligrams
less than 5 milligrams

(humans)
Per 150 lbs .
of weight
more than 1 quart
l pint to l quart
l ounce to l pint
1 teaspoon to 1 ounce
7 drops to l teaspoon
less than 7 drops

All formulations containing active ingredients in classes 5 and 6 are
considered to be poisonous and must be so labeled.
LD50 (s) as pounds of seed per man is an approximate characterization
of the toxicity of correctly treated seed. The value of 17 5 for Aabiton suggests
that a man receiving that fungicide on 17 5 pounds of seed as a single oral dose
would have a 50 percent chance of survival. This value is more accurate and
useful than the toxicity class alone in rating treated seed toxicologically. At
present however it is not recognized in the legal requirements for treated
seed.
1
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For m Of Label To Be U sed
The informa tion requ ired for treated seed may appear on the tag (label)
which carries other requ ired information on a separate tag or on the container .
Information in addition to the requ ired minimum rna y be included provided it is neither ambiguou s false nor misleading. Additional information
may consist of the abbreviated chemical name approved common name chemical
name or formula , the pu rpose of the treatment preca u tionary measures, the
treating rate, the antido te and t h e name and address of the manufacturer.
The requ ired, in part with additional, labeling appears in each of the
following forms :
I

1

I

1

1

Mercu rials or s i milarly
toxic s u bstances

Formulations containing
less toxic substances

Acceptabl e For New Yo rk State

Treated with
Aatiram
Do not use for
food feed or oil

Treated with
Aagrano
Poison*
(Sku ll and C ro ssbones /)

I

Poi son* tr ea ted t~
contro l smu t ,
scab a nd seed ling blight
(Sku ll a nd Cro ssbones /)

1

Treated for
contro l of soil-borne
diseases and insects
Do not u se for
food , feed or oil

Sugg ested Fo r New York State a nd
Accepta ble for I nterstate Movement

This seed treated with
Thira m Fu ngicide and
Dieldrin Insecticide
DIELDREX B / /
Pois o n*
(Sku ll and C ro ssbones f)

*
I
II

Treated with
Hexachlorobenzene
BU NT - NO-MORE//
Do not u se for food,
feed or oil purposes

In red letter s of a t l east 8 -poi nt type .
The symbol mu st be twi ce t he size of o ther treatment information and
preferably in red .
The propri etary (t rade ) name is additionaL permitted information.

Seed Treating Substances and Processes
Name known to,
Use
Approved
or commonly
or
common
Item
used by,
no .
the trade
ty~ ~~-- ~ _ !l_ame ( s)
MF
' mercurial
1
Aabiton
MF
mercurial
2
Aagrano
MF
mercurial
Aagrunol VBS 20
3
MI
mercurial-heptachlor
4
Aagrunol VTF

f

I

mercurial
thiram
mercurial
lindane

Acti-dione

B

cycloheximide

10

Agri-mycin

B

oxytetracycline and
streptomycin sulfate

11

B

12
13
14

Agristrep
Agronex
Agronex Hepta
Agronex-Plus

Ml

streptomycin sulfate
lindane
heptachlor
mercurial and lindane

15

Agronex Plus K

MIR

5

8

Aagrunol 473
Aatiram
Abavit
Abol

9

6
7

MF

F
MF

I
I

mercurial, lindane
and anthraquinone
lindane
thiram and aldrin

Chemical name(s) of the
active ingr(\diet1t(s)
methyl mercury benzoate
(3-ethoxypropyl) mercury bromide
methyl mercury benzoate
same 1s above and heptachloro tetrahydro
methane,;,ndene
methyl mer ~ ury pentachlorophenolate
tetramethylthiuram disulfide
a mercury compound of unrevealed composition
gamma isomer of benzene hexachlorid~ or
1,2,3,4,5,6-hexachlorocyclohexane
beta ~-(3,5-dimethyl-2-oxocyclohexyl)-2hydroxyethyf) glutarimide
,
4-dimethylamino-1,4,4a,5,5a,6,11,12a-octahydro3,5,6,10,12,12a-hexahydroxy-6-methyl-l,lldioxo-2-naphthacene carboximide and streptomycin sulfate
streptomycin sulfate
gamma isomer of benzen~ hexachloride
heptachloro tetrahydro methanoindP7.e
phenyl mercury oxyquinolinate snd gamma isomer
of benzene ~exachloride
same as above and anthraquinone

*T<.ndcity
c1abs or
classes
5

5
5
5,5

LDSO(s)
as lbs.
of seed
per man
175
200
175
15

5
4

200
200
250
200

5

600

5,5

600

5
4
4
5,4

600

5
4

5,4,3

150
20
100
99

200
gamma isomer of benzene hexachloride
4
tetramethylthiuram disulfide and hexachloro
4,5
14
hexahydro dimethanonaphthalene
600
streptomycin sulfate
streptomycin sulfate
s
18
Agstrep
B
150
s
phenyl mercury acetate, ethyl mercury chloride
mercurial
19 Agrosan.
MF
and mercuric oxide
150
20
tolyl mercury acetate
5
mercurial
Agrosan Gl~
MF
200
methyl
mercury
nitrile
5
21
Agrosol
mercurial
MF
125
22
phenyl mercury urea
5
Agrox
mercurial
MF
125
ethyl
mercury
chloride,
mercuric
oxide
and
5
23
Agrox c
mercurial
MF
phenyl mercury acetate
* The active ingredients in class 5 (extremely toxic) and in class 6 (super toxic) are considered to be poisons and the
treatments containing them must be labeled accordingly.
16
17

Agron<~x stark
Agrc'lex TA

I

FI

Name known to,,
or commonly :;,
used by,
Item
the trade
no.
Aldmer
24

Use
or
type
Ml

Approved
common
name (s)
mercurial and aldrin

•'

25
26
27

Aldrex
Aldrin NA
--- Aldrin Seed
Treatment

I
I
I

aldrin
aldrin
ald-.cin

28

Aldrogen

MI

mercurial and

29

Anticarie
Arasan

F

30

F

HCB
thiram

31

Arasan SFM

FI

32
33

Arasan SFX
Arasan 42S
Arasan 75
Attaclay
Auracin
Auramine
Aureomycin

F
F
F

34

35
36
37
38

A

ald~in

thiram and
methoxychlor
thiram
thiram
thiram
diluent

F
F
B

chlorotetracycline

39

Betoxin F

MF

mercurial

40

Betoxin Knapp

MI

mercurial and aldrin

41

Betoxin TD

FM

mercurial and thiram

42
43
44

Betoxin 50
BFV
' Bin-Fume

F
FF

45

Bins tat

thiram
formaldehyde
carbon tetrachloride,
ethylene dibromide
and ethylene
dichloride

F

IF

Chemical name (s) of the
active ingredi_e nt (s)
ethyl mercury chloride, phenyl mercury acetate
and hexachloro hexahydro dimethanonaphthalene
hexachloro hexahydro dimethanonaphthalene
same as above
same as above or 1,2,3,4,10,10-h~xachloro1,4,4a,5,8,8a-hexahydro-1,4-endo exo-5,8dLmethanonaphthalene
m~thyl mercury dicyandiamide and hexachloro
hexahydro dimetbanonaphthalene
hexachloro~enzene

tetramethyltbiuraM di~alfide or bis(dtmethylthiocarbamoyl) disulfide
same as above and 2-2~bis(p-methoxyl phenyl)
1,1,1-trichloroetbane
same as item no. 30
same as item no. 30
same as item no. 30
hydrated aluminum magnesium silicate
auracin dimethyl carbamate
auramine· dimethyl carbamate
7-chloro-4-dimetbylamino-1,4,4a,5,5a,6,1~,12-

octahydro,3,6,10,12,12a pentahydToxy-6-methyl1,11-dioxo-2-naphthacene carboxamide
a compound containing 0.8 percent metallic
mercury equivalent
a compound containing 0.8 percent m~tallic
mercury equivalent and hexachloro hexahydro
dimetbanonaphthalene
a compound containing 0.8 percent metallic mercury equivalent and tetramethylthiuram disulfide
tetramethylthiuram disulfide
forwaldehyde
carbop tetrachloride, 1,2-dibromoethane and
1,2-diehloroethane
sodium metabisulfite

/
LD50(s)
*Toxicity as lbs.
class or
of seed
classes _I!er man
5,5,5
13
5
5
5

15
15
15

5,5

14

2
4

4,3
4
4
4

1
4
4
5

5

3000
200
190
200
200
200
5000
250

250
600
150

5,5

13

5,4

100

4
4
4,4,4

2

200
5000/
3800/

1000

Item
no.
46
47

48
49

Name known to,
or commonly ,
used by t . ;;.
the trade
Bin-Treat
Bonide Cro-Tex
Repellent
Brassicol
Brayton 1 s Grain
Fumigant G

Use
or
t:YP~

I

R
F
IF

Approved
common
_ __nameJs)
lindane
' bird repellent
PCNB
carbon tetrachloride,
ethylene dibromide
and ethylene
dichloride
piperonyl butoxide
and pyrethrins

50

Brayton's Grain
Protectant

I

51

Bromotox

IF

52

Buckman BSM-11

FM

53
54
55

Bunt-Cure
Bunt-No-More
calo-Clor

F
F
MF

56
57

Calogreen
Canuck Liquid
Mercury
Canuck Mercury
Aldrin
Canuck Organic
Mercury
Captan

MF
MF

ethylene dichloride
and methyl bromide
mercurial and trichlorophenate
HCB
HCB
calomel and corrosive
sublimate
calomel
mercurial

MI

mercurial and aldrin

MF

mercurial

F

cap tan

F
F
F
FI

capt an
cap tan
cap tan
captan and dieldrin

FI

captan, piperonyl
butoxide and
pyrethrins

58
59

60
61
62
63
64
65

Captan SOW
Captan 65
Captan 75
CaptanDieldrin 60-15
--- Captan 75- '
Pyrenone

Chemical name(s) of the
active ina~ed~~~t(s)
gamma isomer of benzene hexa~hloride
water gas tar (cresol, naphthalene, phenol,
xylene, etc.) and turpentine
pentacl\loronitrobenzene
carbon tetrachloride, 1,2-dibromoethane and
1,2-dichloroethane
(butyl carbityl)(6-propyl piperonyl) ether and
insecticidally active principles of Chrysanthemum cinerariaefolium
1:2- dichloroethane and bromomethane
phenyl mercury acetate and potassium 2,4,6trichlorophenate
hexachlorobenzene
hexachlorobenzene
mercurous chloride and mercuric chloride
mercurous chloride
phenyl mercury acetate

.

phenyl mercury acetate, ethyl mercury chloride
and hexachloro hexahydro dimethanonaphthalene
phenyl mercury acetate and ethyl mercury
chloride
N(trichloromethyl)-mercapto-4-cyclohexene-1,2dicarboximide
same as above
same as item no. 60
same as item no. 60
same as item no . 60 and hexachloroepoxyoctahydro
dlmethanonaphthalene
same as item no. 60, (butyl carbityl)(6-propyl
piperonyl) ether and - insecticidally active
principles of Chrysanthemum cinerariaefolium

*Toxicity
class or
classes
4
3
2

4,4,4

LD50(s)
as lbs.
of seed
per man
200
50
2500
3800y(

2,3

lS,QOOy(

4,4

4500

5,3

150

2
2

5,5
5
5

5,5,5
5,5

3000
3000

JQ
30
125
13

125

2

2500

2
2
2

2,5

2500
2500
2500
32

2,2,3

2490

Name known to,
or commonly ·,
Item
used by, ·
no.
the trade
66
--- CaptanMalathion
67
- - CaptanMethoxychlor
68
--- CaptanTerrachlor lo10 Cotton Seed
Protectant
69 -Carbon
Tet:rachloride :
70 · Carbon
Disulfide
71
Ceregam
72

73
74
75
76
77

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

Cerenox
Ceresan M
Ceresan M2X
Ceresan M-ND
Ceresan, 2%
Ceres an 75
Ceresan 100
Ceresan 200
Chipcote 25
Chipcote 75
Chipman Liquid
Wireworm Seed
Dressing
Chloros
Clorox
Co-op Aldmer
Dual-Purpose
Co-op Hexa
Co-op Liquid
Mercury
Co-op Mercur,y
Copper-Carb

LD50(s)

Use
or
type

FI
Fl
F

IF
IF

FM

Approved
common
name(s)
captan and malathion
captan and
methoxychlor
captan and PCNB

CC14 or carbon
tetrachloride
cs 2 or carbon
bisulfide
mercurial and thiram

F
MF
MF
MF

mercurial
mercurial
mercurial
mercurial
mercurial

MF
MF
MF
MF
I

mercurial
mercurial
mercurial
mercurial
heptachlor .

FF

bleaching solution
bleaching solution
mercurial and aldrin

MF

MF

FF

MI
F
MF
MF

F

Chemical name(s) of the
active ingredient(s)
same as item no. 60 and 0,0-dime t hyl dithiophosphate of diethyl mercaptosuccinate
same as item no. 60 and 2,2-bis(p-methoxyphenyl)
1,1,1-trichloroethane
same as item no. 60 and pentachloronitrobenzene

*Toxicity
class or
classes
2,4

as lbs.
of seed
per man

-rsoo

2,3

1250

2,2

1800

carbon tetrachloride

4

4000t

carbon disulfide

3

10,000.,!

a mercury compound of unrevealed composition
and tetramethythiuram disulfide
quinone oxime benzylhydrazone
ethyl mercury p-toluene sulfonanalide
same as above
same as above
ethyl mercury chloride
ethyl mercury 2,3-dihydroxy propyl mercaptide
and ethyl mercury acetate
same as above
same as above
methyl mercury nitrile
same as above
heptachloro tetrahydro methanoindene

5,4

100

4

5
5
5
5,5

20
150
150
150
100
200

5,5
5,5
5

225
250
250

5
5

200

HCB
mercurial

sodium hypochlorite
sodium hypochlorite
phenyl mercury acetate, ethyl mercury chloride
and hexachloro hexahydro dimetha~onaphthalene
hexachlorobenzene
phenyl mercury ammonium acetate

mercurial
copper carbonate

ethyl mercury acetate and phenyl mercury acetate
basic copper carbonate

5

2
2

5,5,5
3
5

5,5
4

40
10,000,l
lO,OOOf

13
3000
125
125
70

LDSO(s)

Name known to,
or commonly ,.' '
, .,
used by,
the trade
Copper Sandoz
Cornell Grain
Gard

use
Approved
'or
common
type
n~me(s).
F
.red copper oxide
I
piperonyl butoxide
and pyrethrins

92

--- Courmarin

R

coumachlor

93

Crotox Repellent

R

bird repellent

94
95
96
97
98

Crow Chex
Crow Defeat
Cuprocide
Cyclosan
Dacfia Grain
Fumigant
Dawson Fumigant

R
R

bird repellent
bird repellent
copper oxide
calomel
carbon disulfide and
carbon tetrachloride
ethylene dichloride
and methyl bromide
DDT
thiram and dieldrin

Item
no.
90
91

99

)

100
101

DDTol
Delsan AD

102
103
104

Dexon
Dexon-PCNB
--- Dieldrin

105

F
MF

IF
IF
I

FI
F

and PCNB

F
I

dieldrin

Diamond 75 - 25
Grain Fumigant

IF

carbon tetrachloride
and ethylene
dichloride

106

--- Diazinon

I

107

Dieldrex B

FI

thiram and dieldrin

108

Dieldrisan

MI

109
110

--- Dichlone
Di-syston

mercurial and
dieldrin
dichlone

- F
I

Chemical name(s) of the
active ingredient(s)
cuprous oxide
(butyl carbityl)(6-propyl piperonyl) ether and
insecticidally active principles of
Chrysanthemum cinerariaefolium
3(alpha-acetonyl-4-chlorobenzyl}-4-hydroxy•
courmarin
water gas tar (cresol, naphthalene, phenol,
xylene, etc.) and turpentine
aluminum oxide, copper oxalate and ferric oxide
crude anthraquinone
cuprous oxide
mercurous chloride
carbon bisulfide and carbon tetrachloride

*Toxicity
class or
classes
4
2,3

as lbs.
of seed
per man
50
15,000/

4

185

3

50

3,4

300
2000
50
30
6000/

1,2-dichloroethane and bromomethane

4,4

4500~

2,2-bis(p-chlorophenyl) 1,1,1-trichloroethane
tetramethylthiuram disulfide and hexachloroepoxyoctahydro dimethanonaphthalene
p-dimethylaminobenzenediazo sodium sulfonate
same as above and pentachloronitrobenzene
1,2,3,4,10,10-hexachloro,6,7-epoxy-1,4,4a;5,6,
7,8,8a-octahydro-1,4-endo exo-5,8dimethanonaphthalene
carbon tetrachloride and 1,2-dichloroethane

4
4,5

400
28 -

4
4,3

15
20
33

O,O~iethyl-0-~·isopropyl-4-methyl-pyrimidyl
(6U thiophosphate
tetramethylthiuram disulfide and hexachloro
epoxy octahydro dimethanonaphthalene
phenyl mercury acetate and hexachloro·epoxy
octahydro dimethanonaphthalene
,..
2,3-dichloro-1,4-naphthoquinone
0,0-diethyl s-2(ethylthio) ethyl phosphorodithioate

1,3,2
3
4.
5·

5

4,4
4

3800/
100

4,5

28

5,5

28

3
5

700
10

Name known to •
or commonly
Item
used by,
no.
the trade
111
Diweevil

Use
or
type

112

I
L

legume inoculant

114

Diweevil Grain
Protectant
normal PreInoculant
Dowfume EB-30

Approved
common
name (s)
carbon tetrachloride
and ethylene
dichloride
malathion

IF,

115

Dowfume MC-2

IF,

116

Dowfume 75

IF

117

Dowfume 80-20

IF

ethylene dibromide and
methyl bromide
chloropicrin and
methyl bromide
carbon tetrachloride
and ethylene
dichloride
carbon disulfide and
carbon tetrachloride

118

F

FI

aldrin
heptachlor
HCB and heptachlor

122
123
124

Dow 9-B Seed
Protectant
Drinox
Drinox H34
Dual Purpose
Bunt-No-More
Dynamal 52
Elcide 73
Enuni

MF
MF
MF

mercurial
mercurial
mercurial

125

Ethion

I

126

--- Ethylene
Dibromide
--- Ethylene
Dichloride
Femasan
Folasan
Formacide
--- U.S.P.
Formaldehyde

IF

113

IF

3

4500

2

10,000

1,2-dibromosthane and bromomethane

4,4

4500

trichloronitromethane and bromomethane

4,4

4000

carbon tetrachloride and 1,2-dichlo!'oethane

4,4

3800

carbon bisulfide and carbon tetrachloride

3,4

4500

zinc trichlorophenate

4

5
5
3,5

ethylene dibromide

hexachloro hexahydro dimethanonap~thalene
heptachloro tetrahydro methanoindene
hexachlorobenzene and heptachloro tetrahydro
methanoindene
a mercury compound of unrevealed compos~tion
thimerosal ethyl mercuric thiosalicylic acid
N-ethylmercuri tetrahydro endomethano
hexachlorophthalamide
o.o ,o 1 ,o 1 tetraethyl·-s,s 1-methylene his
phosphorodithioate
1,2-dibromoethane

4

3500i

IF

ethylene dichloride

1,2-dichloroethane

4

3500,l

F
F

thiram
PCNB
formaldehyde
formaldehyde

tetramethylthiuram disulfide
pentachloronitrobenzene
formaldehyde
formaldehyde

4
3

200
2500

4
4.

SOOOI

FF

119

127
128
129
130
131

LD50(s)
as lbs.
of seed
per man
3800T

0,0-dimethyl dithiophosphate of diethyl
mercaptosuccinate
culture of Rh}zobium species

FF

120
121

Chemical name(s) of the
active ingredient(s)
carbon tetrachloride and 1,2-dichloroethane

*Toxicity
class or
classes
4,4

I
I

FF
FF

300

15

40
35

5

150
125
150

6

2

5
5

sooo,t

Name known to,
or commonly
Item
used by, .·
no.
the trade
132
Formalin
133
Fumigas

Use
or
type
FF

134

Fumigrain

IF

135
136

Fusarex
Fyto1ex

F

PCNB

FI

captan and lindane

137

I

140
141

Gallodrin
Gallodual
Gallotox
~allotox 48
Gallotox 51

142

Gamkil

MF
I

143

Gammasan

FI

aldrin
mercurial and aldrin
mercurial
mercurial
mercurial
lindane
captan and lindane

144

Gam~o-san

FI

thiram and lindane

145
146

Gamma tresex
Germisan

I

MI

lindane
mercurial and aldrin

147
148
149
150

Gerox
Gibrel
Gibrel 88
Granadin

MI

gibberellin
gibberellin
mercurial and aldrin

151
152

Granexin
Grain Guard

MF
I

mercurial
malathion

153
154
155

Granosan M
Granosan M2X
Granosan, 2%

MF
MF
MF

mercurial
mercurial
mercurial

138
139

IF

MI
MF
MF

B
G

G

Approved
common
name(s)
formaldehyde
carbon tetrachloride
and ethylene
dichloride
carbon tetrachloride,
ethylene dibromide
and ethylene
dichloride

Chemical name(s) of the
active ingredient(s)
formaldehyde
carbon tetrachloride and 1,2-dichloroethane
carbon tetrachloride, 1,2-dibromoethane and
1,2-dichloroethane
pentachloronitrobenzene
N(trichloromethyl)-mercapto-4-cyclohexene-1,2dicarboximide and gamma isomer of benzene
hexachloride
hexachloro hexahydro dimethanonaphthalene
phenyl mercury acetate and same as above
phenyl mercury ammonium acetate
phenyl mercury acetate and ethyl mercury acetate
same as above
gamma isomer of benzene hexachloride
N(trichloromethyl)-mercapto-4-cyclohexene-1,2dicarboximide and same as above
tetramethylthiuram disulfide and gamma~somer
of benzene hexachloride
gamma isomer of benzene hexachloride
a compound of unrevealed composition containing
2.5 percent metallic mercury and hexachloro
hexahydro dimethanonaphthalene
hydroxyquinoline and streptomycin sulfate
potassium gibberellate
same as above
phenyl mercury urea and hexachloro hexahydro
dimethanonaphthalene
a mercurial compound of unreveale4' composition
0,0-dimethyl dithiophosphate of dtethyl
mercaptosuccinate
ethyl mercury p-toluene sulfonanalide
same as above
·
ethyl mercury chloride

*Toxicity
class or
classes
4
4,4

LD50(s)
as lbs.
of seed
per man
50001
3800,«

4,4,4

3800

3

2500
100

4,4
5
5,5

4,4

15
12
125
125
125
200
100

4,4

100

4

200
13

5

5,5
5,5
4

5,5

3,5
3
3

5,5

550
15,000
15,000
12

5
3

150
4500

5
5
5

150
150
100

Name. known to,
or commonly
used by,
Item
the trade
no.
Granosan 75
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

Granosan 100
Granosan~OO

Half Ounce
Leytosan
Hansen's Prenoculant
Harvesan
--- Heptachlor

Use
or
type
MF

Approved
common
name(s)
mercurial

MF
MF

MF

mercurial
mercurial
mercurial

Chemical name{s) of the
active ingredie~t(s)
ethyl mercu:cy acetate and ethyl mercury
dihydroxy propyl mercaptide
same as above
same as abcY'Te
phenyl mercury urea

L

legume inoculant

culture of

MF
I

mercurial
heptachlor ·

FI

HCB and heptachlor

a mercury compound of unrevealed composition
1,4,5,6,7,8,8a-heptachloro-3a,4,6,6atetrahydro-4,7-endomethanoindene
hexachlorobenzene and same as above

FI

thiram and heptachlor

MI

mercurial and heptachlor
aldrin and heptachlor

166

--- HeptachlorHCB
--- HeptachlorThiram
HeptachlorMercury
Heptadrin

167

Heptasan

MI

168

Hercules Cpd.
3944
Hi-Gam
Hormodin
Hot air
Hot water
Infuco 80-20
Grain Fumigant
Isotox 25 Seed
Treater
Isotox 75
Isotox-P.M.A.
Seed Treater
Kalo Legume
Inoculant

F

164
165

169
170

171
172
173

174
175
176

177

I

I

mercurial and heptachlor
lindane

B

F,I
F, I

IF
FI

hot air
hot water
carbon disulfide and
carbon tetrachloride
captan and lindane

JSE~~!:~

species

5,5
5,5
5
2

5
5

LD50(s)
as lbs.
of seed
per man
200
225
250
125
10,000,(
150
40

.3,5

39

tetramethylthiuram disulfide and same as
item no. 162
phenyl mercury acetate and same as item no. 162

4,5

33

5,5

33

hexach1oro hexahydro dimethanonaphthalene
and heptachloro tetrahydro methanoindene
a mercury compound of unrevealed composition
and heptachloro tetmhydro methanoindene
5-cbloro-4-tolyl-1,2-dithiole-3-one
~

5,5

11

5,5

33

gamma isomer of benzene hexachloride
indolebutyric acid
carbon dioxide, oxygen, nitrogen
dihydrogen oxide
carbon bisulfide and carbon tetrachloride

MI

lindane
mercurial and lindane

trichloromethylthiotetrahydrophthalimide and
gamma isomer of benzene hexachloride
gamu,a isomer of benzene hexachloride phenyl mercury acetate and same as . above

L

legume inoculant

culture of Rhizobium species

I

*Toxicity
class or
classes
5,5

4

200

4

200
600

5
1
1

4,4

50,000~
50,000~
6000~

2,4

185

4

200
100

5,4
2

.10,000,1

no.
203
204

Name known to,
or commonly
used by,
the trade
Mercuran AS
Merdrin

MI

Approved
common
name (s)
mercurial
mercurial and aldrin

205

Mergamma

MI

mercurial and lindane

206

Mergamma C

MI

mercurial and lindane

207

Mergamma Liquid

MI

208
209

Mer-kote
Merlane H

MI

210
211
212

Mer-sol 7
Mer-sol 48
Mer-sol 51
Mersolite 8
Meta-san E
Meta-san M
Meta-sol M
Methoxo 25
--·- methyl
bromide
Micro-eel A
Micro Guard
Miller's Gib-Gro
Miller's Grain
and Bin Spray
Miller's Grain
Fumigant

mercurial and heptachlor
mercurial
mercurial and heptachlor
mercurial
mercurial
mercurial
mercurial
mercurial
mercurial
mercurial
methoxychlor
methyl bromide

Chemical name(s) of the
active ingredient (s)
same as above
ethyl mercury chloride, phenyl mercury acetate,
and hexachloro hexahydro dimethanonaphthalene
phenyl mercury urea and gamma isomer of
benzene hexachloride
ethyl mercury chloride, phenyl mercury acetate
and gamma isomer of benzene hexachloride
phenyl mercury acetate and heptachloro
tetrahydro methanoindene
phenyl mercury acetate
phenyl mercury acetate, ethyl mercury chloride
and heptachloro tetrahydro methanoindene
phenyl mercury acetate
ethyl mercury acetate and phenyl mercury acetate
same as above
phenyl mercury acetate
ethyl mercury hydroxyquinolinate
methyl mercury hydroxyquinolinate
same as above
paramethoxyphenyl trichloroethane
bromomethane

legume inoculant
gibberellin
malathion

I ten

213

214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223

224
225
226

Miller's Smutgo
Mission Yellow
Cuprocide
Mist-0-Matic
Mercury

Use
or
type

MF

MF
MF
MF
MF

MF
MF
MF
MF
I

IF,

FF
A
L
G
I

IF

LDSO(a)
*toxicity as lbs.
class or
of seed
classes
per man
s
175
s,s,s
12
5,4

100

5.5,4

100

5,5

s
5,5,5

33
125
33

4

125
125
125
125
200
200
200
15,000
4000-l

calcium silicate
culture of Rhizobium species
potassium gibberellate
0,0-dimethylditbiophosphate

2
1
3
3

15,000
15,000
15,000
4500

5

s,s
s,s
s
5

5
5
3

carbon tetrachloride, 1,2-dibromoethane, and
1,2-dichloroethane

4,4,4

3800

F
F

carbon tetrachlorid~,
ethylene dibromide
and ethylene
dichloride
HCB
cuprous oxide

hexachlorobenzene
cuprous oxide

3
4

3000

MF

mercurial

a mercury compound of unrevealed composition

5

so

150

Name known to,
or coDJDOnly F
used by·..,.,.· ·.
Item
the trade ·
no.
Kal-Zoo
178
Fumigant

LDSO(s)
Use
or
tvoe
IF

Approved
common
name(s
carbon tetrachloride
and ethylene
dichloride
t h i r am and endrin

*Toxicity as lbs.
class or
of seed
classes
carbon

4-s4

tetramethylthiuram disulfide and hexachloro
epoxy octahydro endo exo dtmethanonaphtbaleae

4, 5

179

Kilgore's watermelon Seed
Treatment

FI

180

Larva-brome 46

tricbloronitromethane and bromomethane

-4,4

3300~

181
182

Larvacide 100
Leytosan G91

IF,
chloropicrin and
FF
methyl bromide
IF
chloropicrin
HI · mercurial and aldrin

trichloronitrometbane
phenyl mercury urea and bexachloTo bexahydTo

4

5.5

lOOO
13

183
184
185

MF
I
FI

mercuria l
lindane
thiram and lindane

phenyl mercury urea
gamma isomer of benzene hexacblo~ide
tetramethylthiuram disulfide and same as above

5
-4

4,4

125
200
100

FI

chloranil and lindane

3,4

185

MF
MF

mercurial
mercurial

tetrachloro p•benzoquinone andsame as
item no. 184
phenyl me~:cury acetate
methyl mercury 8-hydroxyquinolinate

5
5

125
200

189
190
191
192
193

Leytosol C
Lincide
Lindex Seed
Dressing
Lindane-Spergon
Seed Treater
Liqui•san
Liqui•san
Metasol
Lunas an
Mackodiel
Mar1ate
Mathieson 275
MBC Fumigant

MF
I
I

mercurial
dieldrin
methoxychlor

5
5
3

150
33
15,000

194
195
196

14

d~ethanonaphthalene

186
187
188

'- 1"97
198

199
200
201
202

F

PCNB

Mer bam 10
Mer-cad

IF,
FF
MP
MF
MF,

chloropicrin and
methyl bromide
mercuria l
mercur ia l
mercurial and cadmium

Merc- o-Dust
Mercote

MF
MI

mercurial
mercurial and aldrin

Mercote Plain
Merculine
Mereuran
Mercuran AL

MF
MF
MF
MF

mercurial
mercurial
mercurial
mercuria 1 .

Mema

F

1 (ethyl mercuri)·2-thiourea
..
hexachlo~oepoxyoctabydro dimethanonapbtbalene
trlchloro-2,2-bis(p-metboxyphenyl) ethane
pentacbloronitrobenzene
nitrocbloroform and bromomethane
2~methoxyethyl mercury acetate
phenyl mercury dimethyldi t hio carbamate
phenyl mer cury fo rmamide and ani l i nocadmium
dilactate
mercury pentanedione
phenyl mercury acetate and hexachl9ro hexahydro
dimethanonaphthalene
phenyl mercury acetate
phenyl mercury salicylate
methoxyethyl mercury acetate
same as abOve

3

2500

4,4

3300

5
5
5, 3

150
125
125

s
5.5

150
12

5
5

125
125

5

\~~

s·

Name known to,
or commonly 1,,
used by,
Item
the trade
no.
MKG Seed Treat227
ment Concentrate
228
Moly-Gro
Molynoculant
229
230
231
232
233
234

235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
24 7
248
249
250
251

MOrkit
Morven
Murphy Dieldrin
Mercurial Seed
Dressing
Murphy Mercury
cereal Seed
Dressing
Murphy Pea Seed
Dressing
Naramycin
Neatina Especial
Neatina WP
Necaron ·
New Dnproved
Ceres an.
New Improved
Granos an
Niagara Phygon
Seed Protectant
Niagara Spergon
Seed Protectant
Nitro-Charged
No..; Bunt
Noculized
Nomersan
Novagard H
,
Novagard S
N-Dure
F
Nuodex P.M.A.
Omadine, Thiourea

Approved
coumon
name (s)

Use
or
type
I

!;aldrin

Chemical name(s) Df the
active ingredient(s)
hexachloro hexahydro dimethanonaphthalene

MI

mercurial and dieldrin

MF

mercurial

potassium molybdate
potassium molybdate and culture of Rhizobium
species
anthraquinone
sodium trichlorophenolate
a mercury compound of unrevealed composition
and hexachloroepoxyoctahydro dimethanonaphthalene
a mercury compound of unrevealed composition

F

thiram

tetramethylthiuram disulfide

B

cycloheximide
and mercurial

MF

mercurial
mercurial
mercurial

antibiotic extract from Streptomyces naraensis
chinonoxymbenzylhydrazon and phenyl mercury
acetate
phenyl mercury acetate
methyl mercury hydroxyquinolinate
ethyl mercury phosphate
.

MF

mercurial

F

G
G,L
R

molybdenum
molybdenum and
legume inoculant
anthraquinone

F

*Toxicity
class or
classes
5
4

4,2
3
3

5,5

LD50(s)
as lbs.
of seed
per man
15
50
50
2000
1000
28

5

150

4

200

5

3,5

600
100

5
5
5

125
200
225

same as above

5

225

dichlone

2,4-dichloro-1,4-naphthoquinone

3

2000

F

chloranil

tetrachloro-p-benzoquinone

3

2500

L
F

legume inoculant

HCB

culture of Rhizobium species
hexachlorobenzene
culture of Rhizobium species
tetramethylthiuram disulfide
heptachloro tetrahydro methanoindene
hexachloro hexahydro dtmethanonaphthalene
methylol urea
phenyl mercury acetate
S-1(1-oxido-2-pyridyl)isothiuronium chloride

2
2
2

15,000
3000
15,000
200
40
15
5000
125
350

FM
MF
MF

L
F

I
I

MF
F

legume inoculant
thiram
heptachlor
aldrin
urea-formaldehyde
mercurial
pyridinethione

4
5
5
4

5
3

Name known to,
or commonly
Item
used by,
no.
the trade
252
Omadine, Zinc
253
Orchard Lindane
Seed Treater
Orchard
Phygon
254
Nuggets
Ortho Bird Re255
pellent and Seed
Protectant
256
Ortho Grain
Fumfgant
257
Ortho Grain
Protectant
Ortho 1M Seed
258
Protectant
Ortho Phaltan
259
260
Ortho Seed Guard
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268

Ortho Soybean
Seed Protectant
Orthocide DDT
Seed Protectant
OrthocideDieldrin Seed
Protectant
orthocide
Malathion Seed
Protectant
Orthocide-HCB
Orthocide Seed
Protectant (P)
Orthocide 65
(75) Seed
Protectant
Orthocide 75M

Use
or
type
F

*Toxicity
class or
classes
4

LD50(s)
as lbs.
of seed
per man
75
200

I

Approved
common
name(s)
pyridinethione
lindane

Chemical name(s) of the
active ingredient(s)
zinc salt of pyridine-2-thiol-N-oxide
gamma isomer of benzene hexachloride

F

dichlone

2,4-dichloro-1,4-naphthoquinone

3

F, I,

captan, aldrin and
hardwood oil

N(trichloromethyl)-4~cyclohexene-1,2-

2,5,2

dicarboximide, hexachloro hexahydro dimethanonaphthalene and a mixture of terpene alcohols
1,2-dibromoethane and bromomethane

4,4

3800~

0,0-dimethyldithiophosphate of diethyl
mercaptosuccinate
methyl mercury hydroxyquinolinate

3

4500

5

200

N- trichloromethylthiophthalimide
N(trichloromethyl)-4-cyclohexene-1,2-dicarboximide and gamma isomer of benzene
hexachloride
N(trichloromethyl)-4-cyclohexene-1,2dicarboximide
same as item 261 and dichlorodiphenyl
trichloroethane
same as item no. 261 and hexachloroepoxyoctahydro
dimethanonaphthalene

2
2,4

2500
540

2

2500

R

I

ethylene dibromide
and methyl bromide
malathion

MF

mercurial

IF

F

FI

captan and lindane

F

capt an

FI

captan and DDT

FI

captan and dieldrin

FI

captan and malathion

F

FI
F

FI

4

2500
20

2,4

480

2,5

31

same as item no. 261 and 0,0-dimethyl dithiophosphate of diethyl mercaptosuccinate

2,4

1500

captan and HCB
captan, bicyclopentene
dicarboximide and
pyrethrins
cap tan

same as item no. 261 and hexachlorobenzene
same as item no. 261, bicyclopentenedicarboximide
and insecticidally active principles of
Chrysanthemum cinerariaefolium
same as item no. 261

2,3
2,2,1

2500
2495

2

2500

captan and methoxychlor

same as item no. 261 and trichloro-bis
(methoxyphenyl) ethane

2,3

2450

Item
no.
291
292
293

Name known to,
or commonly
used by,
the trade
Preinoc
Premasan
Pro fume

use
or
type
L
F

294

Puradrin, New

MF,

IF,
FF
FI

295

Puradrin XL

MF,
FI

296

Puraseed

F,

297
298

Purex
Pyracene

FF

299

Pyrenone Grain
I
Protectant
Pyrenone Large
I
Seed Protectant
Quicksan
MF
Quicksan-CMA
F
Quicksan M30
MF
Quicksan 384
MF
Red Shield
I,R

Approved
common
name(s)
legume inoculant
thiram
chloropicrin and
· methyl bromide
cadmium, mercurial
and aldrin
cadmium, mercurial
and · lindane
cadmium and mercurial

MF

300

Rhodiatiuram
Rhoplex AC-33
San
Sanocide
Seed-Coat
Seedox D
Semesan
Setrete

I

chlorine
piperonyl butoxide
and pyrethrins
piperonyl butoxide
and pyrethrins
piperonyl butoxide
and pyrethrins
mercurial

MF

mercurial
mercurial
dieldrin, aluminum
oxide, copper oxalate
and ferric oxide
thiram
latice sticker
mercurial

F

HCB

A

MI

methyl cellulose
mercury and dieldrin

MF
MF

mercurial
mercurial

F
A

Chemical name(s) of the
active ingredient(s)
culture of Rhizobium species
tetramethylthiuram disulfide
trichloronitromethane and bromomethane
phenylamino cadmium dilactate, phenylmercurtformamide and hexachloro hexahydro
dimethanonaphthalene
phenylamino cadmium dilactate, phenylmercuriformamide, and gamma isomer of benzene
hexachloride
phenylamino cadmium dilac.t ate and phenylmercuriformamide
sodium hypochlorite
(butyl carbityl}(6-propyl piperonyl) ether
and insecticidally active principles of
Chrysanthemum cinerariaefolium
same as above

*Toxicity
class or
classes
1
4
4,4

LD50(s)
as lbs.
of seed
per ~
10,000
200
3400

3,5,5

12

3,5,4

90

3,5

125

2
2,1

25,000
30,000,t

2,1

30,000,t

same as above

2,1

30,000,t

phenyl mercury acetate
chloromethoxypropyl acetate
methoxyethylmercuric acetate
ethyl mercury acetate and phenyl mercuric acetate
hexachloroepoxyoctahydro dimethanonaphthalene,
aluminum oxide, copper oxalate and ferric oxide

5
4

tetramethylthiuram disulfide
composition not available
ethyl mercury chloride and phenyl mercury acetate
hexachlorobenzene
methyl cellulose
a mercury compound of unrevealed composition and
hexachloroepoxyoctahydro dimethanonaphthalene
2-chloro-4-hydroxymercuriphenol
phenyl mercury ammonium acetate

4
2
5,5
3
2
5,5

5

5,5
5,1,3,2

5
5

125
300
150
125
30
200

1s,ooo·
125
2500
60,000
30
125
125

Item
no.
269
270
271
272
273

274
275
276
277

278
279
280
281

Name known to,
or commonly
used by, · ).
the trade
P.A.C. Formaldehyde
Pandrinox
Pano-brome
Panogen 15
Panogen 42
Panoram D-31
Panoram 75
Parson's Seed
Saver Concen. trate
Parson's Smut- ·
Off
Parson's SS Crow
Repellent
Patterson's 50%
Aldrin Seed
Treatment
Patterson's Malathion Grain
Protectant
Pearson's
Fumigrain

.Use
or
type
FF

Approved
common
name(s)
formaldehyde

MI

mercury and heptachlor methyl mercury dicyandiamide and
heptachlorotetrahydromethanoindene
bromomethane
methyl bromide
methyl mercurydicyandiarnide or cyano(mathylrnermercurial
same as above
curi)guanldine
mercurial
tetramethylthiuram
disulfide
and
hexachlorothiram and dieldrin
epoxyoctahydro dimethanonaphthalene
tetramethylthiuram
disulfide
thiram
sodium
and
mercury
salts of polyamino
mercurial
polycarboxylic acids

IF
MF
MF

FI

F
MF

FF
R

Chemical name(s) of the
active ingredient(s)

formaldehyde

3

5,5
4
5

5
4,5

LD50(s)
as lbs.
of seed
per man
5':J'JG.f

33
4000~

200
225
29

5

200
100

for.maldehyde and phenol

3,4

500-J

coal tar, oils, cresylic acid and naphthalenic
oil
hexachloro hexahydro dimethanonaphthalene

3,3,4)4

200

5

15

4

I

aldrin

I

malathion

0,0-dimethyldithio phosphate of diethyl
mercaptosuccinate

3

4500

IF

ethylene dichloride
and carbon tetrachloride
mercurial
ethylene dibromide
and methyl broreide

1,2-dichloroethane and carbon tetrachloride

4,4

3800~

phenyl mercury acetate
1,2-dibromoethane and bromomethane

5

4,4

125
3800t'

284
285
286
287

Pentrete
Pestmaster
Fumigant
Phaltan
Phygon
Picfume
Picride

288
289
290

Plant-Shoot
G
P.M.A.S.
MF
"P.P."Seed Saver F

282
283

formaldehyde and
phenol

~

*Toxicity
class or
classes

MF
IF

F
F
IF
IF,

FF

dichlone
chloropicrin
chloropicrin and
methyl bromide
gibberellin
mercurial
thiram

N-trichloromethylthiophthalimide
2,3-dichloro-1,4-naphthoquinone
trichloronitromethane
same as above and bromomethane

2
3
4

2500
2400

4,4

3400

potassium gibberellate
phenyl mercury acetate
tetramethylthiuram disulfide

3

5
4

3000~

15,000
125
200

Name known to,
or commonly
used by,.
Item
the trade
no.
Setrete
314
Fortified
315 Setrete-Mist
Seventy Seven
316
Triple A
317

318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333

.use
or

Approved
common

t~--

MF

~- ~ .. !1~~ (s)~
. mercurial

MF,
FI

mercurial
captan, mercurial
and aldrin

Shell Seed
Dressing AM
Shirlan

MI

mercurial and aldrin

F

Smut-Go
Smut-Go 80

F

Smut-B•Gon
Spergon
Spergon-DDT
Sporid
Stauffer Captan

MF
F' ·

aspirin
HCB
HCB
mercurial
chloranil
chloranil and DDT
mercurial
captan

sow

MF

F

FI
MF
F

Stauffer Captan• FI
DDT 75·3
Stauffer Captan- FI
Dieldrin 60·15
Seed Protectant
Stauffer Captan- FI
Malathion 75-1
Stauffer Captan- FI
Methoxychlor 75-2
Stauffer 80-20
IF
Grain Fumigant
Stauffer Lindane- FI
Spergon Seed
Treater
Stauffer HeptaI
ch1or 50 Seed
Protectant
Sunny Sol
FF

captan and DDT

Chemical name(s) of the
--~~~~ilc~ive ~iE~~c:li.~!l~(s)__ -~~
ethyl mercury acetate and phenyl mercury acetate
same as above
trichloromethyl thiotetrahydrophthalimide,
ethyl mercury chloride, phenyl mercury acetate
and hexachlorohexahydro dimethanonaphthalene
ethyl mercury chloride, phenyl mercury acetate
and hexachlorohexahydro dimethanonaphtha1ene
acetylsalicylic acid and acetophenetidin
hexachlorobenzene
same as above
phenyl mercuric acetate
tetrachloro-p-benzoqulnone
same as above and dichlorodipheny1 trichloroethane
phenyl mercury acetate
N(trichloromethyl)-mercapto-4-cyclohexene-1,2dicarboximide
same as above and dichlorodiphenyl trichloroethane

*Toxicity
class or
classes
5,5
5,5
2,5,5,5
5,.5,5

4,4
3

3
5
3
3,3
5

2

LD50(s)
as lbs.
of seed
per man
125
125
13

13

175
2500
2500
125
2500
480
125
2500

2,3

480

captan and dieldrin

same as item no. 325 and hexachloroepoxyoctahydro
dtmethanonaphthalene

2,5

32

captan and malathion

same as item no. 325 and 0,0-dimethyl dithiophosphate of diethyl mercaptosuccinate
same as item no. 325 and p-methoxyphenyl
trichloroethane
carbon disulfide and carbon tetrachloride

2,3

1600

2,3

2150

4,4

38<>0,(

tetrachloro-p-benzoquinone and gamma isomer of
benzene hexachloride

3,4

180

heptachlor

heptachlorotetrahydro methanoindene '

5

bleaching solution

sodium hypochlorite

2

captan and methoxychlor
carbon disulfide and
carbon tetrachloride
chloranil and lindane

40
10,00(),(

Name known to,
or commonly
Item
used by,
no.
the trade .
334
Sure Death
Dieldrin Seed
Treater
335
Swain's Seed
Guard
336
Terraclor
337
Terramycin
338
Tersan 75
339
Tetrafume Grain
Fumigant

Approved
common
name(s)
dieldrin

Chemical name(s) of the
-~----active i~gredient (s)
hexc:.chloroepoxyoctahydro dimethanonaphthalene

MF

mercurial

a mercury compound of unrevealed compos:i.tion

5

150

F
B
F

PCNB

pentachloronitrobenzene
oxytetracycline
tetramethyl thiuram disulfide
benzene, carbon tetrachloride, 1,2-dibromoethane
and sulfur dioxide

3

5
4
4,4,4,4

2500
600
200
30001

'4,4,4,4

38001

5
3

15
4500

6
4
4
3
3

200
200

F
G

thiram
benzene, carbon tetrachloride, ethylene
dibromide and sulfur
dioxide ·
ethylene tetrachloride, tetrachloroethane, oil, piperonyl butoxide and
oil, piperonyl butoxinsecticidally active principles of
ide and pyrethrins
Chrysanthemum cinerariaefolium
aldrin
hexachlorohexahydro dimethanonaphthalene
malathion
s-ethoxycarbonyl ethyl dimethyl phosphorodithioate
phorate
0,0-diethyl-S-(ethylthiomethyl) phosphorotbioate
thioneb
polyethylenethiuram disulfide
thiram
tetramethylthiuram disulfide
PCNB
pentachloronitrobenzene
gibberellin
potassium gibberellate

F

HCB and auramine

F

thiram

F
F
FM

PCNB
thiram
mercurial and thiram

FF
I

IF

340

Tetrakote Liquid I,
Grain Protectant IF

341
342

T-H Aldrin SOW
T-H Malathion
Grain Protectant
Thimet
Thioneb
Thiram 50 Dust
Tilcarex
Triangle 300 PPM
Gibberellin
Triasanide

343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354

Tripomol Seed
Disinfectant
Tritisan C
Tulisan
Tutan Special
Uracide Concentrate 85
Uuico Heptachlor
·Seed Treater

LD50 (s)
as lbs.
of seed
per JY>an
33

Use
or
type
I

I
I
I

F
F

hexachlorobenzene and auramine salt of dimethyl
dithiocarbamic acid
tetramethylthiuram disulfide

*Toxicity
class or
classes
5

·3

2SOO
15,000

3,4

180

4

200

3
4

5,4

2500
200
100

urea-formaldehyde

pentachloronitrobenzene
tetramethylthiuram disulfide
a mercury compound of unrevealed composition
and tetramethylthiuram disulfide
methylol urea

2,3

1800

heptachlor

heptachloro tetrahydro methanoindene

5

40

357

Name known to,
or commonly
used by,
the trade
Unico Dieldrin
Seed Dressing
Urbana Humus
Inoculator
Uspulun

358
359
360
361

Item
no.
355
356

Use
or
type
I

Approved
common
name(s)
dieldrin

Chemical name(s) of the
active ingredient{s)
hexachloroepoxyoctahydro dimethanonaphthalene

L

legume inoculant

culture of

MF

mercurial

Vi-Coat
Vancide 51

L
F

legume inoculant

Wil Kil

F
I

HCB
aldrin

a compound containing 1.4 percent metallic
mercury equivalent
culture of ahizobium species
sodium salts of dimethy1dithiocarbamate and
2-mercaptobenzothiazole
hexachlorobenzene
hexachlorohexahydro dimethanonaphtha1ene

Wireworm Seed
Treater

Rhiz~~1um

species

5

LD50 (s)
as lbs.
of seed
per man
33

1

10,000

5

250

1
4

10,000
200

3
5

2500
15

*Toxicity
class or
classes

LOW HUMIDITY STORAGE ROOMS
David L. Watson..!l
I would like to thank Dr. H. Dean Bunch and the organization here
at Mississippi State for the honor and the opportunity of speaking to you today
about some of the problems of dry seed storage rooms.
I am sure there isn't a person in this room who hasn't come face to-face
with the problem of damp air in the storage of seeds. You all know that high
humidity causes loss of viability I disease and germination in storage. Also I
damp air and therefore, damp seeds tend to invite insects. Boxes bags and
packaging materials tend to crush, discolor and rot. High humidity adds up to
loss in your storage program --while humidity control can mean dollars in your
pocket .
I have talked to one corn breeder who estimates his foundation and
breeding stock to be worth a penny a grain. This company found that a dry room
for foundation breeding and carry-over stock was a financially sound investment. They are raising a large crop of foundation seed which they plan to hold
for as long as ten years and thereby eliminate annual small crops. A properly
controlled dry room makes this possible.
Let's talk for a few minutes about the costs and consideration in
building and drying a room for your seed storage program.
First of all, we must realize that we are not deaLing with liquid water.
Too often we can't get away from this concept. We know that water exists in
three forms -- a solid, a liquid and a gas. We are dealing with a gas which
we cannot see and which we cannot feel. This gas pushes itself from place to
place by its own pressure. Therefore, when the air surrounding seed is dry
the seed gets dry and, if the air is damp then the seed gets damp. If you
have ever tried to shave in Arizona you will get the idea. You find that before
you can shave, the lather gets dry. You might say that the air in Arizona is
thirsty . It drys things up fast. You have to lather a little and shave a little
to get the job done. Herb Shriner of television fame once said it was so ' dry
they put on postage stamps with safety pins.
Let ' s consider for a moment the moisture in this room. I am quite
positive that we have at least 70 to 100 grains of moisture per pound of air here
now. What does this mean? We can't see it and we can't feel it. I am pretty
sure we have this much moisture because each person while just sitting here
will add about l / 4 of a pound of water to the atmosphere during the hour. We
I

I

I

1

I

I

I
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Watson is President of Universal Dynamics Corporation Alexandria
Virginia .
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1

130
do this by breathing and by evaporation from our skin surfaces. If we cooled
this room down to 50°F we would begin to see this moisture because it would
condense all over every object in the room. The relati v e humidity would increase
to 100% and seeds stored here would germinate and rot.
We have all seen those s mall mechanical refrigeration-type house-hold
dehumidifiers. We could place one of these in the corner and after it ran for a
day it would collect a bucket of water. We wou ld get something we could see
and feel. It would be tangible , and we as humans tend to like this sort of thing.
As we dump out a bucket full a day, we feel accomplishment. If we measured the
relative humidity before and after collecting a bucket of water , we would find the
measurements to be very nearly the same - - and we ask why? Simply because,
as we dehumidify the air moisture by its own pressure comes in through the
plaster, cement, wood, bricks and around the cracks in the doors and windows.
We would find that to effectively dehu midify this room , we would have to have
a very large and very expensive dehumidifier indeed .
What are we saying? Simply this - - in order to have a dry storage room,
first you have to have a storage room which is capable of being dried. We have
said "we are dealing with a gas". We don ' t find gas delivered to laboratories
and homes in a "wooden" keg! . Water can be kept in a keg but gas must be contained in a metal tank or a glass jar. Gas can only be contained in an enclosure
that is gas -:Proof or in this case , vapor - proof.
A dry storage roo m mu st be constructed so that it approaches the state
of being gas tight (not water- proof). If it is an existing room, then we must
make it as vapor-tight as possible by the u se of vapor-proof coatings or by
lining it with an effective vapo r barrier. Remember! A good thermal barrier is
not necessarily a good vapor barrier and a waterproof material is not necessarily
vapor proof. We are not talki ng abou t selecting an insulation with a vapor barrier
on one side and tacking and stapling it here and there; we are not talking about
sealing the walls and letting the cei ling go; we are not talking about doing a good
job on the walls floor and ceiling and then installing a door that leaks all the
way around. We are talking abou t fana t ically sealing every crack in the entire
structure . This is the mo st satisfactory and least costly way . It is worth dollars
and it must be done .
Perhaps it ' s because I am in the metal fabricating business but' if I
were doing it I would build t he enti re room of sheet steel or sheet metal. I would
weld ~very joint or I wou ld seal it with a positive gasket and I would use a commercial ice-box door that seals , Perhaps this sounds too costly but let's consider a moment. In my hom e town the y are bu ilding 1500 aluminum hduses. Prefabricated metal bu ildings are for s a le nationwide. Steel quonset huts have been
in use for many years . Actually , this is a very practical wa:y to build a dry storage room. After you have o v ercome the vapor proofing jo b , you can use any good
waterproof thermal ins u lation you choose depending on w,hat tempera ture you intend to maintain.
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I strongly suggest that you go back and read again the 1960 Short
Course Proceedings. On page 162 JohnS. Rogers states the -ultimate importance of low humidity and I quote "while reduction from 12 to 11% (seed
content) will double the period before substantial loss of vigor reduction from
12 to 10% will increase it by 4 times." If this is true then it is plain common
sense that we should seal the storage room to hold the humidity to a low level
during all seasons of the year.
· Again I say if you are planning to use an existing room be practical
and do the very best sealing job possible.
Our next problem is to select a dehumidifier which will maintain low
humidity. We are not talking about just a reduction in humidity and we are not
talking about how many buckets of water we can collect. Our problem is to
keep the air dry to a much greater degree than we might attempt in our basement
at home. We are talking about Arizona-dry and Egyptian-tomb dry. This is one
reason why a lot of people are in trouble today. The actual degree of dryness
required was not really faced in the first place. So let's talk about 50°F 20%
r. h. or 40°F 30% r. h. to start with. It is very difficult to accomplish this
degree of dryness with iefrigera tion equipment a lone.
The most practical known method of drying to this extent is with a
desiccant dehumidifier.
Please don't be alarmed by the word "desiccant". Too often people
think this is a chemical like calcium chloride which is consumed as it dries
is corrosive and messy to handle. Desiccants are not like this. I brought
several samples with me which you can examine if you wol.).ld like to. These
are dry chemicals, non-toxic and non-corrosive. They will last for years without losing effectiveness. You could use them in your salt shaker without danger.
It wilL not hurt your hands or sting your eyes and it will not harm your seed.
The machine blows air from your storage room through a bed of desiccant.
The desiccant takes out the moisture and the dry air goes back into the room.
After the desiccant collects a quantity of water, the machine automatically
switches the air stream to a fresh bed of desiccant to continue drying while the
first bed is reactivated by blowing hot air through it. The moisture, still in
vapor form, is blown outside the room and you never see any water. Thus, while
one bed is always drying, the other is always regenerating. This is done simply
and automatically and the machine can be left alone to run for many months without attention.
The machine can be mounted inside or outside the storage room. A
humidistat can be installed in the room to cut the machine on and off, thereby
maintaining a constant condition for your seeds and saving power.
A desiccant dryer has to contain the air that passes through it and,
therefore, should be constructed so that it is vapor-tight. It must withstand
the effect of condensation. For this reason, it should be made of heavy gauge
steel, (14 ga. minimum), and should be continuously seam-welded. Some
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I strongly suggest that you go back and read again the 1960 Short
Course Proceedings. On page 162, JohnS. Rogers states the -ultimate importa nee of low humidity and I -quote , "while reduction from 12 to ·11% (seed
content) will double the period before substantial loss of vigor, reduction from
12 to 10% will increase it by 4 times." If this is true, then it is plain common
sense that we should seal the storage room to hold the humidity to a low level
during all seasons of the year.
· Again I say, if you are planning to use an existing room, be practical
and do the very best sealing job possible.
Our next problem is to select a dehumidifier which will maintain low
humidity. We are not talking about just a reduction in humidity, and we are not
talking about how many buckets of water we can collect. Our problem is to keep the air dry to a much greater degree than we might attempt in our basement
at home. We are talking about Arizona-dry and Egyptian-tomb dry. This is one
reason why a lot of people are in trouble today. The actual degree of dryness
required was not really faced in the first place. So let's • talk about 50°F, 20%
r. h. , or 40°F, 30% r. h. to start with. It is very difficult to accomplish this
degree of dryness with refrigeration equipment alone.
The most practical known method of drying to this extent is with a
desiccant dehumidifier.
Please don't be alarmed by the word "desiccant". Too often people
think this is a chemical like calcium chloride which is consumed as it dries,
is corrosive and messy to handle. Desiccants are not like this. I brought
several samples with me which you can examine if you would like to. These
are dry chemicals, non-toxic and non-corrosive. They will last for years without losing effectiveness. You could use them in your salt shaker without danger.
It wilL not hurt your hands or sting your eyes and it will not harm your seed.
The machine blows air from your storage room through a bed of desiccant.
The desiccant takes out the moisture and the dry air goes back into the room.
After the desiccant collects a quantity of water, the machine automatically
switches the air stream to a fresh bed of desiccant to continue drying while the
first bed is reactivated by blowing hot air through it. The moisture, still in
vapor form, is blown outside the room and you never see any water. Thus, while
one bed is always drying, . the other is always regenerating. This is done simply
and automatically and the machine can be left alone to run for many months without attention.
The machine can be mounted inside or outside the storage room. A
humidistat can be installed in the room to cut the machine on and off, thereby
maintaintng a constant condition for your seeds and saving power.
A desiccant dryer has to contain the air that passes through it and,
therefore, should be constructed so that it is vapor-tight. It must withstand
the effect of condensation. For this reason, it should be made of heavy gauge
steel, (14 ga. minimum), and should be continuously seam -welded. Some

Una-Dyn Desiccant-type Dehumidifier

STORAGE- AND PACKAGING
C. B. Danielson.!/
The basis of this discussion is to review -the methods of keeping ·
harvested seed from the end of one growing season until subsequent planting.
This must be done as economically as possible with a high .retention of the
inherent growth characteristics and then marketed with a profit.
I

Storage
The effect of temperature and moisture during storage of seed as
related to viability has been shown. Various types of storage as based on the
method of control over these facto r s are:
Uncontrolled Storage
This is self-evident as no means are provided to protect the seed from
its environment .
Bulk storage in bins of varying quantities will protect from the elements
however the seed is subject to temperature changes, as well as moisture.
Another bulk method used for ease of handling small l:ots is the tote
box constructed of metal or wood. This also is subjected to the environment of
the building in which they are stored.
Bags a re utilized for storage of seed and may have depending upon
construction , some or no control over the moisture within the storage area and
certainly none over temperature.
I

I

Controlled Temperature
Artificial heat and cold can be supplied as needed into a fairly_•w ell
insulated area where bags of seed are stored so as to maintain a narrow range
of tempera ture change.
Controlled Moisture
Automatic controls will maintain a predetermined level of moisture
within a room by the addition or deletion of moisture.
- Moisture content of seed may also be controlled by sealing in a
container which is moisture _prODf.
Controlled Moisture and Temperature
This is best accomplished by using a relatively small room which is
well ins u lated and incorporate automatic controls with modern air conditioning
1
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facilities.

Circulation must also be provided around packages of seed.
Packaging

Packaging, as we know it today, is a relatively new industry. This is
illustrated by the value of packaging materials which increased from $-L 7 billion
in 1939 to over $11 billion in 1960. Paper and plastic ba.gs have the greatest
percentage increase.
Despite the headlines and publicity given to packaging , such as the
cranberry scare, with its resultant F&DA influence, hazardous labeling law, and
deceptive packaging question; it is well to note tremendous advantages modern
packaging has produced. Some of these are sanitary handling, protection from
harmful products, elimination of waste, decrease of costs with modern materials
handling, as well as attractiveness and effective display .
Types Available
Cloth bags have long been a standard, made either of various weights of
burlap or cotton - more recently synthetic fibers have been used. Advantages
are ease of handling, reuse value and availability, however, disadvantages are
increasing comparative costs - little control over moisture and lack of merchandising appeal.
Glass and metal containers certainly have a place in our economy,
however, in the packaging of seed their cost is high. They require special handling and storage of empties and take a large area.
Plastics - the term meaning organic synthetic or processed materials are newcomers into the field of packaging. Continuous research will , in all
probability, reveal many new and modified products. Polyethylene is most
commonly used and has high moisture control, visibility of product and sales
appeal. Resistance to punctures and price are disadvantages, as well as special closing equipment, which is necessary.
Paper used as a bag or box is a predominant factor in the packaging of
seed. These containers provide an economical method of marketing, they store
and handle easily , and offer a good background for brand printing. For the best
protection of seed it is imperative to incorporate the economies and strength
qualities of kraft paper with plastics for moisture control, thereby providing a
working package.
Paper Containers - the packet or retail type container is a specialty
product and will only be mentioned; since we are primarily concerned with volume
seeds such as corn , cloves and small grain crops.
Paper bags made of mu ltiwalls are constructed to meet a specific problem. The basis is kraft paper produced from pine pulp, specifically called
shipping-sack -kraft. A recent innovation is a new type called extensible kraft, .
which has additional built-in stretch so as to absorb more impact shock.
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Kraft paper can be treated for various end uses, such as:
Rough finish - to increase stacking qualities
High finish -to increas-e printability
Bleached and/or colored - for sales a,ppeal
Wet strength - pulp treated with a resin so as to withstand more
moisture.
Coating or laminating -asphalt, wax or plastic material for use as
a moisture barrier.
In a multi wall bag construction, the various types can be combined so
as to best serve the purpose intended .
Constructions and Barrier Sheets
Bags with 3 or 4 plies of medium weight kraft are suitable for use as a
direct shipping container of 50 lbs . or 1 bushel of 'seed.
The necessity of a moisture barrier has been stressed and the selection
becomes a matter of performance and economy. Laboratory averages' · which
have been field checked, provide performance comparisons. · Moisture vapor
permeability rates (gms/M 2/24 hrs.)
90# Asphalt Laminated
110# Asphalt Laminated
5# PE Coating
1 0# PE Coating
1 1/2 mil PE film
20# HD PE
3/4 mil PE-. 001 AL Foil-1 1/2 mil PE

3. 56 Plain
4.66
5.01
1. 94
2.33
1. 47
0. 31
II

II

II

II

II

II

11. 01 Creased
8.92
6. 15
2. 11
2.38
1. 56
0. 37
II

II

II

II

II

II

It is possible to make a practically impervious multiwall bag.

However,
to package a specific type of seed in the most economical manner, incorporating a moisture barrier, we have to know Storage -length and type
Handling methods
End closure available
Reaction of specific seed to environment
Unit price of seed
Marketing methods
An example is a bag for 1 bushel of hybrid seed corn, using 4 sheets of
50# basis weight extensible paper, one ply coated with 20# PE. As more data
is collected on individual seed holding requirements, known facts can be correlated so as to retain necessary maximum seed qualities and market with lowest
possible costs.

PREHARVEST ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
UPON COTTONSEED QUALITY DETERIORATION
William P. Caldweul/
Field experiments were conducted at the Mississippi Delta Branch
Experiment Station, Stoneville, Mississippi in 196 0 and 1961 to determine the
effects of some environmental influences upon cottonseed deterioration.
The effects of irrigation level, nitrogen fertility level, boll position on
the plant and length of seed exposure in the field after boll opening were
studied in 1960. Recording hygrothermographs were installed in the field to
give a continuing record of temperature and relative humidity during the course
of the experiment.
Deterioration of cottonseed was measured using viability, vigor based
upon speed of germination , and field emergence potential as evaluation guides.
Viability loss was greatest in seeds located on the bottom one-third
of the plant and progressively less on the middle and top thirds of the plant.
Seeds produ ced on the lower one-third of the plant at 45, 90, and 135 pounds of
nitrogen per acre decreased in viability as t he nitrogen level increased. As
length of field exposure of open bolls increased from 1 to 3 to 6 weeks, viability
of seeds decreased with the greatest reductions occurring in seeds located on
the lower two - thirds of the plant.
Vigor loss paralled that of viability in most instances. Re duction in
vigor of seeds occurred under conditions of increased nitrogen fertility level,
increased irrigation, and increased exposure in the field. Also, vigor of seeds
was reduced as the seed position varied from the top to the bottom of the plant
axis with the greatest loss occ~rring on those seeds from the lower position of
the plant.
The same trends were evident when seed deterioration was measured
from the point of view of field emergence potential.
Efforts were made to associate seed deterioration with exposure to certain temperatu re and relative hu midity levels. It was fou nd that a highly significant negative correlation existed between cottonseed quality , as measured by
viability, vigor, and field emergence potential of the seed, and the number of
hours of exposure to environmental conditions in which the temperature, in degrees Fa renheit, when added to the relative humidity , in percent, exceeded 140.
Weather conditions during the 1960 harvest season were very conducive
to seed deterioration. The majority of the harvest period was characterized by
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frequent light rains, high relative humidity, heavy dews and moderate to high ·
temperatures. The deterioration of seed quality-was severe in this season with
viability losses of 30 to 60 percent being common.
Experiments conducted in 1961 investigated the effec-ts of row spacing,
nitrogen fertility level, boll position and length of field exposure upon cottonseed quality deterioration. Temperature and relative humidity measurement and
evaluation tests used were similar to those employed in 1960.
Among the row spacings studied, 20, 40, 60 and 80 inches between ·rows,
it was found that especially at the higher nitrogen levels of 120 to 18 o. pounds
per acre than at 60 pounds per acre. Viability loss was greater in the middle
one-third of the plant than in those portions above and below this area. Deterioration in viability increased with increase in exposure time in the field up to
6 weeks.
Vigor was found to increase with increased width between rows and
with decreased nitrogen fertility level. Vigor was highest in seeds produced on
the lower one-third of the plant and became progressively poorer on the upper
portions. Vigor increased with increase in exposure time up to 4 weeks then a
drop in vigor occurred. This is contradictory of the results of the 1960 studies
and it is felt that it was due to a confounding of the vigor test by seed dormancy.
This dormancy caused a slower rate of germination although not completely inhibiting germination. Dormancy was broken by the time the seed had been exposed in the field for 4 weeks.
Field emergence potential was found to decrease with increase in
nitrogen fertility level and with increase in time of field exposure.
The quality evaluation f-actors. viabi)ity and field emergence potential
were found to be negatively correlated with number of hours of exposure totemperature, in degrees Farenhiet, plus relative humidity, in percent, which exceed 140, thus corroborating the results obtained in 1960. Vigor was found to
have a positive correlation ·with the temperature-humidity factor. This may be
explained by the dormancy situation outlined above.
The 1961 harvest season was not conducive to excessive amounts of
cottonseed deterioration. It was characterized by very little rainfall, few dews,
lower humidity and moderate temperature. · Seed quality deterioration was minor
in 1961 with losses in viability seldom greater than 10 to 12 percent.
The results obtained in this study would seem to indicate that cultural
practices which tend to increase the density of plant foliage such as irrigation,
high nitrogen fertilization, and close row spacings would increase the rate of
cottonseed quality deterioration.

SEED VIGOR AND VIGOR TESTS.!/
James C. Delouche and William P. CaldwellY
The fundamental objective of seed testing is to establish the quality
level of seed. There are, of course, other objectives, e.g. , check labeling
claims, but primarily seed testing provides a basis for consumer discrimination
among seed lots. Within recent years certain phases of seed testtng have come
under increasing attack by seeds men, agricultural research workers and some
analysts as being inadequate and/or unrealistic. This is particularly ture with
respect to the standard germination test. Criticism of the germination test is
usually based on the fact that the test is made under highly favorable, artificial
conditions. Critics contend that such tests do not adequately evaluate the standproducing potential of seed. They suggest that the additional factor of seed vigor
needs to be considered.
In some respects, the trend in seed testing is almost opposite that indicated from a consideration of vigor. Refinements of germination methods are
basically concerned with obtaining maximum germination; the more favoraple the
germination conditions the greater is the contribution of weak, non-vigorous seeds
to the germination percentage on the seed tag. Similarly, the long test periods
specified in the Rules for Testing Seed (2) permit development of weak seedlings
to the extent that they are classed as normal seedlings on the final count. It
might be argued that long test periods are necessary for accurate evaluation of
dormant seeds. This argument is valid. However, elementary consideration of
the situation reveals that test periods for non-dormant seed are also prolonged
and that germination periods remain the same length whether seeds are in a dormant condition or not. There is also some question that seeds which are still
dormant. at planting time make any significant contribution to stand establishment
or in stand replacement. In one sense, the final result of a delay in germination
and emergence is the same, whether caused by low vigor or dormancy.
Recent papers by Is ely (12 , 13) and Steinbauer (21) have pointed out the
importance of vigor and the necessity for analysts to take this concept into consideration in charting future objectives for seed research.

1/lournal Paper No. 883 of the Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station.
Originally published in the Proceedings of the Association of Official Seed
Ana1ys. Vo. 50, 1960.
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Concept of Vigor
In a negative sense seed vigor is generally thought of as "something"
not adequately measured or reflected by the standard germination test. On the
positive side no such precision of definition is possible. In trying to arrive at
a concept of vigor it is perhaps best to proceed by approximations i.e. to
consider several v iews and hope that some clarification will result from a discussion on their weak and strong points.
Isely (12) pointed out that two v i ews predominate in most concepts of
vigor: (1) susceptibility to unfavorabl e field conditions; (2) vigor~~ as reflected in speed of germination and rapidity of growth rate of seedlings. He
further stated that th ese may be regarded as separate entities or as facets of a
single physiological complex.
The view that vigor (or lack of vigor) is -usually manifested as susceptibility to unfavorable field conditions shifts the emphasis from the seed to the
environment. It follows from this concept that vigor is a significant factor
only under unfavorable field conditions. Differences in seed responses under
favorable conditions are ignored. Another implication of this concept is that
the only fate of seeds low in vigor is death in the seed or young seedling stage
and that vigor differences are of no importance or non-existent beyond these
stages. Indeed the literature contains very little data--none of which is very
conclusive--showing that vigor differences in growing plants affect yields.
However in modern agricultural operations yield although still the basic consideration is not the only important factor. Rapidity and uniformity of emergence are becoming prime considerations along with percentage emergence or
stand. This is particularly true in crops where the application of herbicides
is timed to stage of plant development. Uniformity of maturity is another important ·consideration. A plant low in vigor that matures late contributes little
to yield and may actually detract from the quality of the crop as a whole.
Another aspect of the concept of vigor discussed above should perhaps
be mentioned. Undue emphasis appears to be placed on the role of microorganisms irr germination failure of low-vigor seeds . The fact that various
microorganisms are found associated with u ngerminated seed in soil should not
necessarily l ead to the conclusion that these microorganisms are the basic
cause of germination failures. There is some evidence that microorganisms
play a secondary role in seed and seedling mortality. A seed or seedling inherently weak in vigor is more susceptible to a variety of adverse conditions
including microbial attack than a highly vigorous one.
Although the concept of seed vigor as susceptibility to unfavorable
field conditions has rather serious limitations it nevertheless has great appeal. The recognition of the importance of the environment in stand establishment is significant. Certainly differences in vigor are most obvious under
unfavorable field conditions.
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The second view that vigor is manifested by rapidity and "strength" of
germination and growth rate of seedlings is also somewhat inadequate. This
view does not sufficiently cove r an important area of seed quality, viz. , mechanical damage. This is particularly true when the concept is applied to seeds
with recentl y sustained mechanical injuries. Also, application of this concept
to seeds with short-term, post harvest dormancy can lead to very erroneous
conclusions.
On the positive side the vigor~§...§._ concept does place the emphasis
on the seed where it belongs. It also appears to be the more fundamental concept. It is a direct expression of the physiological and to some extend the
physical condition of seeds. The concept is also sufficiently broad to encompass vigor differences beyond the seed and seedling stage . Moreover, it has
application not only under unfavorable conditions but applies equally well under
favorable conditions .
It is relatively easy to discuss what vigor is not, but much more difficult to elaborate a concept of sufficient scope to precisely define it. Isely (13)
in summary defined vigor "as the sum total of all seed attributes which favor
stand establishment under unfavorable conditions." Revision of this definition
does provide a practical concept: vigor is the sum of all seed attributes which
favor rapid and uniform stand establishment in the field. It should be pointed
out, however , that t his definition is a limiting one,_L~. , it does not extend
beyond stand esta blishment.
In developing a vigor test it is essential that the relation between
vigor and viabi lity (standa rd germination) , be clearly understood. An understanding of this re lationship is in itself a concept of vigor. Diagrammatic representations of the relation between vigor and viability have been presented by Is ely
(1 2) and Steinbau er (21) . The scheme presented in Figure 1 is adapted from
Steinba u er. The viability curve was drawn from unpublished data on ryegrass
storage u nder warehouse conditions over a fiye -year period. The vigor curve
is hypothetica l but ba sed upo n several observations, viz., that initially loss
in vigor tends to parallel loss in viability, then vigor declines very rapidly,
and finally rate of loss slows as zero vigor or death of all seeds is approached .
The importance of vigor is indicated by consideration of points X and Yon the
vigor and viability curves. The difference between X and Y on the viability
curve is not very great. However, corresponding vigor differences at these
points are quite pronounced. The slightly lower viability at pointY is very revealing if other points on the curve are also known. Unfortunately, analysts
know relatively little about the history of most lots of seed they test. On the
other hand, the relatively low vigor level at point Y has considerable significance independent of other points on either curve.
Vigor Tests
Methods of vigor testing have become so intimately associated with
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the various concepts of vigor that it is quite difficult to discuss them
separately,' For example, the concept that vigor is manifested as susceptibility to unfavorable field conditions appears to have naturally evolved from
the cold test for corn. Not only was the concept derived from the test, but
the unique success of this vigor test has added considerable weight to the
concept.

0~--------~------------------------~

DETERIORATION<

Figure 1.

Relationship of seed viability and vigor during
seed deterioration.

Isely (12) has categorized vigor tests into two types:
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(l) direct tests

which simulate pertinent unfavorable field conditions on a laboratory scale and
(2 ) indirect tests which measure certain physiological attributes of seeds. Most
of the emphasis on vigor tests in this country has been focused on tests of the
dir:ect type . The principal advantage advanced for this type of test is that it
simultaneously evaluates all vigor factors. Another advantage is psychological
--that methods of the test bear some resemblance to the stresses which seeds
encounter in the field , The disadvantages and difficulties of direct tests are
considerable and probably account for the relatively slow progress on vigor
testing in generaL The variability inherent in direct test methods leads to -inconsistency in tests results both within a laboratory and between laboratories.
Attempts to standardize tests of this type have not been successful. Another
disadvantage of the direct type test is that if pertinent field conditions are to
be simulated , several distinct methods might have to be employed for the same
crop to cover the entire area of production. In one area drought might be the prevailing adverse factor at planting time while in another area cold wet conditions
might be of prime importance.
Indirect type tests have the advantage that the variables can be precisely controlled allowing reproducibility of results, They are usually less time
consuming less complex and require less equipment than direct type tests.
They also allow direct vigor comparisons over a wide geographic area. The primary disadvantage of the indirect type tests which has been advanced is that
such tests do not simultaneously evaluate all vigor factors particularly injuries and morphological abno rmalities. This objection is only partially valid
as most morphological abnormalities are detected in the standard germination
test. Mechanical and other injuries after normal periods of storage are reflected in a gene ra~ physiological dete rioration in seeds. For example Rice (20)
has shown that mechanical injuries to corn seed are reflected after normal storage periods in a slower growth rate of the roots ,
Several methods of the indirect and direct type have been developed
o r propos e d . As previously mentioned , the cold test for corn--a direct test-is the only vigor test in widespread use today . Literature pertaining to the
development and use of this test have been adequately reviewed (6 11 2 3).
Clark (7 ) ha s adapted cold test procedures for a vigor test of peas. Other
adaptations of the cold test technique have also been used by several commercial seed firms for vigor determination of other field and vegetable seed.
These various type cold tests correlate well with field emergence particularly
when the crops are planted during the early part of the season. They are however highly variable and not always reproducible.
Within recent years considerable research has been directed toward
development of vigor tests of the indirect type. Much of the work has been exploratory, With the exception of rate of germination tests none of the indirect
tests are in widespread use in this country. In Europe several tests of the
1
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indirect type have been in use for many years (8, 9, 14).
Indirect tests can be classified into four general groups.

1. Biochemical tests. Use of the tetrazolium test as a means of evaluating vigor has received considerable attention within recent years. Moore (17,
18) has stated that careful examination of tetrazolium staining patterns reveal
seed weaknesses not detectable in the standard germination test and that-both
mechanical injuries and physiological aging are detectable. Rice {20) found
that the intensity of stain or color developed within a specified time compared
favorablywith other vigor tests for corn.
2. Growth rate tests. Speed of germination or "first count" tests
(5, 8) growth rate of seedlings (9), and related tests such as dry weight of
seedlings (10) have been used to evaluate vigor.
3. Stress tests. Reaction of seeds to conditions of stress as a means
of evaluating vigor has been explored by several investigators. Stress conditions
which have been used are unfavorable temperature and moisture levels (4, 24), exposure under vacuum {17), seed soaks in sodium hydroxide and hot water (3), and
mechanical barriers such as brick gravel (14).
4. Physical measurement tests. Recently Presley (19) reported on a
vigor test for cotton based on permeability changes associated with deterioration.
He measured the rate of leaching of electrolytes from seeds by means of a resistance bridge and found good correlation between extent of leaching and field
performance. Vaughan (22), McGinnis (16), and Kneeborn (15) have found a
correlation of seed size with vigor.
The great potential of tests of the indirect type is that they offer the
possibility of development of vigor tests that not only measure vigor as well as
any other type test but are also simple and which are reproducible within laboratories as well as between laboratories.
It might be pertinent here to consider several recent studies on indirect
methods of measuring vigor.
Caldwell (4) developed a vigor test for peas based upon stress conditions
of high moisture and high temperature. This test, conducted at 30° C. in sterile sand at a moisture level of 70 percent of saturation, more clearly detected
differences in vigor between . pea seed lots than did the standard germination
test or several other type vigor tests. (Table 1).
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Table l.

Lot

Germination percentages of four lots of pea seeds obtained under
laboratory conditions and in the field. a

Field
Emergence

Sterile Sand
30° c. b

87.13
85.88
59.71
46.04
69.69

92.00
93.50
70.50
29.50
71. 37

1
2
3
4

Mean

···· · Standard ·
Laboratory TestC
91. 50
95.00
89.00
83.50
89.88

a
bAdapted from Caldwell (4) p. 33.
Sand at 70% of saturation
cStandard laboratory tests were made in sand benches at approximately 20° C.
Barnes (3) compared germination of sorghum lots (Table 2) under
several germinative conditions. Seeds were given pre-planting treatments of
two-minute soaks in five percent NaOh and five-seconds soaks in 100° C.
water. In addition a four-day count and a final count was made under standard
germination conditions and percentage emergence under unfavorable field conditions was determined as a basis for evaluating the other tests. Tests conducted under all the above conditions were capable of detecting differences in
vigor between seed lots however the test utilizing NaOH pretreatment appeared to give slightly higher precision in vigor measurement.
Rice (20) studied the evaluation of vigor in corn with tetrazolium as
compared with other methods .(Table 3). Employing INT tetrazolium he found
that stain intensity obtained in 15 minutes provided as precise a measure of
vigor as the cold test. Rate of root growth also proved very effective in detecting vigor differences.
· Selection of the above data for illustrating various approaches to indirect vigor testing methods was based upon the authors' familiarity with the
work. These studies were largely of an exploratory nature and the intention
here is not to present them as finished vigor tests but only to illustrate the
potential of indirect type tests.
· The exact methods whether of the direct or indirect type of evaluating v~<;:tor are of small consequence as long as good differentiation of vigor
differences between seed lots is obtained. From a practical standpoint however the test used should be reproducible and be fairly simple to conduct.
I
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1

I

I
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I
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Table 2.

Comparative germination percentages of 14 lots of sorghum seed in
laboratory and field tests. a

0

Field
Emergence

5% NaOH
(2min .' )

100 C. H 20
(5 sec.)

Count

Final
Count

1

4.0

2
3
4

26.0
32.0
42 . 0

12.0
34.0
46.0
57.0

5. 0
28. 0
22.0
62.0

6.0
43.0
49.0
64.0

12. 0
48.0
59.0
68.0

5

52.0
57.0
58.0
59.0
66.0

54.0
95 . 0
63.0
81.0
57.0

28.0
76.0
68.0
88 . 0
37. 0

81.0
43.0
82.0
57.0
75.0

83.0
96.0
85.0
88.0
84.0

70.0
72.0
72.0
74.0
79.0

85.0
83.0
85 . 0
85.0
99.0

83.0
61. 0
23.0
59 . 0
96.0

82.0
80.0
91. 0
95.0
99.0

96.0
88.0
92.0
96.0
99.0

. ·54. 5

66.9

52.6

67·. 6

. ·- - 78. 5

Lot

6
7
8
9
10
ll

12
13
14
Avg.
a

4-Day

Adapted from Barnes (3) p. 24.
Vigor and Research in Seed Technology

The importance of vigor as a factor in seed quality is clearly indicated
by trends in re cent seed storage research. In the past, the results of storage
research were evaluated primarily in terms of germination percentage or viability. Now , however, all well planned storage work (1, 5) incorporates some
type of vigor test as an integral part of the plan . Storage work which does not
consider vigor tells only half the story. From an even broader standpoint all research in seed technology which is finally evaluated in terms of seed viability
should also be evaluated in terms of seed vigor. Work on mechanical, chemical,
thermal and insect damage to seeds as well as maturity studies would fall into
this category . The inclusion of vigor as well as viability measurements in such
research insures that full significance of the work will be realized.
The incorporation of vigor measurements in seed research as indicated
above requires the development of suitable vigor tests for a wide variety of crops.
Considerable research is in progress toward the development of methods for test-
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ing vigor of seeds, however, this area is sti-ll a relatively unexplored one and
can effectively utilize the efforts of many more researchers. ··
It appears inevitable that vigor testing will occupy a prominent place
in seed testing in the future. In this instance, however, the future is not a
nebulous point in time. It is fast approaching. If seed analysts are to continue to provide the leadership in seed quality evaluation, they must not only
recognize the importance of seed vigor but also must provide the framework
within which this new concept can be put to practical use.

Table 3.

Comparison of INT vigor ratings on corn with cold test results and
a
root growth.

Standard Test

INT Tetrazolium

Cold Test

Lot No.

Color Intensity
15 Minutes

Germ.
%

Root Growth
(mm.)

Germ.
%

12

Dark Red

86

154.0

97. 0

Dark Red
Red
Red
Light Red
Light Red
Pink
Pink
Pink
Light Pink
Light Pink
Very Light Pink

85
80
76
86
83
42
62
34
15
33
8

139.0
150.0
126.5
117.5
110.0
84.0
81.0
93.5
55.0
46.0
25.5

98.0
90.0
97.5
98.0
97.5
98.5
99.0
98.0
87.0
96.0
88.5

. 10
11
9
8
6
7
4
2
3
1
5
a

Adapted from Rice (20) p. 22.
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SEED QUALITY AND QUALITY CONTROL
William P. Caldwelll/
The American public today is becoming more and more quality conscious
in their buying habits. The farmer is no exception. He demands and gets quality when he purchases tractors, grain drills, television sets, automobiles and
breakfast cereals. He also wants his planting seeds to be of good quality.
· Today' s farmer cannot afford to plant poor quality seed. With the increasing cost of land preparation, harvesting, weed, insect and disease control, it is imperative that the seed which he plants be of high quality in order
for him to realize a maximum profit on his investment. Actually, the cost of the
seed is a minor part of the total cost of producing a crop. However, the quality of the seed planted plays a major part in determining the profits made from
his farming operation. For these reasons, the farmer wants and must have high
quality seeds to plant in his fields.
When we speak of high quality seed just what are we talking about?
How do we determine the quality of a lot of seed? Quality encompasses several different attributes of the seed. The measurement of these various attributes
and the attempts to minimize seed damage, thus improving quality, can be
broadly termed quality control.
One of the first considerations of quality is germination. A seed must
be capable of germination or it is valueless for use in seeding. A set of conditions have been developed, which are as nearly optimum for germination as
possible, for practically all the kinds of seed moving in commerce. These conditions are the ones under which seeds are germinated in the standard germination test. This test, then, will give the maximum germination potential of which
a seed lot is capable. This is the germination percentage which appears on the
seed tag.
Seeds when planted in the field, very seldom find perfect germinative
conditions. The temperature may be too high or too low, moisture may be excessive or deficient and disease organisms may be present in the soil which
will attack the seed or young seedling. Although two seed lots may perform
equally well in the standard germination test, when planted under less than perfect conditions in the field one may emerge much better than the other. This
difference in ability to germinate under stress, or less than optimum conditions,
is termed vigor.
We might think of germination under standard germination conditions,
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as telling whether seeds are alive or dead, while vigor is a rating of the degree
of "aliveness" of seeds.
Considerable research is presently being done toward the development of
laboratory tests to measure vigor of seeds . Thus far, however, only one such
test has been used extensively" The cold test for corn is conducted in wet, cold
soil which simu lates field conditions that are sometimes encountered when corn is
planted early in the spring. The corn cold test is able to measure differ ences in
vigor among seed lots . It has proven useful to seedsmen in detecting lots of corn
which are apt to fail when planted u nder u nfavorable field conditions, and in
evaluating fungicide effectiveness . By using t his test , the seedsman is able to
measure vigor in his qu ality control. program and thus give greater assurance to
his customer that his seeds will produ ce a good stand u nder a varied set of germinative conditions .
Another factor affecting quality is the mechanical purity of the seed lot.
A high quality seed lot would have a high percentage of pure seed and low percentages of inert matte r, weed se ed s and other c rop seeds. This information is
determined by the seed analyst ' s pu rity examination and is required to appear on
the seed tag.
A high quality seed lot w ill be free of noxious weed seeds. The purchaser
of seeds does not want to infest his fields with hard to control noxious weeds when
he plants his crop . The number of noxiou s weed seeds which may be present in
a seed lot offered for sale are regulated by the variou s State and Federal seed
laws . The kind and nu mber of noxious weed seeds present in a seed lot are required to be indica ted on the seed tag. The noxiou s weed seed examination which
is performed by seed a nalysts wi ll give a measure of this information.
There are many plant diseases w hich ma y be carried on or in the seed.
High quality seed, of course, wou ld be free from seed bo rne diseases. Seeds
may be examined for the presence or a bsence o f diseases by means of certain
pathological techniques . The s e a re ra the r involved, however, and generally are
not done . The seedsma n depends u pon field inspection of the growing seed crop
and proper seed treatment to ins u re freedom from seed borne diseases .
Care shou ld be taken to ins ure that seeds are not damaged mec hanically
duri ng the harvesting a nd processing pro cedu res . Seeds which have broken
seedcoats tend to deteriorate mor e rapidly in vigor and viability and are more
s u sceptible to disease orga nisms tha n are seeds wi.th intact seedcoats. Certain
dyeing procedu res , inclu ding the Fast Gre en technique , have been developed to
help asce rtai n whether mechanical damage to the seedcoat has occurred.
Seeds s hould be fr ee from i ns ect infestation and damage. Fumigation,
treatment of the seeds with insecticides, or storage of seeds at moistu re levels
0
below 8% and/ or tempe ra tures below 50 F . will prevent or minimize insect damage to seeds .
Ano ther factor of major importance to se e d qua lity is t rue ness-tovariety . A seed lot: may be high in germination , vigor , and pu rity , free from
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noxious weeds, insects and disease organisms and still be of little value to
the farmer if it is not the variety which he desires to plant.
Field inspection of the growing seed crop is a sure way of insuring
varietal purity. With some seed kinds, varieties may be identified by seed
characteristics, however, techniques have not been worked out for all kinds of
seeds. This becomes a difficult problem in crops such as wheat, oats, sorghum and corn where the seeds of many varieties are very similar in appearance.
The seed analyst is often able to tell that a lot of seed is not the variety labeled but it becomes difficult to say which variety it actually is.
Seed certification programs have done much to insure varietal purity
of seed lots. Fields are inspected by competent inspectors during the growing
season and can be certified to be a particular variety.
Another factor to be considered in seed quality is the appearance of
the seed. It is true that appearance may not affect the performance of the seed
when planted, nevertheless , the buyer is going to be influenced by how the
seed looks when he makes his purchase. Discolored seed will not be purchased
as readily as bright, well colored seed. The seed itself may have a good
appearance but often it assumes a dingy appearance after treatment with fungicides, insecticides, or innoculants. I an; not advocating the discontinuing of
treatment with these materials, quite the contrary. Seed treatment usually
improves the field performance of seeds. Often the seedsman is able to choose
dyes or colors which may be incorporated into seed treatments. When applied
to seeds these seed treatments do not detract from their appearance but in some
cases will actually improve the looks of the seed.
We have looked at the several factors which are concerned in
measuring and determining quality of seeds. Now let us consider a few means
by which seed quality can be improved by use of good quality control procedures.
A seed is at its maximum viability and vigor at that moment when it
reaches full physiological maturity in the field . The various steps which it
undergoes in harvesting, processing and storage cannot improve it - it can
only go down in viability and vigor. How much the viability and vigor is de ,creased depends upon how the seed is handled.
One of the first things which we should consider in improving seed
quality is the environmental conditions under which the seed crop is grown. As
I mentioned previously, the seed is at its maximum vigor and viability when
physiologically mature in the field. By improving the growing conditions we can
improve upon this maximum level. The closer we can come to perfect growing
conditions, the better the seed will be.
Growing conditions can be improve d by the use of proper fertil.ity practices, insect and disease control, and irrigation. In some cases, it may be
necessary to change growing areas. This has bee n true in the bean and pea
seed industry . Formerly , beans and peas were produced in the Eastern and MidWestern areas of the United States. It was found, however, that in the Western
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areas of the country, higher quality seed could be produced due to less humid
and more disease and insect free conditions.
Much can be done to preserve seed quality in the way the seeds are
harvested, processed and handled. If care is taken to harvest seeds with
proper equipment at the proper time to minimize seed damage, and the seeds
are carefully processed, a minimum of deterioration of viability and vigor will
occur. · Much can be done to improve mechanical purity by proper seed cleaning and processing.
High quality seeds can be ruined by improper storage. You have all
had experience with, or heard of, serious damage occurring to seeds during
storage. Care must be taken to insure that the conditions under which the
seeds are placed are such that no serious deterioration in quality will take
place . . ~en packaging seed in moisture proof or moisture resistant packages,
one should be very careful to insure that the seed moisture content is at a
level low enough to be safe for sealed storage. Serious damage can occur to
the seed if the moisture content is too high.
~at benefits can the seedsman expect to derive from producing and
selling high quality seeds? As everyone knows the seedsman's reputation is
his most valued asset. His business is founded upon his good name. It is
true that some profits can be made from one-time" customers, however, the
reputable seedsman wants more than one sale per customer. Repeat business
is needed in order for the seedsman to operate on a sound basis. His reputation is based upon the quality of seeds which he sells.
High quality seed can be expected to demand a price premium. .The
consumer will get more for his money - even at a higher price per unit -with
high quality seeds than with those of lower quality. Also, the fa c t that high
quality rna terial is handled, can be used to good advantage in advertising and
promotional campaigns.
Dealing in high quality seeds will tend to help alleviate -customer
complaints and adjustments to the .seedsman due to seed failures when planted. High quality seed will perform better under field conditions than will those
of lower quality. This will further enhance the seedsman ' s reputation . We
have covered the factors comprising seed quality and ways of measuring and improving seed quality through quality control, . and the values to be derived from
high quality seeds. I think that you will agree with me that the seedsman can
afford to produce and sell nothing but the highest quality seed possible.
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Bobby Kilman
Murphy Seed Service
Mt. Holly Virginia
I

1

Inc.

16 2

MEXICO (Cont'd.)

VIRGINIA (Cont'd o)
Davi d L Watson & (Mrs. )
Universal Dynamics Corp.
Alexandria Virginia
1

WISCONSIN
Harold Nemitz & (Mrs.)
Tracy & Son Farms
Janesville , Wisconsin
CHILE
-Francisco Ebei.
Santiago
Chile
CANADA
John Isley Barrhead Alberta
Canada
1

MEXICO
Antonio Berentsen
Mexico f. , D. F.

1

Jr.

Ing . Carolos Manu el Casta nos
Mexico 19 , D o F.
Ing . Pedro Sa lazar Estrada
Mexico 19, D. F.
Ing . Jose L. Gardu no
Branco Nacional De C redito Ejidal
M exico l , D . F
0

Ing . Joaqu in Loredo G .
Mexico 1 D . F,
1

Gu illemo Olmedo
Semillas Mejoradas
Mexico 1 D. F.
1

1

S . A.

Sr. Ing. Guerrero Sandoval
Isc. Nac De Agricultura
Chaping Edo De Mexico
Mexico
I

LIST OF PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
IN THE SEED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Air and Screen Cleaners
Clipper

~

I

Model Super x..:.29D

Clipper, Model M-2B
Crippen, . Model H -5 34 -A

Crippen, Model 334-A
Vac-A-Way, I:arm Model

A. T. Ferrell and Company
West Michigan & Wheeler Street
Saginaw, Michigan
..

II

"

Crippen Manufacturing Company
Alma, Michigan
"

"

J. W. Hance Manufacturing Co.
Westerville, Ohio

.. Aspirator
Pneumatic Separator

Electric Sorting Machine Company
5134 Glenmont Drive
Houston, Texas

Belt Separator
Ross Beet Seed Draper (Inclined Belt)

J• J. Ross Mill Furnishing Co.
Portland, Oregon

Buckhorn Separator
Sutton, Steele and Steele

Sutton, Steele and Steele, Inc . .
1031 South Haskell
Dallas 23, Texas

Corn Graders
Morecorn Grader, Model 2 SA

Univets-al .Hotst and Mfg. Co.
1326 Waterloo Road
Cedar Falls, Iowa

Rock -It Corn Grader, . Model S -4

Superior Separator Company
121 Washington Avenue South
Hopkins, Minnesota

164
MANUFACTURER

EQUIPMENT
Conveyors
Burrows Belt Conveyor

1

Model R-13-3/4HE

Burrows Equipment Company*
· 1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston Illinois
I

Clipper Vibrating Conveyor

Elton Belt Conveyor

I

Model B.

· A. T. Fe.r rell & Company
West Michigan & Wheeler' St.
· Saginaw , Michigan
R. R. Howell Company*
Minneapolis Minnesota .
I

Universal Belt Conveyor

I

Model H-'2

Universal Hoist and Mfg. Co.
1326 Waterloo Road
Cedar Falls Iowa
I

Debear:der
Clipper

A. T. Ferrell and Company
West Michigan & Wheeler St.
· Sa<;:Jinaw Michigan
I

.

Elevators
Burrows Cup Type

Model 100

I

Burrows Equipment Company*
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston Illinois
I

Burrows Cup TiPe l Model 200
Gordonbilt Airlift, 1-H. P.

.,

II

Gordon Machinery Corporation
P. 0. Box 1452 ·
Marysville California
I

John F. Grisez

John F. Grisez Company
Crows Landing, California

Lift-Master Airlift, 2-H. P.

Holzinger Brothers
10140 South Shoemaker Ave.
Sante Fe Springs California
I

Seedburo Cup Type

I

Model 200 B.

Seedburo Equipment Company*
618 . West Jackson Boulevard
Chicago 6 Illinois
I

*Supplier

165
EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Elevators (Cont ' d .)
Universal Cup Type, Model B

Universal Hoist and Mfg. Co.
1326 Waterloo Road
Cedar Falls , Iowa

Gravity Tables
Oliver, Model 50-A

Oliver Manufacturing Company
Rocky Ford, Colorado

Su tton, Steele & Steele,
Model AX-100

Sutton, Steele & Steele, Inc.
1031 South Haskell
Dallas 23, Texas

Hu llers and Scarifiers
Clipper, Eddy-Giant

Clipper, Model HSC-2
Crippen , Model S

A. T. Ferrell and Company
West Michigan & Wheeler SL
Saginaw, Michigan
II

II

Crippen Manufacturing Company
Alma, . Michigan

Length Graders
Carter Disc Separator, Model 1522

Simon-Carter Company
655-19thAvenue , N. E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Carter Disc Separator , Model 1827

II

II

Carter Disc Separator , Model 1547

II

II

Hart Uni-Flow Cylinder Separator
Mode l 3

II

II

Su perior Length Grader (Cylinder)
Model C-56

Su perior Separator Company
121 Washington Avenue South
Hopkins , Minnesota

Magnetic Separators
John F . Grisez

John F. Grisez Company
Crows Landing, California

166
EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Mixers
Kelly Duplex Vertical Mixer
· Model 1

Mac Lellan Batch Mixer
Model 1

Burrows Equipment Company*
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston, Illinois
II

II

Roll Mills (Dodder)
Clipper, 10 rolls

A. T. Ferrell and Company
West Michigan & Wheeler St.
Saginaw, Michigan

Wars co, 8 rolls

W. A. Rice Company
Jerseyville, Illinois

Scales
Apex Bagging Machine, Model D-100

Burrows Equipment Company*
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston , Illinois

Fairbanks-Morse, 1000# Platform Scales

II

II

Fairbanks -Morse, 2500# Warehouse Scales

II

II

Scalpers
Clipper, Model 1297-1

A. T. Ferrell and Company
West Michigan & Wheeler St.
Saginaw, Michigan

Seed Treaters
Calkins Slurry, Model S -30

Calkins Manufacturing Co.
Spokane, Washington

Gustafson Mist-0-Matic, Model MC

Ben Gustafson & Sons Mfg. Co.
1031 Center Avenue
Moorehead, Minnesota

Gustafson Mist-0-Ma tic, Model M 100

II

II

Gustafson Mist-0-Matic, Model M400

II

II

Panogen Automatic, Model US 60-C

*Supplier

Panogen, Incorporated
110 North Wacker Drive
Chicago 6, Illinois
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MANUFACTURER

EQUIPMENT
Seed Treaters
Panogen Automatic

I

Model MC

Pa nogen Incorporated
110 Noi'th Wacker Drive
Chicago 6 Illinois
I

I

Spiral Separator
Krussow Double Spi ral

Cleland Manufacturing Company
2800 Washington Avenue -North
Minneapolis 10 Minnesota
1

Width and Thickness Grader
Carter Precision Grader

Simon-Carter Company
655-19th Avenue N. E.
Minneapolis Minnesota
I

I

.

LIST OF lABORATORY MODEL
SEED PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Air and Screen Cleaners
Miniature Clipper

I

Model 29-D

A. T . . Ferrell and Company
West Michigan & Wheeler St.
Saginaw .Michigan
I

Clipper, Office Model

II

II

Aspirator
Superior Fractionating

Superior Separator Company
121 Washington Avenu.e
Hopkins Minnesota
1

Debearder
Clipper

A. T. Ferrell and Company
West Michigan & Wheeler St.
Saginaw, Mi c higan

Dockage Tester
Carter

I

Model XT 1

Simon-Carter Company
655-19th Street, N. E.
Minneapolis Minnesota
I

168
EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURERS

Electrostatic Separators
Carpco, Model HP-16

Carpco Research & Eng. Co.
P. 0. Box 3 2 7 2
Jacksonville 6, Florida

Coronatron

Ding's Magnetic Separator Co.
4740 West Electric Avenue
Milwaukee 46, Wisconsin

Gravity Tables
Forsberg

· Fred Forsberg & Sons , I ric.
Thief River Falls, .Minnesota

Oliver Sfoner

Oliver Manufacturing Company
Rocky Ford, Colorado

Sutton, Steele & Steele
Model V-135A

Sutton, Steele & Steele, Inc.
·1031 South Haskell
Dallas 23, Texas

Kvarnmaskiner Laboratory Cleaning Plant
Type KM

A/B Kvarnmaskiner
Malmo , Sweden

This plant consists of the following equipment:
Scourer (Huller) ·
Air Separator (Aspirator)
Shaking Sieve Sifter (2 Screen Cleaner)
Table Separator (Gravity Separator)
Trieur {Cylinder Separator)
Length Graders
Carter, Test Cylinders

Carter, Test Disc
Superior, Test Cylinder

Simon-Carter Company
655- 19th Street, N. E.
II

II

Superior Separator Company
121 Washington Avenue South
Hopkins, Minnesota

169
EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Magnetic Separators
Gompper-Maschinen Gesellshaft
m . b.H. - "Lilliput"

Buderich bei Dusseldorf
Grunstr 32, Postfach, Germany
U. S. Distributor:
Ulbeco , Incorporated
484 State Highway 17
Paramus, New Jersey

Roll Mill (Dodder)
W. A. Rice

W. A. Rice Seed Company
Jerseyville, Illinois

Roll Mill built by the Seed Technology La bora tory
Scalper
Clipper, Model 1297-1

A. T. Ferrell and Company
West Michigan and Wheeler St.
Saginaw , Michigan

Scarifier
Forsberg

.Fred Forsberg & Sons, Inc.
Thief River Falls, Minnesota

Screens
Complete set of Clipper 9" x 9"
Hand Screens

A. T . Ferrell & Company
West Michigan & Wheeler St.
Saginaw, Michigan

Seed Treater
Calkins

Calkins Manufacturing Co.
Spokane, Washington

Spiral Separator
Krussow Spiral

Cleland Manufacturing Co.
2800 Washington Avenue North
Minneapolis 10, Minnesota

Thresher
Vogel Head Thresher

Bill's Machine Shop
Pullman, Washington

170
MANUFACTURER

EQUIPMENT
Width and Thickness Grader

Simon -Carter Company
655-19th Avenue N. E.
Minneapolis Minnesota

Carter Precision Grader

I

I

Additional equipment includes: bag holders sewing machines seed
probes moisture testers germinators ovens purity boards seed dividers
seed counters balances microscopes seed sample cabinets the Vi tascope
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

and other laboratory equipment.
Some of this equipment was contributed by:
Ben Gustafson & Son Manufacturing Company
Burrows Equipment Company
E. L. Erickson Products
Paul Hattaway Company
Redhead Bagholder Corporation
Seedburo Equipment Company

1

I

